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Abstract
In this thesis, quantum chemical methods have been applied to elucidate the thermodynamics
and the kinetics of reactions involving reactive species in water. Due to their high reactivity
in water, many transient species are difﬁcult to study by experimental means only. Here,
quantum chemical models are used to provide a deeper insight into the chemical nature and
aqueous behaviors of such species.
In the ﬁrst chapter, I investigate the gas phase electronic structure and the thermodynamics of
inorganic chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines, collectively termed halamines.
The halamines are halogen oxidants that arise from reactions between ammonia and
hypohalous acids during water disinfection processes, and these reactive species are
implicated in the formation of disinfection byproducts that are harmful to human health.
Despite their relevance in both drinking water chemistry and in biochemistry, the stabilities
and speciation of these molecules are difﬁcult to investigate by experimental means. To
accurately predict the electronic structures and gas phase thermodynamic properties of
halamines, I design a computational protocol, TA14, based on the high-quality Weizmann
and Feller-Peterson-Dixon composite methods. TA14 combines a systematic sequence of
wave function theory calculations, including the evaluations of dynamical and static electron
correlation (CCSDTQ), core/valence electron correlation contributions, scalar and spin-orbit
relativistic contributions, and VPT2 anharmonic vibrations. Using TA14, I successfully assess
the gas phase total atomization energies, free enthalpies of formation, Δ f H
o
gas , and Gibbs
free energies of formation, Δ f G
o
gas , of halamines within uncertainty bounds of 1-3 kJ mol
−1.
Analysis of the energy components contributing to total atomization energies of halamines
reveals that N-Cl and N-Br bonds are held together mostly or entirely by electron correlation
forces, with small or even negative Hartree Fock contributions. For example, the Hartree
Fock component of the total atomization energy, TAEHF , is negative for both NBr3 and
NBr2Cl, implying that these molecules would be predicted as unstable without accounting
for dynamical electron correlation. Reported thermochemical data enable the determination
of equilibrium constants for reactions involving halamines, opening possibilities for more
quantitative studies of the chemistry of these poorly understood compounds.
In the second chapter, I evaluate the aqueous equilibria and speciation of halamines. I
combine theoretical benchmark-quality gas phase Gibbs free energies of formation (chapter
2) with the computed Gibbs free energies of solvation, ΔG∗sol v , thereby obtaining aqueous
phase Gibbs free energies of formation, Δ f G
o
aq , for halamines. The ’half-and-half’ solvation
approach, based on averaging the estimates of SMD implicit solvent model and the cluster-
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continuum solvent model, produces an average error of 3.3 kJ mol−1 in ΔG∗sol v for a set of
structurally related molecules containing H, N, O, and Cl. Taking into consideration the
combined uncertainties of the computed Δ f G
o
gas values and the computed ΔG
∗
sol v values,
we assign an uncertainty of 6-7 kJ mol−1 to the theoretical standard Gibbs free energies of
formation in aqueous phase, Δ f G
∗
aq , of halamines. Δ f G
∗
aq values are key thermodynamic
properties for investigating chemical processes involving halamines during drinking water
treatment. The newly reported thermodynamic data can be used to determine the stabilities
(reaction equilibria) of halamines in water. Based on our estimated uncertainties of 6-7 kJ
mol−1 in the computed Δ f G∗aq values of halamines, we expect roughly 1 order-of-magnitude
uncertainty in the aqueous equilibrium constants for the reactions leading to the production
of halamines in water. I also estimate acid dissociation constant values, pKa , of both the
protonated and neutral halamines and methylated amines, based on quantum chemical
computations. These results bring new insights into the electronic nature and stabilities
of these reactive species in water, enabled by quantitative computational investigations of
properties that are not possible to determine experimentally.
In the third chapter, I evaluate a previously proposed molecular pathway that leads from N,N-
dimethylsulfamide to N,N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), a US Environmental Protection
Agency regulated carcinogen, during ozonation of bromide-containing natural water. The
molecular modeling involves several challenges, including electronic structures having
multireference character, intermediates and transition state structures that are aqueously
solvated, and intermolecular migration reactions. To describe this transformation, I take
advantage the M05 and B2PLYPD density functional theory methods that were previously
developed and tested for investigating multireference electronic structures and reaction
barrier heights. The multi-step molecular mechanism involves the reactions of N,N-
dimethylsulfamide with hypobromous acid, produced by the ozonation of naturally-occuring
bromide, and with ozone. This leads to an anionic intermediate that resembles a fragile
complex between an electrophilic nitrosyl bromide (BrNO) molecule and an electron-rich
dimethylaminosulﬁnate ((SO2)N(CH3)2(−)) fragment. This loosely bound intermediate
decomposes by two branches: an exothermic channel that produces NDMA, and an entropy-
driven channel giving non-NDMA products.
In the last chapter, I computationally investigate the molecular pathways that lead from
biogenic sulfur-containing compounds (thiols, polysulﬁdes, and thioethers) to carbonyl
sulﬁde (OCS) in the ocean. OCS ventilates from the oceans to the atmosphere, where it is
directly implicated in the cloud condensation nuclei and in the formation of the stratospheric
sulfate layer. However, the predominant molecular sources of OCS in the oceans are unknown,
and previously reported experimental results suggested that thiyl/sulfhydryl radicals could
play a key role in both the photochemical and non-photochemical production pathways
of OCS. Quantum chemical modeling and reaction kinetics simulations are applied to
study the complex molecular reactions leading to OCS in water. Hypothesized reaction
mechanisms involving thiyl/sulfhydryl radicals and CO are assessed with density functional
theory electronic structure methods. These results show that thiyl radicals, which can be
produced from the oxidation of thiolates or possible from the bond cleavage of dimethylsulﬁde,
iv
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are key precursors of OCS in seawater. Hydrogen sulﬁde and polysulﬁde species such as
HS·, S·−, S2−, and S2−2 are likely involved in the formation of OCS in ocean surface as well.
APEX photochemical models reveal that the transient species, Br·−2 , plays a main role in the
phototransformation of dimethylsulﬁde, methionine, cysteine, and glutathione, whereas
CO−·3 could play a signiﬁcant role in the photodegradation of cysteine and glutathione at low
concentrations of DOC. The results of the study have implications for our understanding of
the role of OCS in ocean biogeochemistry and climate.
Keywords: quantum chemical methods, DFT, thermochemistry, coupled cluster methods,
solvation, disinfection byproducts, NDMA, chloramines, bromamines, carbonyl sulﬁde.
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Riassunto
In questa tesi sono state studiate con metodi quantomeccanici la termodinamica e la cinetica
di reazioni che coinvolgono specie reattive in fase acquosa. A causa dell’elevata reattività,
infatti, molte specie molecolari transienti sono difﬁcili da analizzare in laboratorio. Per contro,
l’applicazione di metodi computazionali permette di studiare la natura chimica e la reattività
di queste molecole in acqua.
Il primo capitolo concerne la struttura elettronica e la termodinamica in fase gas di
clorammine, bromammine e bromoclorammine. Queste ammine inorganiche sono potenti
ossidanti che vengono generati dalle reazioni dell’ammoniaca con l’acido ipocloroso e l’acido
ipobromoso, durante processi di disinfezione delle acque. Le clorammine, le bromammine
e le bromoclorammine sono specie assai reattive e partecipano in reazioni che portano alla
formazione di prodotti di disinfezione tossici per l’uomo. Nonostante la loro rilevanza in
ambito della chimica di disinfezione e nella biochimica, la stabilità e la distribuzione di queste
ammine in acqua non possono essere studiate estensivamente in laboratorio. Per questo ho
sviluppato un protocollo computazionale, chiamato TA14, che si basa su metodi compositi,
quali i metodi Weizmann e la procedura Feller-Peterson-Dixon. Il protocollo TA14 prevede
l’applicazione di una sequenza sistematica di metodi coupled cluster ﬁno al livello CCSDTQ
al ﬁne di valutare i contributi statici e dinamici dell’energia elettronica di correlazione. Nel
protocollo sono anche inclusi i seguenti contributi all’energia elettronica totale: contributi di
energia di correlazione di valenza, contributi relativistici scalari e di accoppiamenti spin-orbita
e, inﬁne, le vibrazioni anarmoniche calcolate con il metodo VPT2. Grazie al metodo TA14, ho
potuto calcolare le energie di atomizzazione in fase gas, le entalpie di formazione e le energie
libere di formazione delle clorammine, delle bromammine e delle bromoclorammine con
accuratezza di 1-3 kJ mol−1. Un’attenta analisi delle componenti dell’energia di atomizzazione
delle ammine ha rivelato che i legami N-Cl e N-Br sono costituiti per lo più da forze di
correlazione elettronica, come è mostrato dai contributi energetici Hartree-Fock prossimi
allo zero o addirittura negativi. Per esempio, la componente Hartree-Fock dell’energia di
atomizzazione, TAEHF , risulta essere negativa per le molecole NBr3 e NBr2Cl. Ciò implica che
queste molecole non si sarebbero formate se non grazie alla presenza di queste forze di energia
di correlazione. Queste clorammine, bromammine e bromoclorammine sono infatti potenti
nucleoﬁli che possono decomporsi piuttosto facilmente per produrre specie radicaliche in
acqua.
Nel secondo capitolo ho simulato gli equilibri in acqua delle clorammine, bromammine e
bromoclorammine. Ho pertanto combinato i risultati dei calcoli in fase gassosa del secondo
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capitolo con nuove energie libere di solvatazione di queste specie qui calcolate. Le energie di
solvatazione sono state calcolate utilizzando sia il modello di solvatazione implicita SMD, sia
il modello di solvatazione continua sviluppato da Bryantsev et al. recentemente. La media
dei valori prodotti da due approcci computazionali è affetta da un’incertezza di 3.3 kJ mol−1
nella ΔG∗sol v per un set di molecole strutturalmente simili alle ammine e contenenti H, N, O
e Cl. Prendendo in considerazione sia le incertezze relative alle energie in fase gassosa sia
le incertezze delle energie di solvatazione, le energie libere di formazione delle clorammine,
bromammine e bromoclorammine da me calcolate hanno un’accuratezza totale di 6-7 kJ
mol−1. Le energie libere di formazione sono proprietà termodinamiche chiave per investigare
processi di reazione che coinvolgono queste ammine durante la disinfezione delle acque
potabili. Ho quindi utilizzato questi nuovi dati per determinare le costanti di equilibrio
delle reazioni di formazione delle clorammine, bromammine e bromoclorammine in acqua.
Le constanti di equilibrio di queste reazioni sono ora disponibili e potranno essere incluse
in modelli cinetici che simulano i processi di disinfezione i quali, quindi, risulteranno più
accurati.
Nel terzo capitolo ho studiato in dettaglio il meccanismo di reazione che dalla N,N-
dimetilsulfammide porta allaN,N-nitrosodimetilammina (NDMA), unnoto agente carginogeno,
in seguito all’ozonizzazione di acque potabili contenenti tracce di bromuro. Lo studio
di tale meccanismo di reazione comporta multiple sﬁde, in quanto prevede l’analisi di
strutture elettroniche aventi carattere multireferenziale, include lo studio di intermedi e
di strutture corrispondenti a stati di transizione che sono ampiamente solvatati, e richiede
lo studio di una reazione di migrazione intermolecolare. Per descrivere questo complesso
meccanismo di reazione, sono stati condotti degli esperimenti stopped-ﬂow in combinazione
con simulazioni di meccanica quantistica. I funzionali della densità che ho adottato per
studiare la struttura elettronica delle molecole aventi carattere multireferenziale, come ozono,
addotti contententi ozono e stati di transizione sono M05 e B2PLYPD. I primi passi della
reazione sono costituiti dagli attacchi dell’acido ipobromoso (prodotto dell’ozonizzazione di
bromuri presenti nell’acqua potabile) e dell’ozono sulla N,N-dimetilsulfammide; da questi
primi passi, si forma un addotto anionico simile ad un complesso molecolare contenente un
frammento elettroﬁlico BrNO e un frammento ((SO2)N(CH3)2(−)) elettron-ricco. Dai risultati
delle simulazioni questo complesso risulta assai fragile, tant’è che si decompone velocemente
seguendo due cammini preferenziali: un cammino esotermico che produce la NDMA e un
cammino favorito entropicamente che conduce a prodotti diversi dalla NDMA.
Nel quarto ed ultimo capitolo ho analizzato i meccanismi di reazione che portano alla
formazione del solfuro di carbonile negli oceani a partire da molecole contenenti zolfo, quali
tioli, polisolfuri e tioeteri. Il solfuro di carbonile è estremamente reattivo in acqua (con un
tempo di emivita di 2 giorni), ma persiste in troposfera per un tempo di emivita di circa 8 mesi.
Dagli oceani, infatti, si trasferisce nella troposfera e da qui viene trasportato nella stratosfera,
dove si decompone contribuendo alla formazione dello strato di particelle di solfato
stratosferico. Nonostante gli oceani contribuiscano sostanzialmente alla concentrazione
atmosferica di solfuro di carbonio, i meccanismi di formazione di questo composto negli
oceani non sono del tutto noti. Le uniche informazioni a disposizione derivano da precedenti
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studi sperimentali hanno ipotizzato che radicali derivanti da tioli o polisolfuri possano avere
un ruolo chiave nella produzione fotochimica e non-fotochimica del solfuro di carbonile. Ho
quindi modellizzato la termodinamica e la cinetica di reazioni di formazione del solfuro di
carbonile che coinvolgono radicali sulfurici e il monossido di carbonio. Ho inﬁne dimostrato
che radicali allo zolfo, derivanti dalla decomposizione fotochimica di tioli, polisolfuri e tioeteri,
sono precursori del solfuro di carbonile negli oceani. Inoltre, grazie ai risultati dello studio
fotochimico basato sul software APEX, ho dimostrato radical anioni quali Br·−2 e CO
−·
3 sono
coinvolti nei processi di decomposizione fotochimica del dimethil solfuro, metionina, cisteina
e glutatione, e che quindi possono partecipare alla formazione del solfuro di carbonile negli
oceani. I risultati di questo studio computazionale contribuiscono sostanzialmente alla
comprensione del ruolo del solfuro di carbonile nella biogeochimica oceanica.
Parole chiave: metodi quantomeccanici, teoria del funzionale della densità, termochimica,
coupled cluster, solvatazione, prodotti di disinfezione, NDMA, clorammine, bromammine,
solfuro di carbonile.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Aqueous short-lived reactive species play a crucial role in many domains, from water
disinfection chemistry to the phototransformations of organic compounds in the ocean.
For example, photochemical formation and decomposition of sulfur-containing species,
including DMS, OCS, and H2S, take place near the ocean surface and are mostly driven by
short-lived reactive species. Reactive species that are used for water disinfection treatments
contribute to the unintended production of toxic byproducts. For example, during ozonation
of drinkingwater, bromide reacts rapidly with ozone, generating bromate,[1, 2, 3] a well-known
carcinogenic species. Bromide can also become oxidized by ozone to generate hypobromous
acid, which reacts with organic micropollutants, such as phenols and amines, as well as
inorganic compounds, like ammonia.[4] However, the aqueous behavior and the speciation
of these reactive species remain often difﬁcult to study by experimental means due to their
extremely high reactivity in water.
Quantum chemical modeling offers an alternative to explore reaction mechanisms involving
reactive species in water. By taking advantage of quantum chemistry, aqueous equilibrium
constants and kinetic constants can be predicted, molecular mechanisms involving short-
lived reactive species can be explored, and linear free energy relationships between known
experimental values and newly computed properties can be established. However, quantum
chemistry has its own set of limitations. For example, halogen- and oxygen-containing reactive
species, exhibit sometimes complex multireference electronic structures that can be difﬁcult
to treat computationally. Quantum chemical models are thus complementary to experiment;
we can take advantage of available experimental values and combine them together with
computed properties, enabling us to gain information and insights that are difﬁcult to obtain
by experimental means only.
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Fig. 1.1 Qualitative scheme of the applicability of the quantum chemical methods employed in this
thesis.
1.1.1 Quantum chemical modeling approaches for reactive molecules arising in
aquatic systems
I have applied density functional theory (DFT) methods and wave function methods to
describe the behaviors of reactive molecules in aqueous solution. The choice of the
proper methods to compute aqueous equilibrium constants and rate constants of reactions
involving short-lived reactive species depends on the size of the system, the electronic
structure of the molecular system investigated, and the uncertainty that can be accepted
in the prediction of the thermodynamic and kinetic properties (Figure 1.1). The electronic
structures of aqueous reactive species, such as halogen oxidants, ozone, or radical species,
often exhibit multireference character.[5, 6] This means that the reference conﬁguration
(deﬁned as the Hartree-Fock wavefunction) that describes the electron conﬁguration of such
systems is affected by quasidegeneracy and is not well-described by a single predominating
conﬁguration.[7] Awell-known example is themultireference electronic structure of ozone that
is formally a closed-shell singlet with the diradical character of about 33%.[8] For these cases,
high-level wavefunction methods, which can take into account the non-dynamic electronic
correlation energies of multireference electronic structures, are more appropriate than DFT
approaches that are single-reference methods.[5] However, the size (number of electrons
being modeled) of these reactive systems make the wavefunction simulations quite expensive
in terms of computational cost. Based on the considerations above, I have employed DFT
methods to predict the geometries, thermodynamic properties, and kinetics of molecular
systems with more than 4 atoms of the second row of the periodic table. In this thesis,
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expensive wavefunction methods have been applied to study molecules up to 4 atoms and
112 electrons that exhibit multireference character.
In this thesis, quantum chemical methods have been selected on a case by case basis. DFT
methods have been employed to investigate the molecular pathway that leads from N,N-
dimethylsulfamide to N,N-nitrodimethylamine during oxidative water treatment and the
reaction mechanisms of carbonyl sulﬁde formation from sulfur-containing anions, radicals,
and radical anions in the ocean. The size of the molecules involved in the mechanisms was
the key factor in making the choice of the DFT method. Total atomization energies and gas
phase free energies of formation of chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines were
assessed with 1-3 kJ mol−1 accuracy. A composite wavefunction method was employed in this
case since the molecules investigated were small (up to 4 atoms, and up to 112 electrons). Each
case study presents unique challenges and quantum chemical methods have been selected
accordingly.
1.1.2 Quantum chemistry modeling applied to reactive species arising in water
disinfection chemistry
Disinfection is essential to maintain hygienic conditions and guarantee chemical water quality
in drinking water and swimming pool waters. Even though disinfectants target the microbial
pathogens that can cause waterborne diseases, they produce potentially toxic disinfection
byproducts (DBPs), only some of which have been identiﬁed and regulated. Each of the most
common disinfectants (chlorine, ozone, chlorine dioxide, and chloramines) can result in
the production of different types of DBPs by reacting with natural organic matter and other
micropollutants.[9] For example, trihalomethanes (THMs) include regulated carcinogenic
and/or mutagenic DBPs that have been detected in chlorinated, chloraminated, and ozonated
drinking waters.[9] Halogenated acetic acids (HAAs) are formed by disinfection of natural
waters with chlorine, chlorine dioxide, ozone, and chloramines.[9] HAAs can be mutagenic
and irritate the skin, eyes, and mucose membranes.[10] Trichloramine is a DBP formed in
presence of both chlorine and nitrogen-containing compounds, and is directly involved with
the swimming-pool-associated asthma. Chloramination of drinking water promotes the
formation of nitrosamine, including the EPA regulated N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA).
Ozonation has been proposed as an alternative to chlorine-containing disinfectants, since
ozone reduces the amount of THMs and HAAs; however, in presence of bromide, ozonation
leads to formation of bromate, which has been identiﬁed as a carcinogenic in laboratory
animals,[11, 12] as well as other potentially dangerous organo-brominated compounds.[13]
Despite the compelling health issues caused by DBPs in drinking water, the molecular
pathways leading to the formation of the DBPs are often undetermined. Extremely reactive
and short-lived intermediates are involved in the formation of DBPs and are often difﬁcult to
detect and investigate by experimental means only, precluding a complete understanding of
the chemical pathways leading to DBPs in drinking water and swimming pool water. Quantum
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chemical models can be applied to elucidate the reaction mechanisms of formation of these
potentially toxic DBPs. By taking advantage of computational tools, aqueous thermodynamic
properties, rate constants, and intermediate structures of molecular mechanisms of reactions
leading to the formation of dangerous DBPs can be assessed in order to more fully understand
the chemistry that takes place during water disinfection.
I have employed quantum chemical modeling tools to investigate the molecular mechanisms,
the thermodynamics, and the kinetics of aqueous reactions leading to DBPs. In the second
and third chapters, I have employed different computational techniques to investigate the
speciation and the behavior of halamines, halogen oxidants that are implicated in the
formation of DBPs in water facilities. In the fourth chapter, I apply density functional
theory methods to elucidate each step of the molecular mechanism that leads from N,N-
dimethylsulfamide to NDMA during ozonation of bromide-containing drinking water.
1.1.3 Molecular modeling of carbonyl sulﬁde, a natural marine compound that
links ocean photochemistry with climate
Carbonyl sulﬁde links oceanic and atmospheric sulfur chemistry with climate
change
Carbonyl sulﬁde (OCS) is a volatile gas that links ocean biology, ocean photochemistry, and
climate, creating the potential for feedbacks in the ongoing changes of the ocean and climate
systems. Oceanic OCS is produced by photochemical and non-photochemical pathways most
likely involving sulfur-containing organic species, generated by phytoplankton activity.[14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] Oceanic OCS ventilates into the atmosphere where it is oxidized
to sulfate and contributes to cloud condensation nuclei formation.[21, 23] Sulfur chemistry
in the ocean and atmosphere are tied to climate in the so-called CLAW hypothesis,[24, 25] in
which ocean phytoplankton activity and cloud formation are connected via the air-sea gas
exchange ﬂuxes of sulfur-containing compounds. According to the CLAW hypothesis,[24, 25]
changes in oceanic OCS production may therefore inﬂuence cloud cover, which in turn would
affect phytoplankton growth and OCS production. It thus represents a potential feedback
between ocean biogeochemistry and the climate system.
Carbonyl sulﬁde contributes to the Junge aerosol layer
In 1961, Junge et al. discovered a stratospheric aerosol layer mainly composed of sulfate
particles.[26] Crutzen and coworkers[27, 28] showed that OCS is the major source of the
sulfate that composes the Junge aerosol layer (Figure 1.2). Since OCS is relatively inert in
the troposphere, having an half-life time of more than 8 months, it can be transported to
the stratosphere where it undergoes photodissociation through the absorption of ultraviolet
sunlight.[27] The photodecomposition of OCS to CO and atomic S is the rate determining
step of the mechanism of OCS loss and takes place at λ≤ 289.5 nm.[29] Therefore, the light
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Fig. 1.2 Qualitative scheme of the important atmospheric pathways for reduced sulfur species
originating in the ocean. Tropospheric OCS ventilates into the stratosphere, where its oxidation leads
to the sulfuric acid, contributing to acid precipitation and cloud condensation nuclei.
absorption of OCS in the troposphere is quite weak, whereas in the stratosphere OCS quickly
photodissociates.
Oceans and tropospheric CS2 are natural sources of OCS in the atmosphere
The reaction of atmospheric CS2 with OH radicals leads to the formation of OCS in the
atmosphere.[30, 31, 29] Additionally, sunlight-driven transformations of sulfur precursor
compounds produced by phytoplankton take place in the surface oceanwater column, leading
to OCS. Oceanic OCS production from organosulfur compounds is enhanced under the
inﬂuence of light,[18] and this behavior might be explained by a molecular pathway involving
radicals in the formation of OCS.[17, 18, 32, 33] However, the molecular mechanisms that lead
to OCS in the ocean remains unclear. Without an understanding of the precursors, species,
and mechanisms involved in oceanic OCS formation, it is difﬁcult to make projections about
how OCS production may change in the future, and it is difﬁcult to fully assess how OCS
production is coupled with changes in the ocean system.
In the ﬁfth chapter, I focus on modeling the reaction mechanisms that produce OCS from
sulfur-containing precursors such as biogenic thiols, DMS, and polysulﬁdes. I have considered
radical and anionic pathways involving sulfur-containing compounds and CO. By analyzing
the thermodynamic properties and the kinetics of hypothesized reactions, I have identiﬁed
several feasible pathways that might lead to OCS in the ocean.
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2.1 Abstract
Chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines are halogen-containing oxidants that
arise from the reaction of hypohalous acids with ammonia in water. Although relevant to
both water disinfection chemistry and biochemistry, these molecules are difﬁcult to study
in the laboratory, and their thermochemical properties remain poorly established. We
developed a benchmark level ab initio calculation protocol, termed TA14, adapted from
the Weizmann theory and Feller-Peterson-Dixon approaches to determine the molecular
structures and thermochemical properties of these compounds. We ﬁnd that the halamine
molecules are bound largely, and in some cases entirely, by electron correlation forces. This
presumably explains their high reactivity as electrophilic oxidants. We provide computed
heats of formation at 0 K (Δ f H
0
0K ) and at 298 K (Δ f H
0
298K ) and Gibbs free energies of formation
at 298 K (Δ f G
0
298K ) for the 9 inorganic chloramines, bromamines, bromochloramines in gas
phase. Based on comparisons to previous theoretical and experimental data for a set of 11
small molecules containing N, O, H, Cl, and Br, we propose uncertainties ranging from 1 to 3 kJ
mol−1 for computed thermodynamic properties of the halamines. Reported thermochemical
data enable the determination of equilibrium constants for reactions involving halamines,
opening possibilities for more quantitative studies of the chemistry of these poorly understood
compounds.
2.2 Introduction
Halogen-containing oxidants have long received attention, due to their role in processes
affecting human health and environmental hygiene.[34, 35] Chlorination and chloramination
are the predominant methods of drinking water disinfection in the United States.[36, 37,
38] Chlorine is commonly applied either as gaseous Cl2, which dissolves in water at room
temperature, or as a salt of hypochlorite, OCl−:
Cl2+H2O−→HOCl+HCl (2.1)
OCl−+H+ pKa−−−−−HOCl (2.2)
Cl2 and hypochlorite both lead to the formation of hypochlorous acid, HOCl (pKa=7.5 [39]). In
ammonia-containing water, HOCl undergoes substitution reactions with ammonia, following
a well-known process that leads to the formation of chloramines:[40, 41, 42, 43, 44]
NH3+HOCl−−−−NH2Cl+H2O (2.3)
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NH2Cl+HOCl−−−−NHCl2+H2O (2.4)
NHCl2+HOCl−−−−NCl3+H2O (2.5)
Monochloramine can be directly added to water during drinking water disinfection
treatment.[38, 36, 37, 45] Operationally, these reactions are controlled by the ratio of chlorine to
ammonia nitrogen, pH, temperature, and the presence of natural acid catalysts as phosphate,
sulfate, and carbonate.[44, 46]
Bromamines and bromochloramines may arise as well, in bromine-containing waters.[47,
48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] During disinfection treatment, bromide can become oxidized
to hypobromous acid/hypobromite, contributing to the formation of bromamines and
bromochloramines in water.[4] The role of bromide in monochloramine decay was considered
in the kinetic model provided by Vikesland et al.[46] Lei et al. reported on the formation
kinetics of bromamines,[56] and Luh and Mariñas recently investigated the formation kinetics
of bromochloramines, providing more information on their aqueous chemistry.[57]
Chloramines and bromamines are implicated in the formation of potentially toxic disinfection
byproducts (DBPs) during water treatment.[58, 36, 37, 59, 60] Chloramines can undergo
substitution and oxidation reactions involving natural organic matter.[61] Snyder and
Margerum[62] and then Isaac and Morris[63, 64] showed that monochloramine could transfer
chlorine to organic nitrogen compounds by general acid catalysis. During water disinfection,
monochloramine can play a direct role in the formation of halonitriles, halonitroalkanes,
and nitrosamines.[65] Monochloramine reactions with dissolved organic matter can also
lead to production of haloacetic acids.[66] The reaction between dichloramines and organic
nitrogen precursors such as dimethylamine can explain the observed production of N-
nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) and other nitrosamines,[67, 68] which are probable human
carcinogens according to the US Environmental Protection Agency. Fewer data are available
concerning the role of bromamines and bromochloramines in reactions that lead to DBP
formation. Le Roux et al. reported an enhancement of the formation of NDMA from
reactions between bromine-containing oxidant species and tertiary amines or dimethylamine,
suggesting a direct role of bromamines.[59] Monobromamine and dibromamine were also
found to react with cyanide ion (CN−) leading to the formation of CNBr, a volatile DBP.[60]
According to Valentine,[69] the bromine atom of bromochloramine is highly reactive. Despite
their considerable roles in disinfection byproduct formation, the speciation of chloramines,
bromamines, and bromochloramines is not fully known, and this impedes mechanistic studies
of DBP formation, which can involve many potential reaction pathways.
Due to the volatility of chloramines,[70, 71] these molecules also have implications in the poor
air quality in indoor swimming pools. According to Richardson et al., [72] NH2Cl, NHCl2, NCl3
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can escape into the atmosphere of swimming pool environments. They largely contribute to
the typical smell and irritant properties of the air of these facilities.[73]
Chloramines and bromamines are also released extracellularly by activated mammalian
eosinophils and neutrophils (white blood cells).[74, 75] The haem enzymes eosinophil
peroxidase and myeloperoxidase catalyse the production of HOBr and HOCl that can react
with extracellular matrix, including proteins, proteoglycans, and other nitrogen organic
compounds, generating substituted bromamines and chloramines.[76, 75, 77, 78, 79] The
N-bromination reactions promoted by HOBr, which exhibits higher rate constants than the
corresponding reactions by HOCl, may damage tissue, affecting cellular and tissue function, in
inﬂammatory diseases such as asthma.[77]Moreover, the so-generated halamines canundergo
one-electron reduction processes that cleave the N-X (where X = Cl or Br) bond.[80, 81] Indeed,
redox-active metal ions and superoxide radicals can reduce N-halogenated species, leading to
the formation of N-centered radicals and radical bromine atoms.[81]
Despite these concerns, halamine speciation is not fully understood and thus the reactivities
of halamines with components of natural waters and biological ﬂuids are difﬁcult to study.
Halamines are unstable at neutral pH and autodecompose by a complex set of reactions
only partially known.[44, 61, 46] As a consequence, kinetic experiments on chloramine
formation cannot be always successfully conducted under realistic water conditions found
in water treatment facilities.[44] Additionally, sampling and analysis of the chloramines in
the atmosphere is difﬁcult, requiring speciﬁc sampling devices and analytical methods.[73]
Due to these challenges, fundamental thermochemical properties of halamines have not been
extensively determined with experiments either in gas phase or in aqueous phase.
Quantum computational methods could offer more tractable estimates of the thermochem-
istry of chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines. However existing work is limited.
In 1997, Milburn et al. [82] reported theoretical enthalpy of formation values for inorganic
chloramines at MP4[83, 84, 85, 86] and QCISD(T)[87] levels of theory. More recently, Rayne
and Forest[88] estimated gas phase standard state enthalpies of formation at 298 K (Δ f H
0
298K )
for 398 species that contained the elements hydrogen through bromine at the G4[89] level,
including NH2Cl, NHCl2, NCl3, NH2Br, and NHBr2. This approach produced a MAD (mean
absolute deviation) of 2.68 kcal mol−1 with respect to experimental Δ f H0298K values for
144 compounds. More recently, Rayne and Forest[90] assessed new Δ f H
0
298K values for
NH2Cl, NHCl2, and NCl3 using G4MP2.[91] These estimates likely have about 2-3 kcal mol
−1
uncertainties. In 2011, monochloramine was included in the W4-11 dataset:[92] this is the
only halamine whose total atomization energy was determined with benchmark accuracy.
Finally, thermochemistry estimates remain absent for NBr3 and for the bromochloramines.
Calculations of energies for compounds containing halogens are not without their difﬁculties.
Therefore chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines require a carefully constructed
ab initio computational recipe, with attention to several ﬁne quantum mechanical effects,
in order to obtain accurate thermochemistry data. Since these inorganic molecules contain
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the heavy elements chlorine and bromine, ﬁne quantum mechanical effects must be
evaluated properly if sub-kcal mol−1 or sub-kJ mol−1 energies are sought. Indeed, the "gold
standard of quantum chemistry", or CCSD(T) with complete basis-set limit extrapolation,
has to be combined with core valence correlation energy calculations and relativistic
effects in order to predict accurate thermochemistry for chlorine- and bromine-containing
molecules.[93, 94, 95, 96] For molecules with elements from the ﬁrst and second rows,
relativistic and core-correlation contributions to bond energies are relatively small,[93, 97, 95]
but these components increase with the size of the atoms involved. For example, Feller et
al. reported scalar relativistic contributions of -0.14 kcal mol−1 and -0.54 kcal mol−1 to the
total atomization energies (TAE) of Cl2 and Br2, respectively.[95] Core-valence correlation
components of the TAEs of these molecules were -0.13 kcal mol−1 and 0.29 kcal mol−1,
respectively.[95] Post-CCSD(T) energy contributions may also be important. The magnitude
of post-CCSD(T) effects is small for systems that are reasonably described by a single reference
conﬁguration.[93] However, for species affected by severe nondynamical correlation, post-
CCSD(T) contributions to the TAE may exceed 1 kcal mol−1.[98, 95] Halogen-containing
molecules often exhibit severe nondynamical correlation effects; examples include F2, FO2,
F2O2, FO, F2O, OClO, and ClOO.[97] Hence, for chloramines and bromamines, we suspected
that an extension of the correlation treatment beyond CCSD(T) may be needed.
Specialized methods, such as the HEAT (High-accurate extrapolated ab initio thermochem-
istry), [99, 100, 101] Weizmann-n,[102, 103, 93] and Feller-Peterson-Dixon (FPD)[95, 96, 104]
protocols have been designed to estimate accurate thermochemistry even for difﬁcult cases
as those described above. W4 provided thermochemical data up to chlorine-containing
molecules with a ‘benchmark accuracy’ of 1 kJ mol−1 (0.24 kcal mol−1).[93] The HEAT target
accuracy was sub-kJ mol−1 for ﬁrst-row systems, whereas the FPD approach suggested an
accuracy of 0.2 to 0.4 kcal mol−1 for small molecules up to the third row. The FPD protocol is
more ﬂexible, being developed molecule-by-molecule, and has been applied up to bromine-
containing species, including BrO, Br2, HBr, BrF, and BrCl.[95] These computational methods
(Weizmann-n, FPD) are commonly recognized as benchmarks for small molecules. Although
we were inspired by these established methods, we did not apply any of these protocols
in their prescribed formulation. The W3 method does not include second order spin-orbit
corrections, and W3 treats core-valence correlation energy with only the MTSmall basis
set. These choices would not be appropriate for benchmark thermochemistry of molecules
containing bromine. On the other hand, the more rigorous W4 and FPD procedures were
intractably expensive for the not-so-small halamine species, with available algorithms and
hardware. Hence the halamines warranted the development of a tailored computational
recipe for the determination of high-accuracy thermochemistry.
In the present study, we calculated high-quality benchmark gas-phase thermochemical data,
including total atomization energies, heats of formation at 0 K and at 298 K, and Gibbs
free energies of formation at 298 K for chloramines, bromamines, bromochloramines, and
other related small halogenated molecules. For this purpose, we developed a computational
protocol, termed as TA14 in the remainder of the manuscript, which is adapted from the high-
11
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quality HEAT, Weizmann-n, and Feller-Peterson-Dixon (FDP) procedures. TA14 combines
a systematic sequence of coupled cluster methods up to CCSDTQ with large correlation
consistent basis sets and includes relativistic effects, core-valence electron correlation,
and diagonal Born-Oppenheimer correction, aiming for kJ mol−1 accuracy with affordable
computing time. A test set of small compounds containing chlorine and bromine was
chosen to brieﬂy evaluate the performance of the protocol, and comparisons with high-
quality experimental values and previously published computational benchmarks are made.
This leads to the ﬁrst published set of high accuracy thermochemistry data for chloramines,
bromamines, and bromochloramines.
2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Selected Molecules of Study and Reference Data
Our chemical set comprised 20 neutral inorganic molecules, divided by chemical composition
into non-halamines (set A) and halamines (set B). Set A includes H2, N2, O2, Cl2, Br2, HCl,
HBr, HOCl, HOBr, H2O, and NH3. Set B contains NH2Cl, NHCl2, NCl3, NH2Br, NHBr2, NBr3,
NHBrCl, NBrCl2, and NBr2Cl.
Experimental enthalpies of formation and experimental total atomization energies were
available in the literature for the entire set A. Experimental total atomization energies at
0 K, T AEExpt0K , and heats of formation at 0 K, Δ f H
0,Expt
0K , and at 298 K, Δ f H
0,Expt
298K , are
taken from several sources: CODATA,[105] the Active ThermoChemical Tables,[106, 107]
JANAF thermochemical database,[108] and NIST Computational Chemistry Comparison
and Benchmark DataBase (CCCBDB).[109] In cases where several experimental values were
available for the same molecule, the value with the lowest listed uncertainty was selected.
2.3.2 Model Chemistries and Basis Sets
Hartree-Fock, CCSD,[110] and CCSD(T)[110, 111, 112] calculations were carried out using
the program CFOUR.[113] CCSDT,[114, 115, 116] CCSDT(Q),[117] and CCSDTQ[118, 119,
120] calculations were conducted with the MRCC package[121] interfaced to the CFOUR
program suite. Scalar relativistic calculations and B2PLYPD[122, 123] frequency analysis
were conducted using Gaussian09.[124] Second-order molecular spin-orbit components were
computed with NWchem.[125]
The basis sets employed in all calculations belong to the correlation consistent family
of Dunning and co-workers [126, 127, 128, 129, 130] and are abbreviated PVXZ, AVXZ,
and AWCVXZ for cc-pVXZ, aug-cc-pVXZ, and aug-cc-pWCVXZ basis set types, respectively,
throughout the remainder of the article. The aug-cc-pV(X+d)Z basis sets employed by Wn
methods were not available for bromine. Complete basis-set limit results were achieved using
different extrapolation formulae, as explained below.
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2.3.3 Geometries and frequencies
With three exceptions, all reference geometries were obtained at the all-electron (AE)-
CCSD(T)/AVQZ level. For NBrCl2, NBr2Cl, and NBr3, geometries were optimized at the all-
electron (AE)-CCSD(T)/AVTZ level. For open-shell species, single-point energy calculations
were based on UHF reference wave functions, whereas the default restricted Hartree-Fock
reference was employed for the closed-shell molecules. Due to high spin contamination using
an unrestricted reference, O2 was treated as a restricted open-shell species. The Watts-Gauss-
Bartlett [131] (e.g., CFOUR/ACESII) deﬁnition of restricted open-shell CCSD(T) was applied.
These reference geometries were used for electronic energy calculations, and they are given in
Table A.1 of the Appendix for all molecules.
Harmonic and anharmonic zero-point vibrational energies were computed at 298 K using
analytic second derivatives for the B2PLYPD/AVQZ model chemistry. The VPT2[132, 133]
approach was applied to compute the anharmonic corrections as implemented in Gaussian09.
Anharmonic frequencies are reported in Table A.2 of the Appendix for all the halamines and the
hypohalous acids. Since Gaussian09 does not allow the calculations of anharmonic frequency
contributions for linear molecules, we employed B2PLYPD/AVQZ for harmonic frequency
calculations and combined these with experimental anharmonic contributions for diatomic
molecules.[134, 135, 136] Molecular rotations were determined assuming rigid geometries,
thus rotations were assumed uncoupled to vibrations. Based on these frequency data and
corresponding B2PLYPD/AVQZ geometries, zero-point vibrational energies and thermal
contributions to the gas phase enthalpy and gas phase Gibbs free energy were computed
at 298 K in the NVT ensemble for all studied molecules.[137]
2.3.4 Electronic energies
Our methodology for computing the electronic energy was adapted from the recently
developed W3, W4, and FPD protocols,[103, 93, 95] and it is aimed to being an appropriate
compromise between computing cost and basis set convergence. By including all terms
that can contribute to the energy at the sub-kJ mol−1 level, the TA14 protocol allows
the determination of high quality electronic energies and thermodynamic properties of
halogenated compounds. The protocol applied to compute the electronic energy is purely ab
initio: no ﬁtted parameters or empirical terms are included.
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2.3. Methods
An overview of the TA14 protocol, together with other highly accurate thermochemistry
composite methods, is shown in Table 2.1. Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the
total energy of a compound may be separated into electronic and vibrational contributions.
The ground state electronic energy is expressed by the following additivity scheme:
ET A14e = EHF,Extrap +ΔECCSD,Extrap
+ΔE(T ),Extrap +ΔET−(T ),Extrap
+ΔE(Q)+ΔEQ−(Q)+ΔECORE
+ΔEREL +ΔE1st SO +ΔE2ndSO
+ΔEDBOC (2.6)
In Eq 2.6, the term EHF,Extrap is the Hartree-Fock energy, and ΔECCSD,Extrap , ΔE(T ),Extrap
and ΔET−(T ),Extrap are the valence correlation energies, where the label "Extrap" indicates
extrapolation to the complete basis-set limit, explained further below. ΔECCSD,Extrap is given
by the CCSD energy contribution, and ΔE(T ),Extrap describes the energy contribution from
the perturbative treatment of triple excitations. ΔET−(T ),Extrap describes the energy difference
between full triples and the perturbative triples approximation. ΔE(Q) and ΔEQ−(Q) are the
perturbative quadruples contribution and the full quadruples contribution, respectively. The
resulting frozen core FC-CCSDTQ energy is very close to the frozen-core non-relativistic FullCI
limit.[138]ΔECORE is the last nonrelativistic component of the total energy and describes core-
valence correlation effects. The term ΔEREL represents scalar relativistic effects. First-order
and second-order spin-orbit corrections are given as ΔE1st SO and ΔE2ndSO , and ΔEDBOC is the
diagonal Born-Oppenheimer correction. Each of these terms is explained in detail below.
To obtain high accuracy estimates of HF and electronic correlation energies, extrapolation
techniques can be applied, requiring large correlation-consistent basis sets.[139] We applied
the extrapolation formulae proposed in W4 theory for the Hartree-Fock energies and the
extrapolation formulae given in W3 theory for the correlation energies to obtain accurate
ab initio thermochemistry properties. Theoretical results obtained using this approach are
labeled "Best" in the remainder of the article. The Hartree-Fock energy extrapolation is based
on the Karton-Martin modiﬁcation[140] of Jensen’s formula:[141]
EHF,"Best" = EX +
EX −EX−1
X exp(9

X−X−1)
X+1 −1
(2.7)
where the consecutive cardinal numbers X-1 and X are the maximum angular momentum
quantum number X represented in correlation-consistent basis set (e.g., 3 for AVTZ, 4 for AVQZ,
and 5 for AV5Z) [139]. EHF,"Best" represents the EHF,Extrap term in equation 2.6. Equation 2.7
was previously found to give an RMS error of 0.00628 kcal mol−1 with respect to the Hartree-
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Fock complete-basis set energy for a set of atoms and diatomic systems with the AV{Q,5}Z
basis set pair.[142]
The correlation energy results are extrapolated separately from the Hartree-Fock components.
The CCSD energy typically convergesmore slowly than theHartree-Fock energy. [143, 144, 145]
The extrapolations to the inﬁnite basis-set limit for several correlation energy contributions
were carried out with the two-term A+B/Lα expression used extensively in Wn theories[102,
103, 93, 97] and expressed in this form:
ECC ,"Best" = EX +
EX −EX−1
(X /X −1)α−1 (2.8)
Equation 2.8 derives from the truncation of the partial-wave expansion of pair correlation
energies to just the leading terms, as described by Klopper.[139] The α factor was set equal
to 3, as given in the W3 protocol;[103] this contrasts with the W4 approach[93] where α= 5
is used for triplet-coupled pair CCSD energies. Hence, the TA14 protocol uses equation 2.7
to extrapolate the Hartree-Fock energy (EHF,Extrap in equation 2.6) and applies equation 2.8
for some correlation energies (ΔECCSD,Extrap , ΔE(T ),Extrap , ΔET−(T ),Extrap) and for ΔECORE
in equation 2.6 with α= 3 throughout.
As recommended by Klopper and co-workers, [143] the (T) valence correlation energy
contribution was evaluated separately from the CCSD contributions, with smaller basis sets.
The more expensive (T) contribution converges to the basis set limit more quickly than the
CCSD correlation energy.[143, 144] Our best estimate ΔE(T ),Extrap energy contributions were
calculated with the AV{T,Q}Z basis set pair and were extrapolated using equation 2.8.
Post-CCSD(T) contributions to the electronic energy were determined with smaller basis sets.
Higher-order correlated energies converge to the complete basis set limit more efﬁciently than
the energies computed at CCSD(T) level.[96, 146] In the present work, theΔET−(T ),Extrap term
was extrapolated from CCSDT-CCSD(T) energy differences with the PVTZ and PVQZ basis sets.
However for NBrCl2, NBr2Cl, NHBr2, NHBrCl and NBr3, we instead used the PV{D,T}Z basis
set pair, due to computational limitations.
Separately, we also applied the widely used extrapolation method of Halkier for the Hartree-
Fock and CCSD, (T), and T-(T) correlation energies, leading to a second estimate of computed
thermodynamic properties. Halkier et al. [145, 147] proposed applying two-term extrapolation
procedures based on calculations with hierarchical correlation-consistent basis sets:
EHF/CC ,"Halkier " =
EX X 3−EX−1(X −1)3
X 3− (X −1)3 (2.9)
Equation 2.9 was applied to approximate both Hartree-Fock energies and the above-listed
correlation energies at the complete basis-set limit.[145, 148] We used the label "Halkier" for
thermochemical quantities obtained by use of equation 2.9 to extrapolate Hartree-Fock and
correlation energies.
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As explained by Peterson et al.,[96] CCSDT(Q) corrections should always be included in order
to counterbalance the CCSDT energy contributions, which are typically less close to the FullCI
limit than CCSD(T) values. The ΔE(Q) contributions were calculated as the CCSDT(Q)-CCSDT
energy difference with the PVTZ basis set. For NBr3 and NBr2Cl, the ΔE(Q) contribution was
computed with the PVDZ basis set. ΔEQ−(Q) was computed as the energy difference CCSDTQ-
CCSDT(Q) with the PVDZ basis set. We chose to apply the UHF reference wave function
on the ROHF oxygen molecule in the calculation of quadruple excitation correlation energy
contributions. Due to its high computational cost, the CCSDTQ correlation energy was not
computed for NBr3.
For most molecules, ΔECORE was assessed as the energy difference between all-electron
CCSD(T)/AWCV{T,Q}Z and frozen-core CCSD(T)/AWCV{T,Q}Z calculations, applying
equation 2.8 to extrapolate each energy to the complete basis-set limit. For NHBrCl the
ΔECORE was computed at the AWCVQZ level, whereas for NBr3 and NBr2Cl, this contribution
was obtained at the AWCVTZ level, due to computational cost, and no extrapolation formula
was applied.
Relativistic contributions were computed as follows. Scalar relativistic effects (ΔEREL) are
quantitatively recoveredwithin the second-order Douglas-Kroll-Hess approximation,[149, 150,
151, 152, 153, 154] and these were obtained from the energy difference between relativistic
CCSD(T)/AVQZ-DK and non-relativistic CCSD(T)/AVQZ calculations. Atomic ﬁrst-order
spin-orbit coupling terms, ΔE1st SO , were taken from the experimental ﬁne structure.[155]
For heavy elements such as bromine, second-order molecular spin-orbit contributions have
non-negligible contributions.[156, 95] These energy contributions, ΔE2ndSO , were carried out
with SO-DFT calculations at the B3LYP[157, 158] level. The CRENBL basis sets and AREPs
(averaged relativistic effective potentials) with spin-orbit operators were employed for the non-
hydrogen atoms.[159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164] Although implemented with HF/AVTZ in the
W4 scheme, post-HF contributions to the diagonal Born-Oppenheimer correction have been
better reproduced when including the CCSD energy contribution.[165] ΔEDBOC calculations
thus were conducted at CCSD/AVDZ level, where the HF electronic energy contribution was
calculated with the AVQZ basis set:
ΔEDBOC =ΔEHF/AVQZDBOC +ΔΔECCSD/AV DZDBOC (2.10)
2.3.5 Thermochemical Properties
To construct standard enthalpies of formation at 0 K and 298 K at 1 atm pressure, we
determined the electronic energies and the total atomization energies of all species. Total
atomization energies at the bottom of the theoretical potential energy well (T AEe (M)) and at
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0 K (T AE0K (M)) were calculated ab initio as:
T AET A14e (M)=ΣNi ET A14e (Ai )−ET A14e (M) (2.11)
T AET A140K (M)= T AET A14e (M)−ZPV ET A14(M) (2.12)
where ET A14e (M) and E
T A14
e (Ai ) are the electronic energies of the molecule M and of the
constituent atoms Ai, computed following the TA14 protocol, and ZPVET A14(M) is the
computed anharmonic zero-point vibrational energy of the molecule.
The method to calculate standard enthalpies of formation has been described previously by
Curtiss et al.[166] Brieﬂy the procedure was as follows. A theoretical enthalpy of formation of
a molecule M at 0 K can be calculated as the difference between the summed experimental
enthalpies of formation of the atoms contained in the molecule at 0 K, ΣNi Δ f H
0
0K (Ai ), and the
theoretical atomization energy T AE0K (M) of the molecule. The superscript "0" refers to 1 atm
standard state. For each molecule:
Δ f H
0,T A14
0K (M)=ΣNi Δ f H
0,Expt
0K (Ai )−T AET A140K (M) (2.13)
A theoretical enthalpy of formation at 298 K was obtained by applying the following formula:
Δ f H
0,T A14
298K (M) = Δ f H0,T A140K (M)+ΔΔHT A14thermal (M)
−ΣNi [H298K (Ai )−H0K (Ai )]0,Expt
−ZPV ET A14(M) (2.14)
where ΔΔHT A14thermal (M) is the computed thermal correction to the enthalpy for the molecule
M obtained from computed vibrational frequencies, and [H298K (Ai )−H0K (Ai )]0,Expt is the
experimental integrated heat capacity for each atom Ai at its standard state. The experimental
Table 2.2 Experimental Enthalpies of FormationΔ f H
0,Expt
0K (Ai ), Integrated Heat Capacities
[H298K (Ai )−H0K (Ai )]0,Expt (kcal mol−1), and Entropies (cal mol−1K−1) for Selected Diatomic
Molecules at 298 K at their Standard State .
Element Ai Reference State Δ f H
0,Expt
0K (Ai ) [H298K (Ai )−H0K (Ai )]0,Expt S
0,Expt
298K (Di )
H H2,gas 51.6336 ± 0.0014 1.012 ± 0.000 31.2333± 0.0007
N N2,gas 112.5287 ± 0.0956 1.036 ± 0.000 45.7957± 0.0010
O O2,gas 58.9842 ± 0.0239 1.037 ± 0.000 49.0325± 0.0012
Cl Cl2,gas 28.5901 ± 0.0019 1.097 ± 0.000 53.3176± 0.0024
Br Br2,l i q 28.1836 ± 0.0287 2.930 ± 0.001 36.38
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atomic enthalpy corrections and the integrated heat capacity values for each element are taken
from the CODATA thermochemical database (Table 3.3).[105] In equation 2.14, computed zero-
point vibrational energy contributions (already included in the total atomization energies)
were subtracted from enthalpies of formation of the molecule at 0 K to avoid their double-
counting.
We computed the Gibbs free energy of formation of each molecule as follows. We combined
the computed entropy of formation, Δ f S
0,T A14
298K (M), to the gas phase enthalpy of formation:
Δ f G
0,T A14
298K (M)=Δ f H0,T A14298K (M)−TΔ f S0,T A14298K (M) (2.15)
where Δ f S
0,T A14
298K (M) was calculated as follows:
Δ f S
0,T A14
298K (M)= ST A14298K (M)−ΣNi νi S
0,Expt
298K (Di ) (2.16)
For all polyatomic molecules, ST A14298K (M) comprises computed anharmonic vibrational,
rotational, and translational contributions to the molecular entropy at 298 K. For the diatomic
molecules, the anharmonic contribution to vibrations was taken from experimental data, as
discussed above. S0,Expt298K (Di ) is the experimental entropy for each diatomic element at its
standard state, as taken from the CODATA thermochemical database (Table 3.3),[105] and νi
is the appropriate stoichiometric coefﬁcient. For example, the Δ f S
0,T A14
298K value of HOBr is:
Δ f S
0,T A14
298K (HOBr) = ST A14298K (HOBr)−
S0,Expt298K (H2)
2
−S
0,Expt
298K (O2)
2 −
S0,Expt298K (Br2)
2 (2.17)
The resulting Δ f H
0,T A14
298K (M) and Δ f G
0,T A14
298K (M) values are thus based on a combination
of experimental data (e.g., Δ f H
0,Expt
0K (Ai ), [H298K (Ai ) − H0K (Ai )]0,Expt , and S
0,Expt
298K (Ai ))
and computational results (T AET A140K (M), ΔΔH
T A14
thermal (M), and S
0,T A14
298K (M)), but they are
considered as theoretical values.
2.3.6 Diagnostics for Nondynamical Correlation Effects
Diagnostics for nondynamical correlation (NDC) effects provide an indication of the
importance of post-CCSD(T) electronic contributions for thermochemical applications.
Among several proposed diagnostics, the %T AE [HF ] is the most affordable a priori energy-
based diagnostic, and %T AE [(T )] is a more reliable indicator that also requires no post-
CCSD(T) calculations.[93] %T AE [post−CCSD(T )] is an a posteriori diagnostic to evaluate the
post-CCSD(T) contributions to total atomization energy.[93] These diagnostics are calculated
as follows:
%T AE [HF ]= 100× T AEe(HF )
T AEe(CCSD(T ))
(2.18)
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%T AE [(T )]= 100× T AEe(CCSD(T ))−T AEe(CCSD)
T AEe(CCSD(T ))
(2.19)
%T AE [post −CCSD(T )]= 100×
T AEe(post −CCSD(T ))−T AEe(CCSD(T ))
T AEe (post −CCSD(T ))
(2.20)
where T AEe (HF ), T AEe (CCSD) and T AEe (CCSD(T )) represent the non-relativistic HF, CCSD,
and CCSD(T) atomization energy components at the bottom of the well. T AEe(post −
CCSD(T )) contains the non-relativistic higher excitation energy contributions T-(T), (Q),
and Q-(Q), but excludes core-valence and relativistic contributions.
2.4 Results and Discussion
We computed total atomization energies at 0 K, standard heats of formation at 0 K and
at 298 K, and Gibbs free energies of formation at 298 K for bromamines, chloramines,
bromochloramines, and other related molecules. First, we report total atomization energy
data and discuss the electronic energy contributions to bond formation in these molecules.
This is followed by a discussion of diagnostics for nondynamical correlation. Then, to
assess the performance of the TA14 approach, we compare our computed property data
to experimental data and other published benchmarks, where available. Finally we brieﬂy
discuss the implications of thermochemistry data for halamines.
2.4.1 Total Atomization Energies
Benchmark-level total atomization energies were obtained with the TA14 method, taking into
account our best estimate CCSD(T) and post-CCSD(T) contributions, core-valence electronic
correlation, relativistic effects and DBOC contributions. The component breakdown of the
total atomization energies at the bottom of the potential energy well, T AEe , and at 0 K, T AE0K ,
is displayed in Table 2.3 for both chemical sets A and B.
Electron correlation is a substantial contributor to the bond formation of chloramines and
bromamines. For the monohalogenated species, the ΔECCSD,Extrap and ΔE(T ),Extrap energy
components together explain > 40% of the T AEe . For the dihalogenated and trihalogenated
species, the combined ΔECCSD,Extrap and ΔE(T ),Extrap contributions dominate over the
EHF,Extrap energy component altogether. The EHF,Extrap component dwindles progressively
with increasing halogenation. The chloramines and bromamines are thus relatively weakly
bound molecules, held together largely by electron correlation forces, and presumably this
accounts for their high reactivity.
20
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For both NBr3 and NBr2Cl, the EHF,Extrap component of the T AEe is actually less than zero,
indicating that these molecules are not predicted to be stable at the Hartree-Fock level. In
other words, electronic correlation effects are entirely responsible for their stable formation.
This is an unusual situation; a few other species have been reported to exhibit negative or
near-zero Hartree-Fock contributions to the T AEe , and many of them are halogen-containing
molecules: O3, MgO, BN(
1Σ+), F2, FO2, F2O2, FO, F2O, OClO, and ClOO are characterized
by negative or near-zero Hartree-Fock atomization energies, and their stable formation is
thus explained entirely by dynamical and nondynamical electron correlation effects.[93, 167]
Dynamical and nondynamical correlation contributions are discussed further in the next
section.
Post-CCSD(T) contributions to electronic correlation energies are varied. For example,
ΔET−(T ),Extrap , ΔE(Q), and ΔEQ−(Q) contributions together account for -0.49 kcal mol−1 of the
total atomization energy of NBr2Cl. However for most of the halamines, the ΔET−(T ),Extrap ,
ΔE(Q), and ΔEQ−(Q) components tend to cancel each other. The ΔET−(T ),Extrap energy
components are destabilizing in all cases (< 0), whereas the quadruple excitation contributions
uniformly stabilizing (> 0). This is consistent with the trends in post-CCSD(T) components
found previously for other small molecules.[146, 93, 92]
Core-valence electronic correlation contributions to the total atomization energy are non-
negligible for bromamines and chloramines. The ΔECORE values reported for chloramines
range from 0.62 kcal mol−1 to 0.74 kcal mol−1. For bromamines and bromochloramines,
values range from 0.66 kcal mol−1 (NBrCl2) to 3.24 kcal mol
−1 (NBr3). Core-valence electronic
correlation contributions thus have critical importance in achieving benchmark accuracy in
the TAE.
Relativistic energy components also have an important role for estimating thermochemical
properties of these molecules. The ΔEREL and ΔE2ndSO components contribute quantitatively
to the total atomization energies of halamines. The scalar relativistic effects, ΔEREL , of
halamines are negative with values that range from -0.14 kcal mol−1 (NBr3) to -0.63 kcal
mol−1 (NH2Br). ΔE2ndSO values range from -0.14 kcal mol
−1 (NCl3) to 0.40 kcal mol
−1 (Br2 and
NHBr2). These energy contributions, although small, have to be considered to achieve the
desired accuracy in TAE calculations. The ΔE1st SO contribution is simply an additive function
of the elemental composition of the molecule and therefore it is not discussed.
Finally, ΔEDBOC components are the smallest energy contributions considered. Among the
halamines, the largest values are 0.05 kcal mol−1 found for NH2Cl and NH2Br.
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2.4.2 Importance of Nondynamical Correlation for Halamines
Nondynamical electron correlation (NDC) contributes substantially to the electronic structure
of chloramines and bromamines, and this merits a brief discussion. The nondynamical
electronic correlation refers to the interelectronic interactions for those systems where the
reference conﬁguration (deﬁned as theHFwavefunction) is affected by quasidegeneracy and is
not well-described by a single predominating conﬁguration.[7] Chloramines and bromamines
all exhibit nondynamical correlation (Table 2.4). This effect becomes increasingly important
with increasing number of halogen atoms in the molecule. The wavefunctions of all four
trihalamine species are dominated by multireference character as diagnosed by very low
%T AE [HF ] values and high %T AE [(T )] values. Monohalamines and dihalamines exhibit mild
to moderate levels of nondynamical correlation.
These NDC diagnostics provide a rough indication of the reliability of single-reference
approaches in the evaluation of the electronic structure. In order to provide a more detailed
description of systems dominated by NDC, a multireference electronic structure method is
generally required. However, the electronic energies of such systems can be quantitatively
recovered with high-order coupled cluster methods based on a single-determinant HF
reference.[103, 93, 98]
2.4.3 Comparison of Computed T AE0K Values with Previous Experimental and
Theoretical Data
Our best estimate total atomization energies at 0 K, T AET A140K ,"Best", are in excellent agreement
with previously published experimental values, where available. For all species in set A there
is agreement to within 0.23 kcal mol−1 or less (Table 2.5). The average absolute deviation
from experiments is 0.10 kcal mol−1. The largest disagreement from experiment is for HOCl
(0.23 kcal mol−1), followed by HBr with a deviation of -0.14 kcal mol−1. These results indicate
that the ab initio protocol employed here has achieved ≤ 1 kJ mol−1 accuracy for the small
molecules of set A. This is consistent with previous high-level ab initio work using comparable
methodologies.[93, 95]
Our T AET A140K ,"Best" results are also in very good agreement with previous theoretical values from
W4 (T AEW 40K ) and FPD calculations (T AE
FPD
0K ), where comparisons can be made. T AE
T A14
0K ,"Best"
and T AEW 40K agree to within 0.11 kcal mol
−1 for monochloramine. For molecule set A, the
highest discrepancies between T AET A140K ,"Best" and T AE
W 4
0K are found for N2 (-0.14 kcal mol
−1)
and HOCl (0.37 kcal mol−1). These differences can be explained chieﬂy by a few energy
contributions that were computed differently. First, Karton et al. employed a different
deﬁnition of frozen-core electrons from that implemented in CFOUR, and, as a consequence,
the estimates of the core-valence contributions differ by 0.14 kcal mol−1 for HOCl. Second,
the W4 estimate of the zero-point vibrational energy of HOCl was 8.18 kcal mol−1, taken
from theoretical data [168] calculated at the MRCI/AV(D,T,Q)Z level, and this differs from
our VPT2-B2PLYPD/AVQZ value (7.92 kcal mol−1) and from the experimental value of 7.97
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Table 2.4 Diagnostics for Nondynamical Correlation (NDC)
Compound %T AE [HF ] %T AE [(T )] %T AE [post −CCSD(T )] NDC evaluation
based on %T AE [(T )]a
N2 50.9 4.16 0.076 mild NDC
O2 15.7 7.72 0.443 moderate NDC
Cl2 32.4 8.03 -0.051 moderate NDC
Br2 30.9 7.97 0.035 moderate NDC
HCl 71.8 1.49 -0.048 mild NDC
HBr 69.7 1.50 -0.006 mild NDC
HOCl 47.6 4.18 0.084 mild NDC
HOBr 47.2 4.14 0.037 mild NDC
H2O 67.1 1.54 -0.029 mild NDC
NH3 67.7 1.32 -0.048 mild NDC
NH2Cl 57.4 2.81 -0.012 mild NDC
NHCl2 40.3 5.50 -0.031 moderate NDC
NCl3 9.3 10.66 -0.049 severe NDC
NH2Br 56.5 2.85 0.010 mild NDC
NHBr2 36.1 5.86 0.022 moderate NDC
NBr3 -5.8 11.52 -0.080 severe NDC
NHBrCl 38.5 5.68 0.008 moderate NDC
NBrCl2 3.6 11.58 0.065 severe NDC
NBr2Cl -0.4 11.90 -0.364 severe NDC
aFollowing the qualitative interpretation proposed by Karton et al.,[93, 97] systems are dominated by dynamic
correlation when the %T AE [(T )] value is below 2%, whereas a large nondynamical correlation contribution is
indicated by a %T AE [(T )] value greater than 10%. %T AE [(T )] between 2% and 4-5% and between 4-5% and 10%
suggest mild and moderate levels of nondynamical correlation, respectively. %T AE [HF ] is a more generic and
lower-cost predictor for NDC: a %T AE [HF ] value above 66.7% indicates a system not affected by NDC, whereas a
%T AE [HF ] below 20% indicates a molecule dominated by a severe nondynamical correlation.
kcal mol−1.[169, 170, 171] For N2, discrepancies between the two theoretical methods are
likely due to slightly different calculations of post-CCSD(T) contributions. In the W4 protocol,
the quadruple excitation energies are calculated as 1.10[(CCSDTQ-CCSDT(Q))+(CCSDT(Q)-
CCSDT)], whereas our estimates are calculated without the empirical scalar factor 1.10.
Furthermore, CCSDTQ5 contributions were not included in our protocol. These dissimilarities
between our method and W4 produce a discrepancy in the post-CCSD(T) energy value of
N2. Finally, for molecule set A, the largest discrepancies between T AE
T A14
0K ,"Best" and T AE
FPD
0K
are for HCl and HOCl (0.17 and 0.15 kcal mol−1, respectively). In summary, TA14 exhibits
excellent agreement with W4 for monochloramine and excellent agreement with W4 and FPD
values for molecules of set A, providing further conﬁrmation that TA14 produces sub-kJ mol−1
accuracy for atomization energies of small molecules containing atoms up to the third row.
Based on comparisons between TA14 and these other theoretical methods, we conclude that
the predominating sources of uncertainties in our TAE0K values are in the calculations of the
core-valence electron correlation energies and post-CCSD(T) energy treatments.
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Based on the above comparisons to experimental and previous theoretical data, we conclude
that our best TA14 computations have 1 kJ mol−1 (0.24 kcal mol−1) uncertainty in the T AE0K
for the chloramines (NH2Cl, NHCl2, and NCl3) and for monobromamine (NH2Br). We
conservatively assign larger uncertainties of 3 kJ mol−1 (0.72 kcal mol−1) for the T AE0K values
of NHBr2, NBr3,NHBrCl, NBrCl2, and NBr2Cl, which exhibit larger core-valence correlation
and post-CCSD(T) energy contributions, and for which we were required to apply slightly
lower levels of theoretical treatment.
For purposes of further comparisons, we additionally employed the Halkier extrapolation
formula (equation 2.9) for the computations of Hartree-Fock and correlation energies. We
compared these datawith results obtained following our "Best" TA14 approach, which employs
W4 extrapolation formulae (equations 2.7 and 2.8), as shown in Table 2.5. The T AET A140K ,"Halkier "
values exhibit higher deviations with respect to experiments, with an average absolute
deviation of 0.28 kcal mol−1 in the T AE0K . The largest disagreement is found for HOCl,
which differs from the experimental data by 0.67 kcal mol−1 using the Halkier extrapolation.
Consistent with previous work,[103, 93] we ﬁnd that equations 2.7 and 2.8 perform better than
the Halkier’s extrapolation formula for total atomization energies, with the large basis sets
employed here.
2.4.4 Gas Phase Enthalpies of Formation at 0 K and at 298 K
Our computed gas phase enthalpies of formation at 0 K, Δ f H
0,T A14
0K ,"Best", are in excellent
agreement with experimental data for molecule set A. Our best calculated values at 0 K exhibit
an average absolute deviation of 0.11 kcal mol−1 from experiment, indicating that the TA14
method achieves conﬁdent kJ mol−1 accuracy in the Δ f H00K for these systems. The computed
enthalpy of formation at 0 K of HOCl is the most inaccurate, with a deviation of -0.23 kcal
mol−1 from experiment and a discrepancy of 0.37 kcal mol−1 with respect to the W4.2 value
(-17.51 ± 0.14 kcal mol−1).[97] This discrepancy from the W4.2 result arises from electronic
and vibration contributions to the T AE0K , discussed in the previous section. The computed
enthalpies of formation at 0 K for HBr and N2 are overestimated by about 0.20 kcal mol
−1
compared to experiment. These discrepancies arise primarily from the uncertainties in the
calculations of the electronic contributions to total atomization energies, as discussed in the
previous section.
For molecule set A, computed gas phase enthalpies of formation at 298 K, Δ f H
0,T A14
298K ,"Best",
also exhibit sub-kJ mol−1 agreement with available experimental data (Table 2.6). The largest
deviations from experiment were found for HOCl and N2, with differences of -0.20 and 0.18
kcal mol−1, respectively. Errors in the computed gas phase enthalpy of formation are of similar
magnitude at 0 K and at 298 K (Tables 2.7 and 2.6). It is worth noting that Δ f H
0,Expt
298K values
are probably not independent of reported Δ f H
0,Expt
0K values. We did not verify whether the
experimental data found in different databases, such as JANAF-Thermochemical Tables,[108]
CODATA,[105] ATcT,[106, 107] and CCCBDB,[109] originate from experimental sources.
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Table 2.6 Gas Phase Enthalpies of Formation at 298 K: Experimental and Theoretical values [kcal
mol−1]
Compound Δ f H
0,T A14
298K ,"Best" Δ f H
0,compt
298K Δ f H
0,Expt
298K
Set A
H2 -0.03 0.00 ± 0.02[95] 0.00[106, 107]
N2 0.18 0.2 ± 0.3 [95] 0.00 [106, 107]
O2 0.09 0.0 ± 0.2 [95] 0.00 [106, 107]
Cl2 0.06 < 0.1 ± 0.3[95] 0.00 [106, 107]
Br2 7.38 7.4 ± 0.3 [95] 7.39 ± 0.03[108, 106, 107]
HCl -22.14 -22.0 ± 0.2 [95] -22.030 ± 0.001[106, 107]
HBr -8.54 -8.5 ± 0.2[95] -8.61 ± 0.03[106, 107]
HOCl -18.56 -18.20± 0.14 [97] -18.357 ± 0.007[106, 107]
-18.1± 0.3 [172]
-17.9± 0.3 [90]
-18.1 ± 0.4 [95]
HOBr -14.90 -15.3± 0.6 [172] -15.00 ± 0.16[106, 107]
-14.57 [88]
H2O -57.90 -57.8 ± 0.2 [95] -57.80 ± 0.01[108, 106, 107]
-57.6± 0.3 [90]
NH3 -10.86 -10.7 ± 0.3 [95] -10.889 ± 0.007[106, 107]
-10.3± 0.3 [90]
Average Absolute Deviation 0.07
Average Deviation 0.03
Signed Maximum Deviation -0.20 (HOCl)
Set B
NH2Cl 12.04 13.02[88] N/A
a
12.4 [90]
NHCl2 33.47 33.44[88] N/A
a
32.5 [90]
NCl3 54.36 53.56[88] N/A
a
52.37 [90]
NH2Br 18.97 19.90[88] N/A
a
NHBr2 48.02 47.56 [88] N/A
a
NBr3 73.82 N/A
a N/Aa
NHBrCl 39.80 N/Aa N/Aa
NBrCl2 61.72 N/A
a N/Aa
NBr2Cl 91.00 N/A
a N/Aa
aNot available.
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Table 2.7 Gas Phase Enthalpies of Formation at 0 K: Experimental and Theoretical Values [kcal
mol−1]
Compound Δ f H
0,T A14
0K ,"Best" Δ f H
0,W 4.2
0K Δ f H
0,Expt
0K
Set A
H2 -0.07 N/A
a 0.00 [105, 106, 107]
N2 0.19 N/A
a 0.00[105, 106, 107]
O2 0.09 N/A
a 0.00[105, 106, 107]
Cl2 0.06 N/A
a 0.00[105, 106, 107]
Br2 10.93 N/A
a 10.92 ± 0.03[105]
HCl -22.10 N/Aa -22.02± 0.02[105]
HBr -6.66 N/Aa -6.80± 0.04[105]
HOCl -17.88 -17.51±0.14[97] -17.654± 0.007 [106, 107]
HOBr -12.38 N/Aa -12.48± 0.16 [106, 107]
H2O -57.20 N/A
a -57.10± 0.01[173]
NH3 -9.18 N/A
a -9.31± 0.08[105]
Average Absolute Deviation 0.11
Average Deviation 0.02
Signed Maximum Deviation -0.23 (HOCl)
Set B
NH2Cl 13.74 N/A
a N/Aa
NHCl2 34.87 N/A
a N/Aa
NCl3 55.19 N/A
a N/Aa
NH2Br 22.45 N/A
a N/Aa
NHBr2 52.89 N/A
a N/Aa
NBr3 79.72 N/A
a N/Aa
NHBrCl 42.95 N/Aa N/Aa
NBrCl2 64.24 N/A
a N/Aa
NBr2Cl 95.21 N/A
a N/Aa
aNot available.
Chloramines and bromamines are found to be endothermic with respect to the elements
in their standard states. Δ f H
0,T A14
298K ,"Best" values range from 12.04 kcal mol
−1 to 91.00 kcal
mol−1 for chloramines, bromamines and bromochloramines (Table 2.6). No experimental
heat of formation data are available for the halamines. Based on comparisons of our
dataset with other computed and experimental data for molecule set A, we consider that
the major sources of uncertainty in the Δ f H
0,T A14
298K ,"Best" arise from the post-CCSD(T) electron
correlation contributions to the T AE0K . For the chloramines (NH2Cl, NHCl2, and NCl3) and
for monobromamine (NH2Br), we estimate 1 kJ mol
−1(0.24 kcal mol−1) uncertainties in the
computed Δ f H
0
0K and Δ f H
0
298K estimates. For NHBr2, NBr3, and for the bromochloramines,
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we assign larger uncertainties of 2-3 kJ mol−1 (0.48-0.72 kcal mol−1) in computed Δ f H00K and
Δ f H
0
298K values, for reasons discussed in the section on T AE0K data.
Recently, Rayne and Forest reported standard enthalpies of formation at 298K for chloramines
computed at the G4MP2 and G4 levels and for monobromamine and dibromamine at the G4
level (Table 2.6).[88, 90] These protocols represent lower levels of theory than the methods
employed here. The G4 and G4MP2 methods do not include any post-CCSD(T) energy
calculations and do not employ basis sets larger than 6-31G(2df,p) and 6-31+G(d). Reported
G4 estimates of Δ f H
0
298K deviate from our best estimates by 0.03 to 0.98 kcal mol
−1 for
the chloramines, monobromamine, and dibromamine (Table 2.6). Reported G4MP2 data
exhibit larger deviations from our best estimates, with a difference of 1.99 kcal mol−1 found
for the Δ f H
0
298K value of trichloramine. Thus our computed enthalpy of formation values
substantially improve upon these previously reported estimates.
2.4.5 Gibbs Free Energies of Formation at 298 K
For the molecule set A, our best estimate Δ f G
0,T A14
298K ,"Best" values show good agreement with
experimental data, with an average absolute deviation of 0.09 kcal mol−1 (Table 2.8). The
Δ f G
0,T A14
298K ,"Best" of HOCl exhibits the largest disagreement from experiment, with a deviation
of 0.19 kcal mol−1. This is consistent with the accuracy found for the computed enthalpiy
of formation, Δ f H
0,T A14
298K ,"Best". A comparison of computed and experimental Δ f S
0
298K values
revealed an average absolute error of only 0.08 cal mol−1K−1 and a maximum unsigned
deviation of 0.12 cal mol−1K−1 (for both H2 and Br2 ). Errors in the computed entropy thus
contribute less than 0.04 kcal mol−1 in the Δ f G0298K , for all molecules of set A.[109] Our
computed vibrational frequencies are in excellent agreement with experiment, exhibiting an
average absolute deviation value of 4 cm−1, and a maximum deviation of -58 cm−1 (for H2),
for set A.
For the computedΔ f G
0,T A14
298K ,"Best" values of set A, the most important sources of deviation from
experiment were considered to be the uncertainties in the estimation of the core-valence
correlation and post-CCSD(T) electronic correlation contributions to total atomization
energies. These effects are discussed in previous section.
Halamine formation is endoergonic with respect to the elemental forms at standard state, with
Δ f G
0,T A14
298K ,"Best" values ranging from 19.39 kcal mol
−1 to 93.46 kcal mol−1. No experimental gas
phase thermochemistry data are available for halamines. Based on results for molecule set A,
we estimate 1 kJ mol−1(0.24 kcal mol−1) uncertainties in the computed Δ f G0298K values of the
chloramines (NH2Cl, NHCl2, and NCl3) and of monobromamine (NH2Br). For NHBr2, NBr3,
and for the bromochloramines, we assign larger uncertainties of 3 kJ mol−1 (0.72 kcal mol−1)
in computed Δ f G
0
298K values, for reasons discussed in the section on T AE0K data. It is worth
noting that, unlike molecules of set A, the di- and tri-halogenated halamines contain some low
frequencies, with the lowest frequencies ranging from 148 cm−1 (NBr3) to 283 cm
−1 (NHCl2)
(Table A.2 in the Appendix). However, the anharmonic corrections do not account more than 5
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cm−1 for the low-frequency bending modes of any of these species. Accurate gas phase Gibbs
free energies of formation at 298 K are key thermodynamic properties for studying reaction
chemistry involving halamines. This is illustrated further in the next section.
Table 2.8 Gas Phase Gibbs Free Energies of Formation at 298 K: Experimental and Theoretical
Values [kcal mol−1]
Compound Δ f G
0,T A14
298K ,"Best" Δ f G
0,Expt
298K
Set A
H2 -0.03 0[105]
N2 0.18 0 [105]
O2 0.09 0 [105]
Cl2 0.06 0[105]
Br2 0.74 0.74± 0.03[105]
HCl -22.85 -22.744 ± 0.001[105]
HBr -12.55 -12.69± 0.03[105]
HOCl -15.49 -15.30± 0.01[105]
HOBr -15.14 -15.26a
H2O -54.71 -54.63 ± 0.01[105]
NH3 -3.78 -3.83 ± 0.03[105]
Average Absolute Deviation 0.09
Average Deviation -0.02
Signed Maximum Deviation 0.19 (HOCl)
Set B
NH2Cl 19.39 N/A
b
NHCl2 41.62 N/A
b
NCl3 63.38 N/A
b
NH2Br 22.98 N/A
b
NHBr2 49.46 N/A
b
NBr3 73.15 N/A
b
NHBrCl 44.19 N/Ab
NBrCl2 67.56 N/A
b
NBr2Cl 93.46 N/A
b
aThe Δ f S
0,Expt
298K value for HOBr was calculated using experimental rotational constants[174] and experimental
vibrational frequencies,[175, 176] assuming an NVT ensemble, according to statistical mechanic expressions
outlined in the Hill textbook.[137] bNot available.
2.5 Implications for Aqueous Chemistry of Chloramines and Bro-
mamines
The purpose of this study is to provide accurate thermochemistry data describing the
formation of chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines. With the W4 and FPD
procedures as a guiding basis, we successfully designed a computational method (TA14) that
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accomplished this goal. It was not our aim to test TA14 against a broad thermochemical
database. However, our limited assessment of molecules that are structurally related to the
halamines conﬁrms that our approach successfully achieved the targeted level of accuracy in
thermochemical properties.
The estimation of gas phase free energies of formation of chloramines, bromamines, and
bromochloramines allows us to predict the equilibrium constants for the reactions involving
these species. By combining gas phase Δ f G
0,T A14
298K ,"Best" data reported here together with
experimental or computed estimates of solvation free energies for the pertaining species,
it is possible to assess the equilibrium constants of the formation of chloramines, bromamines,
and bromochloramines in aqueous phase. This can lead to further insights into the
thermodynamics and the kinetics of the generation and decomposition processes affecting
these reactive species during water treatment. As an illustrative example, we consider the
generation of monochloramine from HOCl and NH3 in water, which is an important reaction
during water treatment:
NH3,aq+HOClaq
Keq,aq−−−− −−NH2Claq+H2Oliq (2.21)
where Keq,aq represents the aqueous equilibrium constant of the reaction shown by equation
2.21. A computational estimate of Keq,aq can be obtained by:
logKeq,aq =−2.303RT lnΔr xnGaq , (2.22)
where Δr xnGaq is Gibbs free energy of reaction in aqueous phase. The Δr xnGaq can be
estimated from:
Δr xnGaq =Δr xnGgas +ΔΔr xnGsolv , (2.23)
where Δr xnGgas is the Gibbs free energy of reaction in gas phase and the ΔΔr xnGsolv is the
change in free energy of solvation upon converting reactants to products. For the reaction
shown by equation 2.21, ΔΔr xnGsolv was deduced from available experimental Henry’s law
constant data for NH3,[70] NH2Cl,[70] and HOCl,[70] and using the value -6.31 for the ΔGsolv
of H2O in the 1 M standard state of the ideal dilute solution as proposed by Liptak and
Shields.[177] The ΔGsolv for H2O was also corrected for the conversion from the 1 M standard
state to the 55.56 M pure liquid standard state, corresponding to a free energy change of 2.38
kcal mol−1.[7]
Using our theoretical Δ f G
0,T A14
298K ,"Best" data to obtain Δr xnG
T A14
gas and combining this with
experimental ΔΔr xnG
Expt
solv data, we produce a theoretical estimated equilibrium constant
of logK T A14eq,aq = 10.5, according to equations 2.22 and 2.23 (Table 2.9). For comparison, Morris
and Isaac [42] proposed an experimental value of 11.3 for the equilibrium constant, K Expteq,aq , of
monochloramine generation in aqueous phase (equation 2.21), derived from the ratio of the
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Table 2.9 Experimental and Theoretical Equilibrium Constants for Generation of
Monochloramine in Aqueous Phase
Δr xnGT A14gas ΔΔr xnG
Expt
solv Δr xnG
T A14
aq Δr xnG
Expt
aq logK
T A14
eq,aq logK
Expt
eq,aq
-16.1a 1.8a -14.3a -15.6a 10.5 11.3
akcal mol−1.
experimental forward rate constant, kf , with the experimental reverse rate constant, kr :
logK Expteq,aq = log
k f
kr
(2.24)
Our theoretical logK T A14eq,aq is in reasonable agreement with the experimental estimate (Table
2.9). We suspect that the discrepancy of 1.3 kcal mol−1 in Δr xnGT A14aq arises mostly from
uncertainties in the experimental Henry’s law constant data used to estimate ΔΔr xnGsolv or
from experimental reaction rate constant data used to estimate Δr xnG
Expt
aq .
Thermodynamic equilibria for hypothetical reactions of halamines with relevant species in
natural water, such as inorganic anions and electron-rich organic nucleophiles, can now be
determined based on free energies of formation of halamines supplied in the present study.
Such reactions are relevant to understanding the chemical sinks of halamines during drinking
water treatment as well as the pathways that could lead to the formation of toxic disinfection
byproducts.
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3.1 Abstract
The stabilities and speciation of the halamines in water are difﬁcult to characterize
experimentally. We provide theoretical estimates of aqueous standard free energies of
formation for inorganic chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines, based on high-
accuracy theoretical standard free energies of formation in gas phase combined with quantum
chemical estimates of Henry’s law constant. Based on comparisons between theoretical and
experimental data, we assign an error of 1.1 − 1.2 log unit for equilibrium constants of several
reactions leading to halamines in water. The reactions of ammonia with HOCl or HOBr that
lead to dichloramine, trichloramine, and tribromamine are found to be thermodynamically
more favorable than was previously believed. The newly reported equilibrium data also allow
us to propose rate constant values for some hydrolysis and disproportionation reactions of
dichloramine, monobromamine, and bromochloramine. Finally, theoretical results indicate
aqueous acid dissociation constant (pKa) values of 1.5 ±1 for NH3Cl+, 0.8 ±1 for NH3Br+, 11.8
±1 for NHCl2, and 12.5 ±1 for NHBrCl. The present report provides a comprehensive dataset
describing the free energies of the neutral inorganic halamines, the anionic conjugate base
species, and the cationic conjugate acid species, with approximately uniform uncertainty
bounds assigned throughout.
3.2 Introduction
Aqueous chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines, collectively termed halamines
in the present work, typically arise from the N-substitution reactions of hypohalous acids with
ammonia:[178, 40, 41, 43, 42, 179, 44, 56, 46, 53, 180, 54, 181, 182, 51, 183]
NH3,aq+HOXaq
Kaq−−−−NH2Xaq+H2Ol (3.1)
NH2Xaq+HOXaq
Kaq−−−−NHX2,aq+H2Ol (3.2)
NHX2,aq+HOXaq
Kaq−−−−NX3,aq+H2Ol (3.3)
where X is either Cl or Br. Dichloramine,[42, 184, 179, 185] dibromamine,[56, 186, 182] and
bromochloramine[57] can also form by disproportionation reactions. Chloramines are applied
widely as disinfectants in water treatment facilities, and their decomposition is directly
implicated in the production of potentially toxic disinfection byproducts (DBPs).[187, 63,
58, 36, 37, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 66, 65, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 67, 68, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202]
During chloramination of natural waters, chloramines can provide the nitrogen source
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for the formation of several families of nitrogenous disinfection byproducts, including
halonitriles,[65, 197] halonitroalkanes,[65, 197] and nitrosamines.[65, 67, 68, 198, 199, 200,
201, 202, 193, 203] Chloramines can also participate in substitution and redox reactions with
organic micropollutants.[61, 203, 204, 66, 198, 199]
The presence of naturally occurring bromide in fresh waters can potentially lead to the
production of hypobromous acid, bromamines, and bromochloramines, during chlorination,
chloramination, or ozonation of natural waters.[205, 47, 48, 50, 51, 186, 53, 54, 57, 56, 55, 206,
202] During oxidative water treatment of natural water, bromide can react with hypochlorous
acid to produce HOBr,[207, 208] which can subsequently brominate ammonia and substituted
amines, thereby producing bromamines (equations 3.1-3.3). These species can then further
react rapidly to form dibromamine, tribromamine, and bromochloramines (equations 3.1-
3.3).[49, 50, 69, 57, 55, 186] Bromamines and bromochloramines can lead to the production
of potentially toxic DBPs in water as well.[60, 59, 209, 210] For example, NHBr2 and NHBrCl
are thought to be involved in the production of NDMA [209, 59] and of CNBr[210, 60] during
water disinfection.
Chloramines and bromamines also arise in activated neutrophil and eosinophil cells during
inﬂammatory disease affecting mammals, due to the reactions of HOCl or HOBr with
nitrogen-contain biological molecules such as proteins and amino acids.[74, 80] Thus formed
bromamines and chloramines can undergo oxidation reactions with O·−2 [80] or metal ions,[77,
211] generating nitrogen- and carbon-centered radicals. The spontaneous decomposition
of such radical intermediates can damage the cell, inducing protein fragmentation, protein
modiﬁcation, and tissue damage.[77, 211]
Despite that the halamines have been studied for several decades, chemical equilibrium
constants remain highly uncertain for relevant formation, disproportionation, and
protonation/deprotonation reactions of many of these species. The rate constants and
the equilibrium constants of the reactions involving chloramines are difﬁcult to measure
because several short-lived species can arise simultaneously, and in many cases these values
must be constrained with kinetic models.[178, 212, 46, 185, 181, 41, 213, 57] The equilibria
and the kinetics describing the production of bromamines and mixed halamines are also
incomplete.[214, 215, 47, 180, 186, 50] Further complicating matters, the acid dissociation
constant (pKa) values remain unknown for most of the neutral chloramines, bromamines,
and bromochloramines and also for their cationic conjugate acids.[43, 216]
Quantum chemical models provide an alternative approach for the determination of the
aqueous equilibria of halamines. For example, chlorination reactions of amino functional
groups were studied recently by computational chemical approaches.[217, 218, 219, 90]
Rayson et al.[218] and Andrés et al.[217] investigated the oxidation of ammonia with
HOCl by employing density functional methods. In other work, the G3B3[220] composite
method was used to describe N-chlorination reactions of organic amines by HOCl.[219]
Theoretical methods were also used by Rayne and Forest to estimate aqueous free energies
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of reactions leading to chloramines (equations 3.1-3.3).[90] However, these approaches
do not achieve sub-kcal mol−1 accuracy in the free energies of the aqueous reactions
leading to chloramines. For example, the gas phase theoretical enthalpies of reaction of
Rayne and Forest exhibit discrepancies with respect to more accurate benchmark data
published recently.[221, 222] Standard heats of formation (ΔHof ) and standard free energies
of formation (ΔGof ) in gas phase were determined recently using high-accuracy theoretical
methods for chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines, and these data were assigned
uncertainties of 1-3 kJ mol−1.[221, 222] However, the inﬂuence of aqueous solvent on these
gas phase thermodynamic data remains to be established.
The goal of the present study is to establish reliable estimates of the standard free energies
of formation and the acid dissociation constants of inorganic chloramines, bromamines,
and bromochloramines in aqueous solution. We compare these theoretical results with
available experimental data. Attention is paid to reporting realistic uncertainty bounds for
these theoretically estimated thermodynamic properties. The results enable us to determine
the aqueous equilibra for the principal pathways that generate halamines during drinking
water treatment.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Computational Estimates of Free Energies of Solvation
The free energy of aqueous solvation of a chemical species, ΔG∗sol v , describes its equilibrium
distribution between the gas and aqueous phases. According to the standard state convention
used in the present study, ΔG∗sol v is deﬁned as the energy required to transfer one mole of a
chemical species from the gas phase to aqueous solution at a (hypothetically inﬁnitely dilute)
1 M concentration in both phases.[223] The free energy of aqueous solvation is related to the
experimentally measurable dimensionless Henry’s law solubility constant, K (−)H :
ΔG∗sol v =RT lnK (−)H (3.4)
More details on the conversion factors and the units of the Henry’s law constant values
are provided in the SIA.1.2.2. To estimate ΔG∗sol v values of the halamines, we considered
several methodological approaches, including four implicit solvent models and also a cluster-
continuum approach adapted from the method of Bryantsev and coworkers.[224]
3.3.2 Implicit Solvent Models: Methods and Basis Sets
Gas phase geometries for the halamines, HOCl, HOBr, NH3, and H2O were computed
with the CCSD(T) electronic structure method and were taken from recent high-accuracy
theoretical results.[221, 222] The gas phase geometries of Cl2, Br2, and NF3 were optimized
using the B2PLYPD[122, 123] DFT method with the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set,[126, 127, 225] as
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implemented in Gaussian09.[124] Harmonic frequency analyses were subsequently carried
out with the same electronic structure method used to obtain the geometries.
The implicit solvent models employed were the Universal Solvent Model based on the solute
electron density[226] (SMD), the polarizable conductor calculation model (CPCM),[227,
228] and the polarizable conductor model (PCM)[229, 228, 230, 231] as implemented in
Gaussian09,[124] and the COnductor-like Screening MOdel (COSMO)[232, 233] implemented
in NWChem.[125] Free energies of solvation computed with these models are referred to as
ΔG∗sol v,SMD , ΔG
∗
sol v,CPCM , ΔG
∗
sol v,PCM , and ΔG
∗
sol v,COSMO , respectively.
To obtain ΔG∗sol v,SMD , ΔG
∗
sol v,CPCM , ΔG
∗
sol v,PCM , and ΔG
∗
sol v,COSMO for the species studied
here, we performed B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVQZ single point energy computations with the
implicit solvent models SMD, CPCM, PCM, and COSMO, using the gas phase optimized
geometries. The B2PLYPDmethod has been reported to give good performance for challenging
multireference electronic structures such halogen oxides.[234, 235, 236, 97] To brieﬂy test
whether B2PLYPD is appropriate for the electronic structures of halamines and other halogen
oxidants studied here, we evaluated gas phase total atomization energies and compared these
results to recently published[221, 222] benchmark values (Table A.4 in SI). Based on the good
performance of the B2PLYPDmethod for gas phase electronic structure predictions, we carried
out free energy of solvation computations with B2PLYPD. Computations with the CPCM and
PCM implicit solvent models were tried with different atomic radii (UFF, UAHF, and UAKS) as
implemented in Gaussian09. To consistently calculate the solvent effect with the B2PLYPD
method, we included the keyword SCRF (External I ter ation)[237, 238] in the Gaussian09
input.
3.3.3 Cluster-continuum Solvent Models: Methods and Basis Sets
The cluster-continuum approach may allow a more accurate description of aqueous solvation
effects, by including an explicit electronic treatment of interactions with one or more
molecules of water.[224] Compared to implicit models, this approach has been found to
give improved results for monoatomic ions.[224] The cluster-continuum approach has also
been applied for neutral and charged organic molecules.[234] We obtained cluster-continuum
results in combination with both the SMD and COSMO implicit solvent models. To apply
this method, we employ a microsolvated cluster that contains the molecule of interest and
one explicitly modeled molecule of water, together embedded in a conventional implicit
solvent model. For the neutral halamine species studied here, a stable binary complex
can be made between the halamine molecule and a single water molecule, in all cases by
way of a hydrogen bond between the water H atom and the halamine N atom. Natural
population analysis indicates that the N atom has a partial negative charge in all 9 inorganic
chloramine, bromamine, and bromochloramine structures,[239] which facilitates this H-bond
interaction with nearby aqueous solvent. Our cluster-continuum results assume that this
hydrogen-bonded structure is representative of the interaction between a halamine solute
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and a nearby water molecule in aqueous solvent. We did not see an advantage in increasing
the number of explicit water molecules within the cluster-continuum framework. In our
trial computations with a test set of neutral halogenated molecules including halamines,
clusters containing the solute plus two explicitly modeled water molecules often exhibited
shallow potential energy basins, and these clusters typically could occupy multiple stable
geometric conﬁgurations that differed little in the potential energy (results not shown). We
concluded that solvated clusters containing multiple water molecules were not suited to the
cluster-continuum approach. The cluster-continuum model assumes that the geometric
conﬁguration of the cluster represents the most typical solvent structure near the solute, and
the model also assumes that this conﬁguration occupies a well-deﬁned potential energy
basin. The cluster-continuum estimate of the free energy of solvation can be obtained
by an appropriate thermodynamic cycle,[224] explained further in the SIA.1.2.1. The free
energies of solvation computed with the cluster-continuum approaches are referred to as
ΔG∗sol v,cluster−SMD and ΔG
∗
sol v,cluster−COSMO , depending on the implicit model used with the
cluster.
To obtain free energies of solvation computed with the cluster-continuum approaches,
ΔG∗sol v,cluster−SMD and ΔG
∗
sol v,cluster−COSMO , it was necessary to compute several quantities,
as shown in equations A.4 and A.5 in the SI. We conducted a gas phase geometry optimization
of a cluster of the solute and one explicit molecule of water with the B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVQZ
model chemistry for chloramines, bromamines, bromochloramines, NH3, H2O, HOCl, HOBr,
Cl2, Br2, and NF3. In order to solve consistently the thermodynamic cycle on which the cluster-
continuum approach is based, we performed additional gas phase geometry optimizations
with B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVQZ for all species. Harmonic vibrational frequency analyses were
performed with B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVQZ, used to compute gas phase thermal contributions to
the free energies and to conﬁrm the nature of the stationary points on the B2PLYPD potential
energy surface. To evaluate the term in equation A.4, ΔG∗sol v,SMD (X (H2O)) that is used in
the cluster-continuum-SMD approach (and the analogous term in the cluster-continuum-
COSMO approach), we also carried out single point energy computations with SMD and
COSMO implicit solvent models on gas phase geometries of a cluster of the solute and one
explicit molecule of water.
3.3.4 Computational Estimates of Aqueous pKa
We estimated aqueous acidity constant (pKa) values for the deprotonation of both the neutral
species and the cationic conjugate acid ammonium species, for several halamines. It is difﬁcult
to estimate pKa values a priori with theoretical methods.[240, 241, 242] Therefore, we took
advantage of the linear free energy relationship (LFER) that is commonly found between
experimental and theoretical pKa values within a family of structurally related acids.[240, 243,
244, 234, 245] We computed uncorrected quantum chemical acidity constant values according
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to the equation:
pK uncor recteda =
ΔGdep,uncor rectedaq
2.303RT
(3.5)
where ΔGdep,uncor rectedaq is the raw quantum chemical estimate of the free energy of the
aqueous deprotonation reaction. To obtain ΔGdep,uncor rectedaq , gas phase geometry opti-
mizations, harmonic vibrational frequency analyses, and single point energy computations
were conducted with the CBS-QB3[246, 247] composite method. The CBS-QB3 method
has previously been shown to give good results for the proton afﬁnities used in pKa
predictions.[248, 177, 249, 250, 234] Solvation free energies were computed with the SMD
implicit solvent model and the M05[251]/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry. The SMD solvent
method has been found to well perform in the calculations of free energies of solvation for
pKa predictions.[241, 242] Further details are provided in the SI. The resulting computed
pK uncor recteda values were substituted into the regression functions established by two linear
free energy relationships, as explained below.
To construct a theoretical LFER for cationic ammonium functional groups, we ﬁtted a linear
regression between theoretical pK uncor recteda values and previously reported experimental
pKa values for ammonium,[252] monochlorammonium,[43] chloromethylammonium,[43]
methylammonium,[252] dimethylammonium,[253] bromodimethylammonium,[216] trime-
thylammonium,[254] anilinium,[255] 2-chloranilinium,[255] 2-bromoanilinium,[255] N-
methylanilinium,[255] hydroxylammonium,[256] protonated hydrazine,[257] carbamidium
(protonated urea),[258] acetamidium (protonated acetamide),[258] and thiocarbamidium
(protonated thiourea).[258] This LFER was used to estimate the computed pKa values
of the cationic species monobromammonium, dibromammonium, dichlorammonium,
bromomethylammonium, chloromethylammonium, dibromomethylammonium, and
dichloromethylammonium.
To construct a theoretical LFER describing the acidity constant of the neutral amine
functional group, we conducted a linear regression between theoretical pK uncor recteda values
and previously reported experimental pKa data of hydrazoic acid,[259] acetamide,[259]
sulfamide,[260] and triﬂuoromethanesulfamide.[259] The resulting LFER was employed to
estimate the computed pKa values of monochloramine, monobromamine, dichloramine,
dibromamine, and bromochloramine.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Evaluation of Solvent Models for Halogen Species and Amines.
We evaluated six different solvent modeling approaches for their abilities to predict the free
energies of solvation for species that are structurally related to the halamines. Four implicit
solvent models (SMD, CPCM, PCM, and COSMO) and two cluster-continuum approaches
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Table 3.1 Gibbs free energies of solvation for Cl2, Br2, NF3, NH3, H2O, HOCl, inorganic chloramines,
and methylated amines: experimental values and theoretical estimates. Values are in kJ mol−1.
Compounds ΔG∗sol v,Expt ΔG
∗
sol v,SMD ΔG
∗
sol v,cluster−SMD ΔG
∗
sol v,hal f −and−hal f
Set A
Cl2 -2.0
a ±0.7 2.0 4.5 3.2
Br2 -7.1
a ±0.7 -4.4 -3.7 -4.1
NF3 9.8
a ±0.7 10.8 14.1 12.4
H2O -26.4
b -28.6 -25.9 -27.3
NH3 -18.1
a ±1.3 -13.1 -19.7 -16.4
NH2CH3 -19.1
c ±2.5 -15.2 -16.3 -15.8
NH(CH3)2 -17.9
c ±2.5 -15.2 -13.7 -14.5
Set B
NH2Cl -19.0
a ±4.2 -16.3 -15.7 -16.0
NHCl2 -16.3
a ±4.2 -10.2 -12.5 -11.3
NCl3 -2.2
a ±4.2 2.6 4.8 3.7
HOCl -24.0a ±4.2 -16.7 -21.8 -19.2
Set A
Root Mean Square Error 3.3 3.8 3.2
Maximum Signed Deviation 5.0 (NH3) 6.5 (Cl2) 5.3 (Cl2)
Set B
Root Mean Square Error 5.5 4.4 4.8
Maximum Signed Deviation 7.3 (HOCl) 7.0 (NCl3) 3.8 (HOCl)
aExperimental free energies of solvation, based on Henry’s law constant values, are taken from Sander’s
compilation.[261] bThe experimental free energy of solvation of H2O is taken from Marenich et al.[262]
cEstimates
of Henry’s law constant values were taken from Sander’s compilation.[263]
were applied to Cl2, Br2, NF3, NH3, H2O, NH2CH3 and NH(CH3)2 which we denoted as test set
A (Table 3.1). Experimental Henry’s law constants are available for these seven species (Table
A.3),[261, 263, 262] with corresponding experimental free energy of solvation (ΔG∗sol v,Expt )
values that are considered to have uncertainties ranging from ±0.7 kJ mol−1 to ±2.5 kJ mol−1
(Table 3.1). We also tested the solvent models against experimental ΔG∗sol v,Expt values of the
three chloramines and of hypochlorous acid, which have been assigned larger uncertainties of
±4.2 kJ mol−1.[261]
The SMD model and cluster-continuum-SMD approaches exhibit root mean square errors
(RMSE) of 3.3 kJ mol−1 and 3.8 kJ mol−1, respectively, with respect to ΔG∗sol v,Expt values for set
A (Table 3.1). However, the maximum deviations in the set were 7 kJ mol−1 for both solvent
models. The average unsigned error observed for SMD with test set A (3.1 kJ mol−1) is very
similar to the average unsigned errors that ranged from 2.5 to 3.8 kJ mol−1 (depending on
the DFT method) reported elsewhere[226] for SMD with a very large test set of small neutral
molecules in water. The COSMO, CPCM, and PCM models produced worse results for this
chemical test set (Table A.5), and these models were thus viewed as less appropriate for
investigating the solvation of halamines in water.
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Based on the above results, it is difﬁcult to distinguish whether the SMD implicit model or the
cluster-continuum-SMD approach would perform the best for estimating the free energies of
solvation of bromamines, chloramines, and bromochloramines. Closer inspection of Table
3.1 results is revealing. Compared to the conventional SMD implicit model, the addition
of an explicit water (i.e., cluster-continuum-SMD approach) improves, but ′′over-corrects′′,
the predictions of Henry’s law constants for the polar molecules NH3 and H2O. In contrast,
the cluster-continuum-SMD approach appears to worsen slightly the results for the halogen-
containing species (Cl2, Br2, NF3), compared to conventional SMD. Taken together, these
results suggest that a ′′half-and-half′′ approach, formulated as an average of the predictions by
both solventmodels, would produce themost accurate results overall for the relatedmolecules,
chloramines and bromamines. The ′′half-and-half′′ approach exhibits a RMSE of 3.2 kJ mol−1
in the free energies of solvation of set A. Based on these considerations, we propose that the
error bounds expected to contain 95% of the deviations can be approximated by 2×RMSE
found for the free energy of solvation data, and thus we assign an error of 6 kJ mol−1 to the
free energy of solvation values estimated from the ′′half-and-half′′ approach for chloramines,
bromamines, and bromochloramines (Table 3.2).
3.4.2 Estimated Aqueous Standard Free Energies of Formation for Chloramines,
Bromamines, and Bromochloramines
We estimated aqueous standard free energies of formation of halamines and related
compounds (Table 3.2) based on theoretically determined standard free energies of formation
in gas phase, Δ f G
o
gas,Comp (X ), and computationally estimated free energies of solvation,
ΔG∗sol v,hal f −and−hal f (X ), according to:
Δ f G
∗
aq,Comp (X )=Δ f Gogas,Comp (X )+ΔG∗sol v,hal f −and−hal f (X )+ΔGo→∗ (3.6)
Theoretical benchmark Δ f G
o
gas,Comp (X ) values at 1 atm standard state were taken from
recently published data.[221, 222] The ΔG∗sol v,hal f −and−hal f (X ) values were obtained from an
average of the SMD implicit solvent model results and the cluster-continuum-SMD results
as discussed in the previous section. The term ΔGo→∗ represents the free energy required
to transfer a molecule from the gas phase 1 atm standard state to the aqueous 1 M standard
state.[223]
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Table 3.2 Theoretical standard free energies of formation in gas phase (Δ f Gogas,Comp ), theoretical
free energies of aqueous solvation (ΔG∗sol v,hal f −and−hal f ), and theoretical and experimental
aqueous standard free energies of formation (Δ f G∗aq ) for halamines and related compounds.
Values are in kJ mol−1.
Compounds Δ f Gogas,Comp
a ΔG∗sol v,hal f −and−hal f
b Δ f G
∗
aq,Comp
b Δ f G
∗
aq,Expt
NH2Cl 81.1 ±1 -16.0 ±6 73.1 ±6 66.9c , 84.0 ±0.4d
NHCl2 174.1 ±1 -8.8 ±6 173.3 ±6 176.6c , 209.2 ±1.2d
NCl3 267.1 ±1 4.8 ±6 279.8 ±6 299.2c , 341.4 ±1.8d
NH2Br 96.2 ±1 -14.9 ±6 89.1 ±6 77.0c , 84.3 ±0.5d
NHBr2 206.9 ±3 -9.4 ±6 205.5 ±7 181.1c , 203.2 ±1.5d
NBr3 306.1 ±3 0.4 ±6 314.4e ±7 295.8c , 329.6 ±2.5d
NHBrCl 184.9 ±3 -8.8 ±6 184.0 ±7
NBrCl2 282.7 ±3 2.9 ±6 293.5e ±7
NBr2Cl 292.9 ±3 0.3 ±6 301.2 ±7
NH3 -15.8 ±1 -16.4 ±6 -24.3 ±6 -26.6c
H2O -228.9 ±1 -17.3 ±6f -238.3 ±6f -237.2cf
HOCl -64.8 ±1 -19.2 ±6 -76.1 ±6 -79.9c
HOBr -63.4 ±1 -16.2 ±6 -71.7 ±6 -82.4c
aThe gas phase standard free energies of formation at 298 K were taken from previous high-accuracy theoretical
data.[221, 222] bThe error intervals reported for the theoretical standard free energy values are interpreted as error
bounds that are expected to contain 95% of the deviations. cThese experimental aqueous standard free energies
of formation were taken from Sugam and Helz.[215] No uncertainty bounds are available. dThese experimental
aqueous standard free energies of formation were taken from Soulard and coworkers.[54] eExceptionally, the
cluster-continuum component of the free energies of solvation for NBrCl2 and NBr3 was computed with the aug-
cc-pVTZ basis set due to computational costs. f The standard free energy of formation of H2O in water is given at
the 55.56 M pure liquid standard state instead of the 1 M aqueous standard state.
For computational Δ f G
∗
aq,Comp data, we assigned uncertainty bounds such that the
computational predictions are expected to contain the correct experimental value in 95%
of cases, as follows. In a previous study, we attributed an uncertainty of 1 kJ mol−1 to the
Δ f G
o
gas,Comp of the three chloramines and of monobromamine, whereas we assigned an
uncertainty of 3 kJ mol−1 to the Δ f Gogas,Comp values of bromochloramines, dibromamine,
and tribromamine, based on comparisons between theoretical and experimental data
discussed in that paper and citations therein.[221, 222] Based on the results discussed in
the previous section (Table 3.1), the ΔG∗sol v,hal f −and−hal f values predicted with the
′′half-and-
half′′ approach (an average of the SMD and the cluster-continuum-SMD values) are assigned
an uncertainty of 6 kJ mol−1. Based on propagation of error (equations A.11 and A.12), we
estimated an error of 6 kJ mol−1 for the Δ f G∗aq,Comp values of chloramines, NH3, H2O, HOCl,
HOBr, and NH2Br, and an error of 7 kJ mol
−1 for the Δ f G∗aq,Comp values of dibromamine,
tribromamine, and the three bromochloramines. For the well-characterized molecules NH3
and H2O, the theoretical Δ f G
∗
aq,Comp values differ from the experimental Δ f G
∗
aq,Expt values
by only 2.3 and 1.1 kJ mol−1, respectively (Table 3.2). However for the chloramines and
bromamines, there is less consistent agreement between theoretical and experimental results,
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and some of the previously reported experimental data show large discrepancies from one
another. A critical discussion of these different datasets is explored in the following section on
aqueous equilibrium constants.
3.4.3 Aqueous Equilibrium Constants of Reactions that Produce to Chloramines,
Bromamines, and Bromochloramines
Despite the wide importance of halamines in drinking water treatment, equilibrium constants
have not been well-constrained for many of the reactions responsible for their occurrence.
We determined equilibrium constants (KCompaq ) for several important reactions, based on
theoretical Δ f G
∗
aq,Comp data (Table 3.2), and we compared these K
Comp
aq values to previously
reported experimental estimates, where available.
For a reaction in aqueous solution, we can evaluate the aqueous free energy of reaction, ΔG∗aq :
ΔG∗aq =ΣiνiΔ f G∗aq (Xi ) (3.7)
where the νi is the stoichiometric coefﬁcient of molecule Xi , and Δ f G
∗
aq (Xi ) is the aqueous
standard Gibbs free energy of formation for species Xi at 1 M standard state. For those
reactions that generate water as a product, we applied a standard state conversion so that H2O
is at the liquid water (55.56 M) standard state (Table 3.2).[223] Further details on standard
state conversion factors are provided in the SI. The computed aqueous equilibrium constant
for a given reaction is obtained by:
Kaq = exp
(−ΔG∗aq
RT
)
(3.8)
Theoretical equilibrium constant data, KCompaq , reveal that reactions of ammonia with HOCl
and HOBr that produce mono-, di-, and tri-halogenated species are highly favorable, with
logKCompaq values ranging from 8.1 to 11.8 (reactions 1-12, Table 3.3). The considered
disproportionation reactions that involved neutral species (reactions 13-17, Table 3.3) were
found to have logKCompaq values ranging from -3.0 to 1.1. Based on the uncertainties ascribed
to Δ f G
∗
aq,Comp values (Table 3.2), we assigned an error of ±1.1 to ±1.2 logarithmic unit to
logKCompaq values, depending on the reaction.
In previous reports, equilibrium constants have been estimated based on experimental data for
several reactions that produce halamines. Morris and Isaac reported an aqueous equilibrium
constant value, K Exptaq , of 10
11.3 for the reaction leading to NH2Cl (reaction 1, Table 3.3), a
value of 108.7 for the reaction leading to NHCl2 (reaction 2), and a value of 10
4.7 for the reaction
leading to NCl3 (reaction 3).[42] However, Kumar and coworkers[212] proposed an estimate
of 108.2 for K3, four orders of magnitude higher than the value suggested by Morris and Isaac.
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The equilibrium constants reported by Morris and Isaac[42] and by Kumar et al.[212] were
deduced based on the measurements of forward and reverse rate constants for these reactions.
This discrepancy between different studies reﬂects the difﬁculties encountered during the
measurements of rate constants used to deduce the equilibrium constants of these reactive
species in water. Hofmann and Andrews estimated aqueous equilibrium constants for the
production of bromamines,[214] based on estimated standard free energies of formation of
bromamines taken from Sugam and Helz’s work.[215] The aqueous equilibrium constants
of one disproportionation reaction was estimated: the disproportionation of two molecules
of monochloramine to form dichloramine (reaction 13).[42] The origins of some of these
equilibrium constant data are discussed further in the section about rate constants, below.
We compared our theoretical aqueous equilibrium constant values, KCompaq , with available
estimates obtained from reported experimental data, K Exptaq . We found good agreement
between our theoretical aqueous equilibrium constants and previously reported experimental
values for the reactions leading to monochloramine (reaction 1), monobromamine (reaction
4), and dibromamine (reaction 5): the experimental and computational equilibrium constants
for these reactions agree within 1 order of magnitude, which falls within the error bounds of
the theoretical values (Table 3.3). We viewed that the experimental equilibrium constants
reported for reactions 1 and 4 were reliable values, since both the forward and reverse rate
constants can be measured under well-controlled conditions for these two reactions. We
consider these ﬁndings as a validation of the theoretical approach, further conﬁrming the
validations of Δ f G
o
gas,Comp , ΔG
∗
sol v,hal f −and−hal f , and Δ f G
∗
aq,Comp data, discussed above.
However, the agreement between experimental and theoretical results decreases substantially
for the reactions that produce dichloramine (reaction 2, Table 3.3), trichloramine (reaction
3), and tribromamine (reaction 6), as well as the disproportionation reaction 13. Theoretical
logKCompaq values for these reactions are ∼2 to 5 orders of magnitude higher than the
experimental equilibrium constants. The discrepancies observed for reactions 2, 3, 6, and
13 might be attributed to the difﬁculty in performing well-controlled experiments on these
species.[42] The experimental equilibrium constant values for reactions 2, 3, 6, and 13 are not
direct measurements; rather, they are constrained from kinetic and thermodynamic models
that involve multiple reactions.[42, 215] Based on the expected uncertainty of our theoretical
data, we infer that the theoretical equilibrium constant values have higher conﬁdence than
the previously reported experimental estimates for the reactions 2, 3, 6, and 13. These
ﬁndings imply that the reactions that produce dichloramine, trichloramine, and tribromamine
are more thermodynamically favorable than was previously estimated. Therefore, under
circumneutral conditions conducive to the production of chloramines and/or bromamines,
the equilibrium concentrations of the dichloramine, trichloramine, and tribromamine species
are higher than what previous models have suggested.
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Table 3.3 Equilibrium constants (logKaq ) for reactions leading to halamines in water:
computational and experimental estimates.
# Reactions logKCompaq
a logK eq.3.9aq
b logK Exptaq
Chloramines
1 NH3,aq+HOClaq
K1−−−−NH2Claq+H2Ol 11.4 ±1.1 10.6 ±0.8 11.3c , 8.2d
2 NH2Claq+HOClaq
K2−−−−NHCl2,aq+H2Ol 10.9 ±1.1 10.7 ±0.8 8.7c
3 NHCl2,aq+HOClaq
K3−−−−NCl3,aq+H2Ol 9.7 ±1.1 8.7 ±0.8 4.7c , 8.2e, 7.5d
Bromamines
4 NH3aq+HOBraq
K4−−−−NH2Braq+H2Ol 9.3 ±1.1 10.5f
5 NH2Braq+HOBraq
K5−−−−NHBr2,aq+H2Ol 8.8 ±1.2 8.7f
6 NHBr2,aq+HOBraq
K6−−−−NBr3,aq+H2Ol 10.1g ±1.2 6.7f
Bromochloramines
7 NH2Braq+HOClaq
K7−−−−NHBrClaq+H2Ol 11.8 ±1.2
8 NH2Claq+HOBraq
K8−−−−NHBrClaq+H2Ol 9.8 ±1.2
9 NHBrClaq+HOClaq
K9−−−−NBrCl2,aq+H2Ol 9.2g ±1.2
10 NHBrClaq+HOBraq
K10−−−−−NBr2Claq+H2Ol 8.7 ±1.2
11 NHCl2,aq+HOBraq
K11−−−−−NBrCl2,aq+H2Ol 8.1g ±1.2
12 NHBr2,aq+HOClaq
K12−−−−−NBr2Claq+H2Ol 11.7 ±1.2
Disproportionation reactions
13 NH2Claq+NH2Claq
K13−−−−−NHCl2,aq+NH3,aq h -0.5 ±1.1 0.1 ±0.8 -2.6i
14 NH2Braq+NH2Braq
K14−−−−−NHBr2,aq+NH3,aq j -0.5 ±1.2 0.5k
15 NH2Claq+NH2Braq
K15−−−−−NHBrClaq+NH3,aq 0.4 ±1.2
16 NHBrClaq+HOClaq
K16−−−−−NHCl2,aq+HOBraq 1.1 ±1.2
17 NHBrClaq+HOBraq
K17−−−−−NHBr2,aq+HOClaq -3.0 ±1.2
18 2NH2Claq+Br–aq+H+aq
K18−−−−−NHBrClaq+NH+4,aq+Cl–aq 12.0l
aThese estimates were calculated using equations 3.6 and 3.7. Uncertainty bounds are assigned such that the
prediction is expected to contain the correct experimental value in 95% of cases. bThese estimates were calculated
using equation 3.9. cThis logK
Expt
aq value was obtained from Morris and Isaac’s ﬁtting model.[42]
dThese values
were taken from Soulard et al.[54] eThis experimental value was taken from Kumar and coworkers.[212] f These
values were taken from Hofmann and Andrews’ review.[214] gExceptionally, the free energies of solvation for the
reactions leading to NBrCl2 and NBr3 were computed with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, due to the computational
cost of computations with larger basis sets. hThis reaction can take place by two parallel pathways: a neutral
uncatalyzed pathway and also an acid-catalyzed pathway. The computed and experimental equilibrium constant
values reported here refer to the uncatalyzed reaction.[264] iThese values were taken from Morris and Isaac’s
work.[42] jThis reaction can take place by two parallel pathways: a neutral uncatalyzed pathway and also an
acid-catalyzed pathway. The computed and experimental equilibrium constant values reported here refer to the
uncatalyzed reaction.[56] kThis value was taken from Lei et al.[56] lThis value was derived using the theoretical
aqueous standard free energy of formation for NH2Cl and NHBrCl (Table 3.2) and the previously reported
experimental standard free energy of formation[265] for H+aq, Br−aq, NH+4aq, and Cl
−
aq.
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For further validation of our theoretical equilibrium constant values, KCompaq , we compare them
to a second set of estimates, referred to as K eq.3.9aq . These values were determined based on
theoretical Δ f G
o
gas,Comp values (Table 3.2) combined with previously reported experimental
Henry’s law constants, where available:
K eq.3.9aq = exp
(−Σiνi (Δ f Gogas,Comp (Xi )+ΔG∗sol v,Expt (Xi )+ΔGo→∗)
RT
)
(3.9)
Based on available experimental reports of Henry’s law constants, we determined the K eq.3.9aq
for reactions involving chloramines (reactions 1, 2, 3, and 13, Table 3.3). We assigned an
uncertainty of 0.8 log unit to the logK eq.3.9aq values based on the uncertainty of 1 kJ mol
−1
attributed to Δ f G
o
gas,Comp and the uncertainty of 4.2 kJ mol
−1 associated with the ΔG∗sol v,Expt .
The resulting K eq.3.9aq values for reaction 1, 2, 3, and 13 (Table 3.3) all exhibit good agreement
with KCompaq estimates obtained from the theoretical ΔG
∗
aq given by equation 3.6, which offers
mutual validation of these two datasets. In contrast, the K eq.3.9aq values for reactions 2, 3, and
13 are up to 4 orders of magnitude higher than the reported experimental estimates. These
data further conﬁrm the above conclusion that the theoretical estimates of the present study
improve upon the previously reported experimental estimates for reactions 2, 3, 6, and 13.
We also estimated the aqueous equilibrium constant for the disproportionation reaction
between two molecules of NH2Cl and Br
− (reaction 18, Table 3.3). We combined theoretical
aqueous standard free energies of formation for the NH2Cl and NHBrCl species from Table 3.2
together with reported experimental aqueous standard free energies of formation[265] for the
remaining compounds, H+, Br−, NH+4 , and Cl
−. Since we could not ﬁnd uncertainty bounds
for the experimental aqueous standard free energy of formation data, we did not assign an
uncertainty value to this equilibrium constant.
3.5 Implications for Reaction Rate Constants
Based on the theoretical aqueous equilibrium constants presented here (Table 3.3), we can
re-evaluate rate constant data for some of the decomposition reactions for chloramines,
bromamines, and bromochloramines. For this purpose, we took advantage of the relationship
between the reaction equilibrium constant, the forward reaction rate constant, and the reverse
reaction rate constant:[266]
keq.3.10r =
kExptf
KCompaq
(3.10)
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Table 3.4 New estimates of reverse rate constant values for selected reactions that produce
chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines.
#a Reaction kExptf ,r xn k
eq.3.10
r,r xn
b kExptr,r xn
1 NH3,aq+HOClaq
k1−−−−−
k−1
NH2Claq+H2Ol 4.2×106 M−1s−1 c 2×10−5 s−1 2.1×10−5 s−1 c
2 NH2Claq+HOClaq
k2−−−−−
k−2
NHCl2,aq+H2Ol 3.5×102 M−1s−1 c 5×10−9 s−1 7.6×10−7 s−1 c
4 NH3,aq+HOBraq
k4−−−−−
k−4
NH2Braq+H2Ol 7.50 ±0.4×107 M−1s−1 d 4×10−2 s−1
8 NH2Claq+HOBraq
k8−−−−−
k−8
NHBrClaq+H2Ol 2.86 ±0.06×105 M−1s−1 e 5×10−5 s−1
13 NH2Claq+NH2Claq
k13−−− −−
k−13
NHCl2,aq+NH3,aqf 5.6×10−2 M−1s−1 c 0.2 M−1 s−1 24 M−1s−1 c
aReaction number is taken from Table 3.3. bEstimates were calculated using equation 3.10. cExperimental
values were taken from Morris and Isaac’s work.[42] dExperimental value was taken from Wajon and Morris.[180]
eExperimental value was taken from Gazda and Margerum.[50] f This reaction can take place by two parallel
pathways: a neutral uncatalyzed pathway and also an acid-catalyzed pathway. The calculated and experimental
rate constant values reported here refer to the uncatalyzed reaction.[264]
We assumed that the forward experimental rate constant (kExptf ) had been determined reliably
by experiment in previous reports for the ﬁve reactions shown in Table 3.4. Equilibrium
constant values (KCompaq ) were taken from our theoretical results (Table 3.3). We compared
our theoretically supported estimates of the reverse rate constant for the production of
monochloramine, keq.3.10−1 , to the previously reported experimental value, k
Expt
−1 . By way
of equation 3.10, our theoretical estimate, keq.3.10−1 =2×10−5 s−1, is in good agreement with
the experimental value, kExpt−1 =2.1×10−5 s−1.[42] The agreement between k
Expt
−1 and k
eq.3.10
−1
is consistent with the observed agreement between KComp1 and K
Expt
1 for this reaction
(Table 3.3). For the chlorination reaction of monochloramine to form dichloramine, we
determined a theoretical reverse rate constant of keq.3.10−2 = 5×10−9 s−1, based on the reported
experimental value of the forward reaction (Table 3.4) and the theoretical equilibrium constant,
KCompaq = 1010.9±1.1 (Table 3.3). The resulting value of 5× 10−9 s−1 for the rate constant of
the hydrolysis of dichloramine, keq.3.10−2 , disagrees with the experimental value (7.6× 10−7
s−1) by a factor of 152. The origin of this discrepancy is explained as follows. Morris and
Isaac determined the equilibrium constant for reaction 2 as a ratio of the experimental
equilibrium constant (K Expt1 ) of the formation of monochloramine (10
11.3, Table 3.4) and
the experimental equilibrium constant, K Expt13 =10
−2.6 of the disproportionation of NH2Cl to
NHCl2 (reaction 13). These authors then used their estimate of the equilibrium constant of
reaction 2 together with their experimental forward rate constant (Table 3.4) to deduce an
experimental reverse rate constant for reaction 2. However the value of K Expt13 of reaction 13
deviates from our theoretical equilibrium constant (KComp13 =10
−0.5±1.1). The discrepancy
observed for the experimental equilibrium constant for the disproportionation reaction
of monochloramine (reaction 13) propagates to the aqueous equilibrium constant for the
chlorination reaction of monochloramine (reaction 2). Based on these considerations, we
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propose our value of the reverse rate constant, keq.3.10−2 =5×10−9 s−1, as a better alternative to
the previous estimate, 7.6×10−7 s−1.
For the disproportionation reaction of two molecules of monochloramine to form
dichloramine (reaction 13), we estimated a theoretical reverse rate constant, keq.3.10−13 , of 0.2
M−1s−1, based on the rate constant for the forward reaction reported by Morris and Isaac,
kExpt13 =5.6× 10−2 M−1s−1, and the theoretical aqueous equilibrium constant of K
Comp
13 =
10−0.5±1.1. The resulting theoretically supported value of keq.3.10−13 , 0.2 M
−1s−1, is two orders of
magnitude lower than the experimental estimate (kExpt−13 = 24 M
−1s−1). We interpret that this
discrepancy arises from the experimental aqueous equilibrium constant, K Expt13 = 10−2.6,[42]
which is two orders of magnitude lower than the theoretical value, KComp13 = 10−0.5±1.1. Hence,
using similar reasoning as for reaction 2 (above), we propose our theoretically supported value
of keq.3.10−13 as an alternative to the experimentally derived estimate.
Further taking advantage of equation 3.10, here we provide theoretical estimates of the reverse
rate constants for the bromination reactions of ammonia and monochloramine (reactions 4
and 8), based on the previously determined kExptf values and our theoretical K
Comp
aq values
(Table 3.3) for these reactions. For reaction 4, we used the forward rate constant value proposed
by Wajon and Morris,[180] kExpt4 = 7.5 ±0.4×107 M−1s−1. This value was conﬁrmed later by
Inman and Johnson[186] who reported a kinetic constant of 4×107 M−1s−1, and by Heeb [239]
who proposed a value of 5.5×107 M−1s−1. Our resulting estimate of keq.3.10−4 =4×10−2 s−1 is
reasonably consistent (within an expected uncertainty of an order ofmagnitude) with the value
originally reported by Haag and Lietzke, 1.5×10−3 s−1.[213] For reaction 8, which describes
the production of chlorobromamine from the reaction of NH2Cl with HOBr, we assumed the
forward rate constant measured by Gazda and Margerum, kExpt8 =2.86 ±0.06×105 M−1s−1.[50]
This value implies a reverse rate constant of keq.3.10−8 =5×10−5 s−1. Based on the theoretical
aqueous equilibrium constants reported here, we were thus able to (re)assess the rate
constants of some decomposition and disproportionation reactions involving chloramines,
bromamines, and bromochloramines. Similar exercises could be applied to other available
rate constant data involving halamines, based on the thermodynamic property data that we
have provided in the present work.
3.5.1 pKa Values for Chloramines, Bromamines, and Bromochloramines: Theo-
retical Estimates
Dissociation constants of chloramines and bromamines are difﬁcult to measure experimen-
tally due to the high reactivities of these molecules in water. We estimated acid dissociation
constant values for both the cationic conjugate acid and neutral amine functional group of
chloramines, bromamines, bromochloramines, and selected methyl-substituted halamines.
We established a quantum chemical LFER (Table A.7 in SI) based on previously reported
experimental pKa values of 16 substituted ammonium groups. We found a correlation
coefﬁcient of R2 = 0.98 for the regression line of this computational LFER (Figure 3.1).
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The following equation was used to determine the computed pKa values of several
chlorammonium and bromammonium species (Table 3.5):
pKQuantum Chemical LFERa = 1.83×pK uncor recteda −6.25 (3.11)
We also constructed a quantum chemical LFER (Table A.8) based on theoretical and
experimental pKa data of 4 neutral amine functional groups. The regression line of the LFER
(equation A.13) established to estimate the pKa values for neutral halamines had a correlation
coefﬁcient R2 of 0.93 (Figure A.1). This relationship was used to predict the pKa values for
neutral chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines (Table 3.5). Uncertainties of the
predicted pKa values were assigned as±1 log unit, based on previous work on LFER prediction
of pKa values[240, 243, 244, 234] and on the observed scatter in the ﬁtted LFER data (Tables
A.7 and A.8).
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Fig. 3.1 Correlation between the experimental pKa values and the uncorrected quantum chemical
pKuncor recteda results for the ammonium functional group of several compounds, including some
halamines for which data are available (Table A.7).
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Table 3.5 Estimated pKa values for the cationic conjugate acid and neutral chloramines,
bromamines, bromochloramines, and methylated halamines, according to quantum chemical
LFER results (Tables A.7, A.8, Figure 3.1 and Figure A.1).
Deprotonation reactions pKa pKa pKa
X = Cl X = Br X = Cl and Br
NH3X
+ K
NH3X
+
a−−−−−−− −−NH2X+H+ 1.5 ±1a, 1.44b 0.8 ±1a
NH2X
+
2
K
NH2X
+
2
a−−−−−−− −−NHX2+H+ -6.0 ±1a -7.8 ±1a -7.1 ±1a
NH2XCH
+
3
K
NH2XCH3+
a−−−−−−−−− −−NHXCH3+H+ 2.3 ±1a,1.55b 1.3 ±1a
NHX(CH3)
+
2
K
NHX (CH3)+2
a−−−−−−−−−− −−NX(CH3)2+H+ 2.8 ±1a, 2.88c
NHX2CH
+
3
K
NHX2CH3
+
a−−−−−−−−− −−NX2CH3+H+ -5.0 ±1a -5.9 ±1a -5.4 ±1a
NH2X
K
NH2X
a−−−−− −−NHX−+H+ 19.7 ±1d 24.7 ±1d
NHX2
K
NHX2
a−−−−− −−NX−2 +H+ 11.8 ±1d 19.6 ±1d 12.5 ±1d
aThe regression line used for this quantum chemical LFER is equation 3.11.
bExperimental values were taken from Margerum and Gray.[43]
cExperimental value was taken from Antelo and coworkers.[216]
dThe regression line used for this quantum chemical LFER is equation A.13.
Dissociation constants for chloramines, bromamines, bromochloramines, and methyl-
substituted halamines reveal the pH-dependent speciation of these reactive molecules in
water. Computed pKa data show that chloramines and bromamines are predominantly in
neutral form at circumneutral pH. However, selected cationic species and anionic species
are still relevant for certain reactions. For example, NH3Br
+ was found to predominate over
NH2Br in reactions with substituted phenols studied by Heeb et al. at neutral pH, despite
the low pKa of monobromammonium (∼0.8), due to the much higher electrophilicity of
monobromammonium relative to monobromamine.[239] On the other hand, the computed
pKa values of NHCl2 and NHClBr (∼11.8 and ∼12.5, respectively) are down-shifted relative to
the less acidic monohalogenated species, due to the stabilization of the anion by the presence
of an additional electron-withdrawing substituent. These anionic species may be relevant
for reactions with electrophiles. For example, recent theoretical work indicated that ozone
oxidizes primarily the deprotonated anionic form of bromo-N,N-dimethylsulfamide rather
than the neutral species (pKa ∼9.0), due to the higher nucleophilicity of the anionic form.[234]
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4.1 Abstract
During ozonation of drinking water, the fungicide metabolite N,N-dimethylsulfamide (DMS)
can be transformed into a highly toxic product, N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA). We used
quantum chemical computations and stopped-ﬂow experiments to evaluate a chemical
mechanism proposed previously to describe this transformation. Stopped-ﬂow experiments
indicate a pKa = 10.4 for DMS. Experiments show that hypobromous acid (HOBr), generated
by ozone oxidation of naturally occurring bromide, brominates the deprotonated DMS− anion
with a near-diffusion controlled rate constant (7.1 ±0.6 × 108 M−1 s−1), forming Br−DMS−
anion. According to quantum chemical calculations, Br-DMS has a pKa ∼ 9.0 and thus
remains partially deprotonated at neutral pH. The anionic Br−DMS− bromamine can react
with ozone with a high rate constant (105±2.5 M−1 s−1), forming the reaction intermediate
(BrNO)(SO2)N(CH3)
−
2 . This intermediate resembles a loosely bound complex between an
electrophilic nitrosyl bromide (BrNO) molecule and an electron-rich dimethylaminosulﬁnate
(-(SO2)N(CH3)2) fragment, based on inspection of computed natural charges and geometric
parameters. This fragile complex undergoes immediate (1010±2.5 s−1) reaction by two branches:
an exothermic channel that produces NDMA, and an entropy-driven channel giving non-
NDMA products. Computational results bring new insights into the electronic nature,
chemical equilibria, and kinetics of the elementary reactions of this pathway, enabled by
computed energies of structures that are not possible to access experimentally.
4.2 Introduction
The formation of toxic disinfection byproducts during chlorination of drinking water
has led to the use of less reactive chloramine as a treatment agent.[267] However,
the switch toward chloramine has been found to promote the formation of toxic and
mutagenic N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) and other nitrosamines.[267, 268, 200, 269]
NDMA formation during chloramination of either drinking water or wastewater has
been attributed to both naturally occurring and anthropogenic precursors,[270, 271, 272]
including dimethylamine (DMA),[268, 200] compounds substituted with a DMA functional
group,[273, 204] 1,1-dimethylhydrazine (UDMH),[274, 275, 190, 192] amine-containing
pharmaceuticals and personal care products,[274, 275, 190, 192, 276] amine-containing
herbicides and pesticides,[190, 276, 277] and amine-based commercial polymers used during
water treatment.[278, 279]
Ozonation has been suggested as an alternative disinfection strategy that destroys several
important NDMA precursors,[280, 281, 282] and hence ozonation is expected to lead to
decreased formation of NDMA compared to chloramination.[272, 283, 65] However, other
types of precursors can produceNDMAduring ozonation. N,N-dimethylsulfamide, a prevalent
environmental metabolite of the fungicide tolylﬂuanid, was found to lead to high yields of
NDMA formation in ozone-based drinking water plants in Germany.[284] Resulting high
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concentrations (>100 ng/L) of NDMA in drinking water caused the shutdown of at least
one full-scale ozonation treatment plant.[284] Further studies showed that compounds
containing hydrazine functional groups or N,N-dimethylsulfamide functional groups could
produce NDMA in high yields during ozonation of natural waters.[284, 285, 286] A recent
report investigated the role of hydroxylamine and brominated nitrogenous oxidants in NDMA
formation during ozonation.[287]
The chemicalmechanism governing the transformation of N,N-dimethylsulfamide intoNDMA
during ozonation was investigated in a previous study.[288] The transformation could not
be explained either by the reaction of N,N-dimethylsulfamide with ozone, which proceeded
slowly (kapparent ∼ 20 M−1 s−1 at pH 8), nor by reactions with OH radical, which failed to yield
NDMA. Rather, the presence of either bromide or HOCl during ozonation was necessary
to transform N,N-dimethylsulfamide into NDMA. At levels occurring naturally in water
(15–20 μg L−1), bromide led to an overstoichiometric formation of NDMA. This is consistent
with a bromide-catalyzed pathway: ozone reaction with bromide (k = 160 M−1 s−1 at 20
◦C) forms HOBr, followed by bromination of a precursor that subsequently decomposes to
regenerate bromide.[282, 289] Taken together, these observations suggested that the reaction
of N,N-dimethylsulfamide with HOBr is the initial step of the NDMA-formation pathway.
Further experiments demonstrated that N,N-dimethylsulfamide produced an NDMA yield
of up to 54% in the presence of bromide, ozone, and tert-butyl alcohol (present as an OH
radical scavenger).[288] Most (39%) of the remaining (non-NDMA) oxidized nitrogen could
be explained by produced nitrate.[288] Replacing the O3+bromide treatment by an O3+HOCl
treatment (absent bromide) also produced NDMA from N,N-dimethylsulfamide, but with a
lower yield (30%), indicating that initial halogenation byHOCl (instead of byHOBr) produced a
reaction intermediate that was less favorable for NDMA formation. The entire transformation
pathway was rapid, taking place within minutes under conditions considered typical for
drinking water treatment.
Based on these observations, a detailed pathway for the transformation of N,N-
dimethylsulfamide into NDMA was proposed (Supporting Information Figure A.2),[288] as
follows. Ozone reaction with bromide generates HOBr, which then brominates the sulfamoyl
(-(SO2)NH2) nitrogen in N,N-dimethylsulfamide (DMS) to form Br-DMS. Deprotonation of
Br-DMS produces an anionic amine, Br−DMS−, which reacts rapidly with ozone. The resulting
oxygenated intermediate (labeled “B” in the Appendix Figure A.2) decomposes either to form
NDMA or to form non-NDMA products that lead to nitrate, thus explaining the partial yields
of NDMA (54%) and nitrate (39%) from N,N-dimethylsulfamide observed in the experiments.
In the present study, we assess the previously proposed NDMA formation mechanism, using
quantum chemical computational methods. The previous experimental study detected and
quantiﬁed two end products: NDMA and nitrate.[288] However, none of the other inferred
short-lived intermediates were measured directly. By modeling both the thermodynamics
and kinetics of elementary steps along the pathway, we evaluated the detailed mechanism
and proposed intermediate structures involved. An improved understanding of this pathway
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provides insight into other potential nitrosamine formation pathways.
The chemical systems involved in this study bring nontrivial challenges to molecular modeling.
A recent computational study of NDMA formation from tertiary amines[204] employed
the widely popular density functional theory (DFT) method, B3LYP.[158, 157] However, the
electronic structures of nitroso-containing compounds and of oxidized forms of chlorine,
bromine, and sulfur often involve multireference character,[290, 93, 97, 98] and this may
or may not be adequately captured by some widely applied single-determinant electronic
structure methods.[97, 98, 235, 291, 236] The biradical character of ozone is particularly
difﬁcult for mainstream quantum chemical approaches.[93, 5, 8] For example, Zhao and
co-workers demonstrated that B3LYP produces an error of 6–8 kcal mol−1 for the electronic
energy barrier of the ozone reaction with ethylene or acetylene.[5] Additionally, B3LYP
does not perform as well as some recently developed functionals for predicting electronic
energy barriers of reactions.[292] These potential difﬁculties motivated us to prescreen the
electronic structure methods (“model chemistries”) that we applied, and to evaluate the
NDMA formation mechanism using multiple, complementary model chemistries.
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Selection of Model Chemistries
All computations were performed using the Gaussian09 suite of programs.[124] We employed
the M05[251] and B2PLYPD[293, 123] model chemistries, both of which are competitive
for diverse applications in chemistry.[291, 236] These methods additionally have been
reported to give good performance with the potentially difﬁcult electronic structures
of ozone, halogen oxides, and nitroso-containing compounds. The developers of M05
recommended this cost-effective global hybrid meta-GGA correlation functional for systems
having multireference character.[294] For reaction energies and barrier heights involving
ozone with ethylene/acetylene, a severe multireference system, the M05 method gave
performance superior to several other popular DFT methods, including the M06 suite of
functionals.[5]M05 also performedwell in electronic energy barrier height and reaction energy
calculations for species with low-to-moderate multireference character.[251, 295, 296] The
B2PLYP[293] and B2PLYPD double-hybrid functionals are among the most reliably accurate
DFT methods for both single-reference and multireference systems.[98, 235, 236] In a study
of total atomization energies (TAE) of several chlorine and ﬂuorine oxides, B2PLYP was
one of the best-performing DFT methods among those evaluated, and M05 also performed
reasonably well.[97] In our own total atomization energy calculations with the aug-cc-pVTZ
basis set[297, 126, 128, 127] used throughout, we observed that the B2PLYPD and M05 model
chemistries provided maximum error-per-bond values of 3.4 kcal mol−1 and 7.5 kcal mol−1,
respectively, of the benchmark for the set O3, NO, HNO, N2O, and Br2, and gave somewhat
larger errors (7.2 and 8.2 kcalmol−1) for SO2, when compared to publishedW4[93] and FPD[95]
high-accuracy theoretical benchmarks (Appendix Table A.2).
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The above methods have differing requirements for the computer time needed, with M05 <
B2PLYP ∼ B2PLYPD, in computational expense, and this constraint also guided our modeling
strategy. Based on the literature described above, we concluded thatM05would be appropriate
for geometry optimizations of both stable structures and transition state structures. All
geometries were optimized in gas phase. On theM05 geometries, single point calculationswith
the more accurate B2PLYPD method were conducted to conﬁrm and improve the electronic
energy differences computed with M05. All geometry optimizations, other structure searches,
and energy single point calculations were conducted with the Dunning aug-cc-pVTZ basis set
(Tables 4.1, 4.2, andAppendix Tables A.12 andA.13).[297, 126, 128, 127] Finally, for one reaction
(step b), we additionally employed M06-L,[295] MP2,[83] and CCSD(T)[110, 87] computations
to provide further method comparisons.
4.3.2 Computation of the Aqueous Free Energy of Reaction for Elementary
Reaction Steps
Aqueous Gibbs free energies of reaction, ΔGaq,r xn (1 M standard state), were computed based
on quantumchemical calculations of stationary structures (i.e., reactants, stable intermediates,
and products). Aqueous solvent effects were expected to play an important role in the reaction
thermodynamics studied here. Two different strategies were employed to handle solvation
modeling, depending on the elementary reaction step, described below.
For reaction steps c, f, j, and n (Figure 4.1), all species were modeled as monomeric (gas-like)
solutes, and aqueous solvation was treated with the Universal Solvation Model based on Solute
Electron Density (SMD) implicit solvation[226] model. Thus:
ΔGaq,r xn =Σiνi (Egas,elec (Ai )+Ggas,therm(Ai )+ΔGSMD (Ai )+ΔGstandard state (4.1)
where Egas,elec (Ai ) is the total electronic energy of species Ai in gas phase, and Ggas,therm(Ai )
is the thermal contribution to the free energy arising from translations, rotations, and
vibrations in gas phase, computed from statistical thermodynamics according to the quantum
harmonic oscillator, classical rigid-rotor approximations.[137]ΔGSMD (Ai ) is the SMDestimate
of free energy of transfer from the gas phase into aqueous solution, νi is the stoichiometric
coefﬁcient of species Ai for the reaction step, and ΔGstandard state state accounts for any
relevant standard state changes of the solute (see Appendix section A.1.3.1). Each of these
terms was computed individually, using different model chemistries (Table 4.1 and Appendix
Table A.12).
For reaction steps b, g, k, l, m, o, and p (Figure 4.1), we suspected that direct involvement of the
solvent may be important (see the Results section for explanation). For these cases, the cluster-
continuum approach of Bryantsev et al. was used to compute free energies in solution.[224]
Each species was modeled as a microsolvated cluster that contained the solute plus several
explicitly modeled water molecules, further embedded in SMD implicit continuum model
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solvent. In these cases, the reaction free energy was modeled as
ΔGaq,r xn =Σiνi (Egas,elec (Ai (H2O)x)+Ggas,therm(Ai (H2O)x)+
ΔGSMD (Ai (H2O)x)+ΔGstandard state +ΔGcluster cor rect ion
(4.2)
where the terms Egas,elec , Ggas,therm , and ΔGSMD in eq 4.2 are determined for each solute +
explicit water molecule cluster Ai (H2O)x , straightforwardly analogous to the handling of the
monomeric solutes (eq 4.1). The term ΔGstandard state accounts for standard state changes of
the solutes. However, aΔGcluster cor rect ion term also arises that requires further consideration,
and this is explained in the Appendix section A.1.3.2. Given the expected errors in these
computed terms with the models employed here, we anticipated overall uncertainties of
about ±3 kcal mol−1 in the ΔGaq,r xn , which corresponds to roughly 2 orders of magnitude
uncertainty in the reaction equilibrium constant.
Fig. 4.1 Principal NDMA-formation pathway from N,N-dimethylsulfamide during ozonation (black)
and other hypothesized pathways that were found to be less important (blue). Each elementary
reaction step is labeled by a lower case letter enclosed in parentheses. An overlaid cross indicates a
pathway that is ruled out, according to computation results. Lewis structures are proposed for
reactants, intermediates, and products based on natural population analysis (NPA) partial atomic
charge results (see Figure 4.2).
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4.3.3 Computation of Aqueous Reaction Gibbs Free Energies of Activation and
Estimation of Reaction Rate Constants
For several elementary reaction steps we also computed Gibbs free energies of activation and
reaction rate constants. For a given reaction step, minimum energy pathway calculations were
used to estimate a free energy of activation, deﬁned as the difference between the estimated
highest free energy value along the proﬁle of the reaction coordinate and the free energy of
the preceding stable reactant or stable intermediate structure. This technique is described
further in the Appendix section A.1.3.4.
For the steps k, l, m, o, and p (Figure 4.1), the free energy of activation was calculated as
ΔG‡aq,r xn =E‡gas,elec (TS(H2O)5)+ΔG‡SMD (TS(H2O)5)−Egas,elec (R(H2O)5)+
ΔGSMD (R(H2O)5)
(4.3)
where the superscript ‡ indicates the computed property of the transition structure, and R
indicates the preceding stationary structure. Since the number of species remains unchanged
upon going from reactant to transition structure, the ΔGcluster cor rect ion and ΔGstandard state
terms are both zero, analogous to the eq A.24 in the Appendix. We considered it impractical
to attempt to ﬁnd true saddle points (transition structures) for these very fast reactions, all
of which involved loosely bound solvated clusters. For these cases we did not conduct a
frequency analysis at the top of the electronic energy barrier, and we thus neglected thermal
contributions.
For reaction steps b, f , g, j, and n (Figure 4.1), the computed activation free energy was further
reﬁned by use of a transition state search. Steps f , j, and n did not include explicit water
clusters, whereas the transition structure for step b included three explicit molecules of water
(explained in Results and Discussion), and the transition structure for step g included one
explicit molecule of water (explained in the Appendix sections A.1.3.3 and A.1.3.7). For these
cases, the saddle point was conﬁrmed as a transition structure having a single imaginary
vibrational frequency. The activation free energy was deﬁned as
ΔG‡aq,r xn =E‡gas,elec (TS)+G‡gas,therm(TS)+ΔG‡SMD (TS)−Σi (Egas,elec (R(i )
+Ggas,therm(Ri )+ΔGSMD (Ri ))+ΔGstandard state
(4.4)
where G‡gas,therm(TS) and Ggas,therm(Ri ) are determined based on the computed rotations,
vibrations, and translations in gas phase for the transition structure (‡) and for the preceding
stationary structure(s), Ri . In the calculations ofΔG
‡
aq,r xn of reaction steps b and g, the cluster-
continuum approach was applied. The notation in eq 4.4 does not show these explicitly
modeled waters. Further details are explained in the Appendix section A.1.3.3.
Approximate reaction rate constants were estimated from computed activation free energies
based on transition state theory.[137, 298] We used the Eyring–Polanyi equation to estimate a
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transition-state theory (TST) rate constant:
kTST = kBT
h
e
−ΔG‡aq,r xn
RT (4.5)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck’s constant, T is temperature, R is the molar
gas constant, and ΔG‡aq,r xn is determined by either eqs 4.4 or 4.5. In eq 4.5, the transmission
coefﬁcient (not shown) is assigned as unity, corresponding to the assumption that neither
recrossing nor tunneling phenomena are important.[299] The kTST given by eq 4.5 can have
units of s−1 (ﬁrst order) or M−1 s−1 (second order), as prescribed by the reactant stoichiometry
contained inΔG‡aq,r xn . Equation 4.5 was used to estimate rate constant values for all reactions
that are formally ﬁrst-order, including decomposition reactions and intramolecular reactions.
For second-order (bimolecular) reactions, the hypothetical TST rate may exceed the maximum
rate allowed by diffusive transport between reactive species, and for these cases the second
order reaction rate constant, k, was estimated as[300]
1
k
= 1
kTST
+ 1
kdi f f usion
(4.6)
where the limiting second order diffusion-controlled rate constant, kdi f f usion , was assigned a
value of 1010 M−1 s−1. We assigned a total uncertainty of±2.5 in the log k for all computed rate
constants, based on our expectation that the applied model chemistries (SMD/B2PLYPD/aug-
cc-pVTZ) would produce an uncertainty of ±3 kcal mol−1 in the ΔG‡aq,r xn and that the
approximations inherent in transition state theory may lead to an additional factor of 2-
3 error[301] in the ﬁnal rate constant. Nonetheless these approximate rate constant estimates
provide useful insights into the plausibilities of several hypothesized reaction pathways.
4.3.4 Computational Estimates of Aqueous pKa Values
For DMS, Br-DMS, and Cl-DMS, it was desirable to estimate the aqueous pKa of deprotonation
of the neutral amine group. It is difﬁcult to estimate accurate absolute aqueous pKa
values a priori by ab initio methods.[240] Instead, pKa values were estimated by taking
advantage of the linear free energy relationship (LFER) that is generally observed between
experimental and computed pKa data within a compound family.[240, 243] To establish the
LFER, we considered four neutral compounds having known experimental pKa values with
nitrogen as the deprotonating functional group, including hydrazoic acid,[259] sulfamide,[260]
acetamide,[259] and triﬂuoromethanesulfamide.[259] Uncorrected theoretical pKa values
were calculated as follows:
pK uncor ra =
ΔGdepaq,r xn
2.303RT
(4.7)
whereΔGdepaq,r xn is the Gibbs free energy of the aqueous deprotonation reaction. For calculation
ofΔGaq,r xndep, gas phase geometries andGibbs free energies of the acid species and conjugate
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base species were carried out with the CBS-QB3 composite method,[247, 246] which gives
reliable gas phase deprotonation energy data used in pKa estimation.[248, 177, 249, 250]
Solvation free energies were obtained with the SMD continuum solvation model with the
M05/aug-cc-pVTZ electronic density. Further details are provided in the Appendix section
A.1.3.5.
4.3.5 Natural Population Analysis (NPA)
To gain more insight into the chemical nature of several intermediate species, we conducted
a Natural Population Analysis (NPA)[302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307] as implemented in
Gaussian09. Based on the number of electrons populating each natural orbital (natural orbital
occupancies), NPA assigns a partial charge to each atom in the molecule. The natural charge
of each atom is obtained from the atomic nuclear charge minus the sum of the populations
of the natural atomic orbitals assigned to that atom. NPA charges were computed with an
M05/aug-cc-pVTZ electron density and with SMD to represent aqueous solvent, using gas
phase M05/aug-cc-pVTZ geometries.
4.3.6 Experimental Determination of the Rate Constant for the Reaction of
HOBr with N,N-Dimethylsulfamide
For experimental measurement of the rate constant of HOBr reaction with DMS, kinetic
experiments on a Hi-Tech Scientiﬁc SF-61DX2 Stopped-ﬂow spectrometer were performed.
This was done by recording the change in absorbance at pH values of 6.5 to 7.8 (increase
of absorbance at 240 nm due to Br−DMS), and 11.5 to 12.5 (decrease of absorbance at 330
nm due to OBr−), working under pseudo ﬁrst-order conditions (5-10 fold excess of DMS over
HOBr). The experiments were performed at room temperature and at an ionic strength of 0.12
± 0.06 M (NaClO4), using phosphate buffer to maintain the pH. The kinetic data was analyzed
using the software Kinetic Studio 2.x.
4.4 Results and Discussion
We explore an N,N-dimethylsulfamide transformation pathway that was proposed
previously.[288] We ﬁrst report our analysis of each reaction step in Figure 4.1 and associated
intermediate structures. An overall interpretation of the pathway is discussed at the end of the
article, as well as implications for other NDMA formation pathways.
4.4.1 Quantum Chemical LFER for Estimation of pKa Values of DMS, Cl −DMS,
and Br −DMS
We generated a quantum chemical linear free energy relationship (LFER) between known
experimental pKa values and computed pKa values (eq 4.7) for the four neutral nitrogen acid
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compounds hydrazoic acid, sulfamide, acetamide, and triﬂuoromethanesulfamide, ﬁnding
a squared correlation coefﬁcient of r 2 = 0.93 for the regression line (Appendix Table A.14,
Figure A.7). Previous work has established that quantum chemical computed pKa values
correlate well with experimental pKa values within a compound family,[240, 243] and this
has been demonstrated for many compound families, including amines.[244] Therefore,
although the presently proposed LFER is ﬁtted using only four values, we interpret that the
resulting regression parameters are valid for DMS, Cl−DMS, and Br−DMS. This LFER was
used to estimate pKa = 10.3 for DMS, pKa = 9.0 for Br−DMS, and pKa = 7.9 for Cl−DMS, by
substituting the quantum chemical computed values (pKuncor ra ) for these compounds into the
regression function. Expected uncertainties in resulting pKa estimates are roughly ±1 unit.
4.4.2 Reaction Steps a, b, c, and d in the Presence of Ozone and
Bromide. Bromination of DMS versus DMS−, and Speciation Equilibria of
DMS/DMS− and BrDMS/BrDMS−
It was proposed previously that N,N-dimethylsulfamide initially undergoes electrophilic attack
by HOBr, resulting in the halogenation of the sulfamoyl (-(SO2)NH2) nitrogen.[288] However,
neutral N,N-dimethylsulfamide, hereafter denoted DMS, can deprotonate to form the DMS−
anion (Figure 4.1, reaction a). It has remained unclear whether N,N-dimethylsulfamide
bromination would arise predominantly from the reaction of HOBr with neutral DMS to
form Br−DMS (reaction b) or due to the HOBr reaction with the deprotonated DMS− anion
to form Br−DMS− (reaction c). Additionally, Br−DMS/Br−DMS− can undergo acid–base
chemistry (reaction d). We investigated the equilibria and predominating chemical ﬂuxes
along these four reaction channels ( a, b, c, d). The reaction of N,N-dimethylsulfamide
with HOBr was measured at pH conditions ranging from 6.5 to 12.5, using stopped-ﬂow
experiments. HOBr was expected to be the principal oxidant, since it is more electrophilic
than OBr−.[4] Additionally, compared to neutral DMS, the deprotonated nitrogen atom of
the DMS− anion was expected to exhibit faster reactivity with HOBr.[4] These expectations
were supported by observed trends in stopped-ﬂow data, which indicated that the reaction of
HOBr with DMS was not relevant over the investigated pH range. We thus interpret that HOBr
reaction with the DMS− anion (pathway a-c) was the predominant pathway for bromination of
N,N-dimethylsulfamide throughout the investigated pH range, and we neglect consideration
of the reactions of either HOBr or OBr− with neutral DMS (pathway b–d). Accordingly, the
following model was used to interpret the apparent second order rate constant measured by
stopped-ﬂow experiments:
kapparent =αHOBr(1−αDMS)kc (4.8)
where αHOBr represents the fraction of hypobromous acid in the protonated state under
speciﬁed pH conditions, based on pKa = 8.8 for HOBr;[308] αDMS is the fraction of DMS in
the neutral (protonated) state; and kc is the species-speciﬁc second order rate constant for
the reaction of HOBr with DMS− anion. Values of αDMS and kc were ﬁtted such that eq 4.8
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produced the best match to experimentally measured kapparent values.
Table 4.1 Best Estimatesa for Aqueous Free Energies of Reaction (ΔGaq,r xn) for Elementary
Reaction Steps of the NDMA Formation Pathway
Reaction Number of explicit Estimated TotalΔGaq,r xn
stepb waters included (kcal mol−1)
Xc = Br Xc = Cl
b 3 –8.0 –11.2
c 0 –17.9 –21.5
f 0 1.9 -
g 1 –20.1 -
j 0 –30.7 –34.2
k 5 –4.0 –4.0
l 5 –26.2 –31.3
m 5 6.2 2.1
n 0 –34.6 -
o 5 –2.8 –1.4
p 5 1.2 2.6
aA complete listing of all computedΔGaq,r xn results is in given in the Appendix Table A.12. Shown here are results
obtained with M05 for geometries, B2PLYPD for ΔEgas,elec , M05 for ΔGgas,therm , and SMD/M05 for ΔGSMD .
The aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used for all computations. bElementary reaction step as depicted in Figure 4.1.
cResults are shown for both the O3+Br−-catalyzed pathway (X = Br) and the O3+HOCl system pathway (X=Cl).
The reaction of HOBr with the DMS− anion (pathway c) was assigned a species-speciﬁc
rate constant of kc = 7.1 ±0.6 × 108 M−1 s−1, according to ﬁtting of eq 4.8 to experimental
data.[309] Hence reaction c is near the diffusion-limited rate. According to results from
quantum chemical computations, this reaction is exothermic and has a free energy of reaction
of ΔGaq,r xn = -17.9 kcal mol−1 (Table 4.1). Thus, based on stopped-ﬂow experimental
results and quantum chemical calculations, reaction c may be considered as very fast,
thermodynamically favorable, and irreversible. The observed good ﬁt statistics of eq 4.8
supported our interpretation that HOBr reaction withDMS− anion is the principal pathway for
bromination of N,N-dimethylsulfamide. This interpretation is further supported by quantum
chemical calculations of the rate constant for reaction b, discussed in the next section. Based
on the ﬁtted value of kc and the experimental conditions used, we also ruled out the possible
inﬂuence of other bromine species[4] such as Br2, BrCl, or Br2O.
Deprotonation of DMS was assigned an experimental pKa value of 10.4 (reaction pathway a),
based on the ﬁtted value ofαDMS obtained with eq 4.8. This was corroborated by our quantum
chemical pKa estimate of 10.3 ±1 for DMS (above). The pKa of DMS is similar to that of the
structural analogue sulfamide (pKa = 10.42).[260] Under conditions typical for drinking water
treatment (pH 6 to 8), N,N-dimethylsulfamide thus exists mostly in the neutral state. However,
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the reaction of HOBr with the DMS− anion nonetheless dominates over HOBr reaction with
neutral DMS at pH 7, as explained above.
Finally, a pKa = 9.0 ± 1 was estimated for Br−DMS (reaction d) based on quantum chemical
LFER estimates (above). Owing to the stabilization of the deprotonated sulfamoyl anion
by the electron-withdrawing Br substituent, the pKa of Br−DMS is downshifted compared
to that of DMS. Hence under typical drinking water conditions (pH 6–8), brominated N,N-
dimethylsulfamide is present predominantly in the neutral form. However, the deprotonated
species, Br−DMS−, likely has a much higher reactivity toward electrophiles and was assumed
to be the principal species that reacts with ozone, discussed further below.
In summary, the bromination of N,N-dimethylsulfamide occurs principally by a fast reaction
of HOBr with the DMS− anion (kc = 7.1 ± 0.6 × 108 M−1 s−1), despite that neutral DMS is the
predominant species at neutral pH. This produces Br−DMS/Br−DMS− (pKa = 9.0). According
to NPA calculations (Figure 4.2), the negative charge of Br−DMS− is fully localized on the
Br-substituted N atom (-1.01 e). This electron-rich nitrogen is thus susceptible to further
reaction with oxidants such as ozone. Analogous results are found for the chlorination of
DMS/DMS− that arises in a system containing ozone and HOCl (absent bromide), which is
discussed further in the Appendix section A.1.3.8.
Table 4.2 Best Estimatesa of Activation Free Energies (ΔG‡aq,r xn) for Elementary Reaction Steps of
the NDMA Formation Pathway
Reaction Number of explicit Estimated TotalΔG‡aq,r xn
stepb waters included (kcal mol−1)
Xc = Br Xc = Cl
b 3 17.9 -
g 1 33.9 -
j 0 10.6 10.5
k 5 3.6 4.2
l 5 <1.0 <1.0
m 5 12.2 3.6
n 0 3.1 -
o 5 3.0 2.5
p 5 5.1 11.4
aA complete listing of all computed ΔG‡aq,r xn results is in given in the Appendix Table A.13. Shown here are
results obtained with M05 for minimum energy pathway calculations, B2PLYPD for ΔE‡gas,elec , and SMD/M05 for
ΔG‡SMD . For reactions b, g, j, and n, M05 was used to compute the transition state search and ΔG
‡
gas,therm . The
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used for all computations. bElementary reaction step as depicted in Figure 4.1. cResults
are shown for both the O3+Br−-catalyzed pathway (X = Br) and the O3+HOCl system pathway (X=Cl).
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Fig. 4.2 Partial charges assigned to each atom, for several key structures in the NDMA formation
pathway during ozonation of waters containing Br− and DMS−, according to natural population
analysis (NPA). Computed partial charges for nitrosyl bromide (BrNO) and sulfur dioxide (SO2) are
shown for comparison.
4.4.3 Quantum Chemical Modeling of the rate constant of reaction step b
The bromination of neutral DMS by HOBr (reaction b, Figure 4.1) was difﬁcult to investigate
by experimental means. At neutral and high pH conditions, pathway c dominates over
pathway b, according to stopped-ﬂow results. At low pH conditions, competition from other
halogenating speciesmay become important.[310, 311] Thus, we evaluated the rate constant of
reaction step b using quantum chemical computations. Previous experimental and theoretical
studies have suggested that three structured water molecules facilitate the halogenation of
substituted amines by HOCl.[312, 218] We hypothesized that a similar mechanism may arise
for the reaction of HOBr with DMS. Consistent with these previous studies, we found that
the inclusion of explicitly modeled water molecules substantially lowered the computed
activation free energy, compared to computations without explicit waters, for reaction step b.
This reaction involves a proton transfer through the proximate water molecules (Appendix
Figure A.3). Thus, explicit modeling of the involved water molecules is crucial for this reaction
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step. With three explicit water molecules, our estimate for the activation free energy was 17.9
kcal mol−1 (Table 4.2). Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations conﬁrmed that the
identiﬁed transition structure connected the reactants and products.[313, 314, 315] Based on
the computed activation free energy for step b, the species-speciﬁc rate constant estimate
is kb∼ 100±2.5 M−1 s−1 using eq 4.6. On the suggestion of a reviewer, we further validated
this result by applying the same computational methodology to the reaction of HOBr with
ammonia, for which the rate constant is known experimentally. Our computational estimate
of kHOBr+NH3 = 10
5±2.5 M−1 s−1 is consistent with the reported experimental[180] values of 4 ×
107 M−1 s−1 and 7.5 × 107 M−1 s−1. Similarly, our computational estimate of the rate constant
for the HOBr reaction with dimethylamine, kHOBr+NH(CH3)2 = 10
9±2.5 M−1 s−1, agrees well
with the reported experimental[180] value of 3 × 109 M−1 s−1 (see SI). These results provide
validation for the theoretical estimate of reaction rate constant kb . Computational results
also support the expectation that the strongly electron-withdrawing sulfonyl (-SO2) group in
DMS decreases the reactivity of the amine group toward electrophiles. In summary, quantum
chemistry results offer further support to stopped-ﬂow experimental data, indicating that
reaction pathway b does not compete with pathway c under neutral or high pH conditions.
To further conﬁrm the appropriateness of our modeling approach for reaction step b, we
conducted additional computations of the free energy of this reaction using other model
chemistries. These results are discussed in the Appendix section A.1.3.6.
4.4.4 Reaction Steps e and f. Oxidation of DMS and DMS− by Ozone
A previous study reported a measured species-speciﬁc rate constant of ke = 1.24 ± 0.10 M−1
s−1 for the reaction of O3 with neutral DMS (reaction e).(27) This rate constant is noticeably
lower than that for the reaction of O3 with ammonia (20 to 44 M
−1 s−1),[316] again owing to
the presence of the electron-withdrawing sulfonyl group. Based on the previously measured
apparent second order rate constant of the O3 reaction with N,N-dimethylsulfamide (pKa
∼ 10.4) under conditions ranging from pH 5.0 to 10.2,[288] and assuming typical treatment
conditions of [O3] ∼ 20 μM and [HOBr] ∼ 0.2 μM, we deduced that the reaction of O3 with
either DMS or DMS− anion does not compete with the reaction of HOBr with the DMS− anion.
Thus, reactions e and f are not considered further.
4.4.5 Reaction Step g. Can Br − DMS Undergo SO2 Extrusion to Form Br −
UDMH?
Although it has not been proposed previously, we investigated whether Br−DMS could
undergo extrusion of SO2 to form 1,1-dimethyl-2-bromohydrazine (Br−UDMH). It has been
reported that Cl−UDMH can rapidly produce NDMA in high yield in the presence of diatomic
oxygen (3O2),[68] and it has been proposed that Br−UDMH would lead to NDMA formation
by the same mechanism.[59, 209] Therefore, the transformation of Br−DMS to Br−UDMH
(reaction step g) was evaluated as another potential pathway leading to the formation of
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NDMA. The free energy of activation was computed using one explicitly modeled water
molecule, and this is explained further in the Appendix section A.1.3.7. Although reaction
step g is thermodynamically favorable (Table 4.1), computations indicate an activation free
energy of ΔG‡aq,r xn = 33.9 kcal mol
−1 for formation of Br−UDMH from Br−DMS (Table 4.2),
corresponding to a ﬁrst order rate constant kg ∼ 10−12±2.5 s−1. This implies a half-life of 105±2.5
years. Thus, reaction g is considered kinetically implausible. We did not perform computations
of the analogous activation free energy for Cl−DMS, assuming that this reaction would also be
kinetically unfeasible. This is consistent with the previously reported observation that NDMA
did not noticeably form from N,N-dimethylsulfamide during HOCl treatment, in the absence
of ozone.[284]
4.4.6 Reaction Steps h, i, and j. Ozone Reaction with Br −DMS− (or Cl −DMS−)
It was proposed previously that the electron-rich, deprotonated sulfamoyl nitrogen of the
Br−DMS− anion (or Cl−DMS− anion) may be rapidly attacked by ozone.[288] This was
proposed to lead to formation of the ozonide intermediate A, which would subsequently
decompose into intermediate B and singlet oxygen (reactions h and i, Figure 4.1). We evaluated
these reaction steps using quantum chemical calculations.
Exploring the O-N interatomic distance as a reaction coordinate, we ﬁnd that the proposed
ozonide structure A does not exist as a stable intermediate. We attempted to optimize structure
A both in gas phase with M05/aug-cc-pVTZ and in aqueous phase with SMD/M05/cc-pVTZ,
for the cases of both X = Br and X = Cl. Suspecting that explicit treatment of solute–solvent
interactions may be important, we also attempted to optimize structure A with a cluster-
continuum treatment using SMD together with up to four explicit water molecules. However,
the ozonide intermediate A was found to be unstable in all of these environments, according
to the M05/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry. Thus, we tentatively propose that structure A does
not exist as an intermediate structure. Structure A and reaction steps h and i are tentatively
rejected in favor of pathway j, in which ozonation of X−DMS− leads directly to intermediate B
(Figure 4.1).
Further investigation of pathway j indicates that ozone attack on X−DMS− has a low barrier
(Table 4.2) and is concerted with the release of singlet oxygen, 1O2, leading to the weakly
bound anion intermediate B. Using the N-O interatomic distance as a reaction coordinate,
we ﬁnd that formation of the N−O double bond is concerted with spontaneous release of
1O2, with estimated rate constants of approximately kj ∼ 105±2.5 M−1 s−1 for the reaction of
O3 with either Br−DMS− or Cl−DMS−. To further validate the computational estimate of kj ,
we also computed the rate constant for the previously studied reaction of O3 with another
anion, bromide. Our computed estimate of kO3+Br− = 10
4±2.5 M−1 s−1 agrees reasonably with
the experimental value[316] of 1.60 × 102 M−1 s−1. Finally, quantum chemical estimates of
ΔGaq,r xn for step j are -30.7 kcal mol−1 and -34.2 kcal mol−1 for Br−DMS− and Cl−DMS−,
respectively (Table 4.1), indicating a thermodynamically favorable reaction in both cases. In
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summary, computations indicate that ozone attack on X−DMS− is fast and irreversible. This
reaction produces the intermediate structure B.
4.4.7 Cluster-ContinuumModelingof theFragile IntermediateBandSubsequent
Reaction Intermediates
The intermediate B, produced by ozone reaction with Br−DMS−, was found to be a fragile,
loosely bound structure that exists only ﬂeetingly. We viewed that speciﬁc interactions with
the solvent were likely to be important for stabilizing this charged molecule and directing its
chemistry. We found that ﬁve explicitly modeled molecules of water could fulﬁll hydrogen-
bonding sites with the four atoms of structure B having substantial (-0.5 e) negative NPA
charges (Figure 4.2 and Appendix Figure A.4), and this stabilized the fragile intermediate. In
the absence of such an explicitly solvated cluster, the bromine atom is found to spontaneously
cleave from intermediate B during the gas phase geometry optimization, using the M05/aug-
cc-pVTZ model chemistry. Thus, we simulated the chemistry of structure B and subsequent
anionic intermediates with a cluster-continuum approach using ﬁve explicitly modeled water
molecules. Based on gas phase geometry optimizations with M05/aug-cc-pVTZ starting from
several different trial structures of the hydrated cluster, we found a stable minimum energy
structure that we label B(H2O)5 (Appendix Figure A.4).
Applying minimum energy pathway calculations to the B(H2O)5 structure, we explored the
potential energy proﬁles associated with the N−S distance, N−O distance, and N−S−N angle.
Extensive searches led to the stable intermediate structures C(H2O)5, D(H2O)5, and F(H2O)5,
as well as NDMA, and the transition structures associated with the connecting reaction steps
k, l, m, o, and p, discussed further below. Owing to the inclusion of explicitly modeled water
molecules, these stable clusters and the intervening transition structures occupy a high-
dimensional, rugged, shallow potential energy surface. Thus, it is difﬁcult to ensure that
all of the most relevant (i.e., minimum energy) geometric conﬁgurations and lowest energy
barriers have been explored exhaustively. Nonetheless, based on minimum energy pathway
calculations involving these clusters, we propose estimates of activation free energies and
reaction free energies for the steps k, l, m, o, and p. This enables several useful insights about
the overall NDMA-formation pathway, outlined below.
4.4.8 Reactions of the Brominated Intermediate B: a Branching in the Pathway
In the optimized structure of the hydrated B(H2O)5 cluster, the N−Br bond and the S−N bond
are both found to be elongated, exhibiting bond lengths of 2.39 and 2.66 Å, respectively (Figure
A.4). This inspires the expectation that structure B may decompose according to the branching
in the bifurcated pathway proposed previously (Figure A.2).[288] Resulting reaction branches
could lead either to the formation of NDMA or to the formation of nitrate. The kinetics and/or
equilibria of these competing reactions are expected to control the ﬁnal yields of NDMA and
nitrate resulting from the precursor DMS. We discuss each of these pathways below, as well as
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the previously hypothesized protonation reaction (step q).
What is the chemical nature of intermediate B? NPA charges of B(H2O)5 reveal that the Br-
substituted nitrogen atom is highly electron-deﬁcient (+0.30 e); the bromine atom bears a
substantial partial negative charge of -0.53 e; and the newly added oxygen atom exhibits
little excess electron density (-0.11 e) (Figure 4.2). Structure B thus displays a dramatic
shift in charge density compared to the Br−DMS− anion, which had a full negative charge
(-1.01 e) located on the Br-substituted sulfamoyl nitrogen. Instead, structure B resembles
an electrostatic complex between an electrophilic nitrosyl bromide (BrNO) molecule and
an electron-rich dimethylaminosulﬁnate anion ((SO2)N(CH3)
−
2 ). Indeed, the computed NPA
partial charges, bond lengths, and bond angle of BrNO compare well with those found for
the analogous atoms in structure B (Appendix Figure A.5). The NPA partial charges and bond
length of the N−O group in B(H2O)5 are consistent with a nitrosyl (N−O) moiety, which is
considered too acidic to become protonated at neutral pH, thereby ruling out pathway q.
Finally, the sulfonyl group of structure B has gained nearly an entire electron (change of -0.86
e) compared to DMS (interpreted as S(VI)), indicating a change in the oxidation state of sulfur.
This brings the sulfonyl group much closer to the electronic arrangement of free sulfur dioxide
(S(IV)), as judged by NPA charges (Figure 4.2), consistent with the imminent departure of SO2
by way of extrusion (upcoming steps k, l).
Analysis of reaction o (Figure 4.1) conﬁrms that the BrNO molecule is only loosely bound to
the dimethylaminosulﬁnate, and these fragments can cleave readily. For step o, we explored
the already-elongated N−S bond as a reaction coordinate, applying minimum energy pathway
calculations to the B(H2O)5 cluster. Reaction o is found to have a very low activation free
energy of 3.0 kcal mol−1 (Table 4.2), corresponding to a nearly thermally controlled reaction
rate (1011±1.5 s−1). The free energy of reaction (ΔGaq,r xn = -2.8 kcal mol−1) is driven primarily
by the increase in translational degrees of freedom, or the increase in entropy of mixing, arising
from the decomposition of a single molecule into two dilute products. Reaction o leads away
from NDMA formation. Thus, another fast reaction must compete with reaction o to explain
the observed 54% yield of NDMA from N,N-dimethylsulfamide during ozonation; this is the
role of reaction k.
Reaction k arises as an electrophilic attack of the BrNO nitrogen on the electron-rich
nitrogen of the dimethylaminosulﬁnate anion. Reaction k is closely analogous to the known
nitrosation reaction of dimethylamine by BrNO, which rapidly produces NDMA according to a
measured[317] rate constant of kr xn = 3.6 × 107 M−1 s−1 in water at 25 ◦C. Applying minimum
energy pathway calculations to the N−S−N angle as a reaction coordinate of the brominated
B(H2O)5 complex, we ﬁnd a very low activation free energy of 3.6 kcal mol
−1 (Table 4.2) for the
intramolecular rearrangement reaction k, corresponding a nearly thermally limited reaction
rate of kk ∼ 1010±2.5 s−1 (Appendix Figure A.6). Reaction thermochemistry calculations of the
hydrated B(H2O)5 and C(H2O)5 clusters conﬁrm that reaction k is mildly favorable, with a
ΔGaq,r xn of -4.0 kcal mol−1 (Table 4.1). This reaction step is enthalpy-driven, as judged by the
change in the electronic energy (the term Egas,elec (Ai (H2O)x), in eq 4.2) of the cluster upon
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rearrangement. Thus, simulations indicate that reaction k is thermodynamically favorable and
very fast. The resulting structure C, although observed as a technically stationary structure in
simulations, would exist only ﬂeetingly at environmentally relevant temperatures. The SO2
group and the Br atom both simultaneously and spontaneously cleave from this structure with
an activation free energy of <1 kcal mol−1, in an entropy-driven reaction that has a favorable
ΔGaq,r xn value of -26.2 kcal mol−1 (reaction l). Thus, reaction l is interpreted to produce
NDMA irreversibly at a thermally controlled rate (kl ∼ 1011±1.5 s−1).
Finally, intermediate B might also decompose by reaction pathway m, corresponding to
departure of the bromide anion. However, minimum energy pathway calculations of the
N−Br interatomic distance reveal an activation free energy of 12.5 kcal mol−1 (Table 4.2),
suggesting that this reaction would be too slow (≤105 s−1) to compete with the much faster
reactions k and o. In summary, upon exploring the potential energy proﬁles of the steps k
and o of the hydrated B(H2O)5 cluster, we ﬁnd that these two reactions both feature very low
activation free energies of 3.6 and 3.0 kcal mol−1, respectively. Reaction k is interpreted as an
exothermic intramolecular nitrosation of the electron-rich dimethylaminosulﬁnate anion by
the electrophile BrNO, followed by the departure of both the Br− anion and SO2 to produce
NDMA (reaction l). Reaction o simply corresponds to the entropy-driven departure of the
BrNO from the weakly bound dimethylaminosulﬁnate anion. Reaction steps m and p appear
unable to compete with steps k, l, and o. Within the uncertainties of the computational
methods applied, the activation free energy of steps k, l, and o were considered equivalent and
would correspond to near-thermally controlled reaction rates (kk ∼ kl ∼ ko ∼ 1010±2.5 s−1).
The facile branching of the decomposition of intermediate B is consistent with the previously
observed split yields of NDMA (54%) and nitrate (39%) with respect to DMS. Theoretical
branching ratios for the decomposition of intermediate B are reported in the Appendix
section A.1.3.11. However, the limited accuracy of the computational methods employed here
preclude meaningful quantitative apportionments of the yields of the competing pathways
for decomposition of structure B. Finally, analogous pathways arise for structure B under
chlorinating conditions (O3+HOCl, absence of bromide), and this is discussed further in the
Appendix sections A.1.3.9-A.1.3.10.
4.4.9 Overall Interpretation of the Pathway
Based on quantum chemical simulations and new experiments reported here, we conﬁrm
and further illuminate a previously proposed reaction pathway for the formation of NDMA
from N,N-dimethylsulfamide during ozonation of natural water. Detailed analyses of the
elementary reaction steps illustrate a pathway that is both thermodynamically favorable and
kinetically feasible.
Several new insights are gained into the detailed mechanism of this NDMA formation pathway.
Neutral N,N-dimethylsulfamide has a pKa of approximately 10.4, and thus a fraction of
these molecules can deprotonate to form the DMS− anion at neutral pH. The electron-
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rich, deprotonated sulfamoyl nitrogen can undergo a fast reaction with HOBr (kc = 7.1 ±
0.6 × 108 M−1 s−1). The bromination step produces Br−DMS−, for which the conjugate acid
(Br−DMS) has an estimated pKa of 9.0. The deprotonated form, Br−DMS−, can react with
ozone (kj = 105±2.5 M−1 s−1) to produce the fragile intermediate structure B. Electronically,
the intermediate B resembles a loosely bound complex between an electrophilic nitrosyl
bromide (BrNO) molecule and an electron-rich dimethylaminosulﬁnate fragment. Compared
to Br−DMS, structure B displays a decreased oxidation state in the sulfonyl group, changing
from ∼ S(VI) (in Br−DMS) closer to S(IV) (in free SO2). This altered electronic arrangement
facilitates the fast extrusion of SO2 from structure B, which occurs in ≤10−8 s. By comparison,
the extrusion of SO2 from Br−DMS is kinetically impossible (half-life of ≥103 years). Thus,
calculations predict that structure B exhibits a dramatic ≥1017-fold acceleration of the SO2
extrusion rate compared to Br−DMS. The fast electrophilic attack of the BrNO fragment
on the dimethylaminosulﬁnate nitrogen (reaction k) may be compared with the previously
documented rapid nitrosation of N,N-dimethylamine by BrNO,(95) which also produces
NDMA.
The ﬂeeting intermediate B immediately decomposes according to one of two pathways: an
enthalpy-driven pathway that leads to NDMA (reaction k) and an entropy-driven pathway
that leads to the non-NDMA product, nitrate (reaction o). Our quantum chemical calculations
are insufﬁciently accurate to distinguish a preferential channel in the delicate branching of
these two decomposition reactions of intermediate B. However, our results are qualitatively
consistent with the observed dual yields of NDMA (54%) and nitrate (39%) from N,N-
dimethylsulfamide. Both pathways release bromide, which acts as a catalytic reagent that
can again become oxidized by ozone to form HOBr and react with another molecule of DMS−.
According to the results obtained here, the conversion of N,N-dimethylsulfamide to NDMA is
expected to transpire within minutes under conditions that would be typical for ozonation
of drinking water. Assuming treatment conditions of [O3] ∼ 20 μM and [Br−] ∼ 0.2 μM, the
limiting step of the transformation pathway is the rate at which HOBr is produced by ozone
reaction with bromide. This is consistent with the previous interpretation of the kinetics of
NDMA formation from N,N-dimethylsulfamide.[288]
What strategies could be taken to improve the a priori theoretical estimates of rate constants
for the reactions studied here? The uncertainty in the computed free energy of activation is
the dominating source of error (a factor of ∼ 160) in a priori estimates of the rate constants. To
substantially improve the accuracy of the activation energy, more theoretically rigorous model
chemistries would be needed, requiring a more computationally intensive effort than the
already-expensive study presented here. The TST approximation, although unsophisticated,
contributes less uncertainty to ﬁnal rate constant estimate (perhaps a factor of ∼ 2-3).[301]
Relatively efﬁcient algorithms have been developed that can provide improved results
compared to TST,[301] and this would lead to slightly better rate constant estimates. In the
present study, these uncertainties in the theoretical rate constants do not affect the predicted
overall rate of NDMA formation from DMS during ozonation, because the rate-limiting step in
the pathway is the experimentally known reaction of Br− with O3 to form HOBr. However, the
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present theoretical approach does not have useful accuracy to resolve the branching ratio of
the decomposition of intermediate B (and thus yield of NDMA from N,N-dimethylsulfamide),
as explained above.
4.5 Implications for Other NDM A Pathways
The presented mechanism illustrates a few themes that are potentially relevant to other
disinfection byproduct formation pathways. This expands the knowledge base upon which to
develop strategies for the minimization of such toxic compounds during water disinfection
processes.
Acid–base chemistry of the precursor molecule, N,N-dimethylsulfamide, facilitates
dramatically accelerated oxidation reactions in the NDMA formation pathway. DMS and
Br-DMS are both electron-deﬁcient amines that may be considered as mild nucleophiles.
However, the respective deprotonated conjugate bases, DMS− and Br−DMS−, are electron-
rich anionic amines that can react according to high rate constants with HOBr and O3,
respectively. Acid–base chemistry also arises as an oxidation “accelerant” in other disinfection
byproduct formation pathways.[318, 319]
The nitrosamine formation potential of a precursor is usually associated with the presence
of reduced alkyl-substituted amine substructures. However, we might also screen the
nitrosamine formation potential of a candidate precursor by its capacity to produce
“electrophilic nitrogen”. Electrophilic nitrogen appears as a common actor among several
apparently different nitrosamine formation pathways. In the pathway studied here,
electrophilic oxidants (HOBr and O3) successively substitute an initially reduced nitrogen
(sulfamide) group with electron-withdrawing substituents (Br and O). This produces
a strongly electrophilic nitrogen group that is structurally resemblant to BrNO. This
electrophilic nitrogen then reacts with a proximate alkyl-substituted amine to form NDMA.
Analogous motifs arise in other nitrosamine formation pathways, in which a precursor amine
group is transformed into reactive electrophilic nitrogen (e.g., a chloramine, bromamine,
hydroxylamine, or nitrosyl substructure) that subsequently reacts with an electron-rich
alkyl-substituted amine, thereby producing a partially oxidized unsymmetrically substituted
hydrazine substructure that may readily convert into NDMA in high yield.[65, 287, 68, 59, 209]
The pathway that connects DMS to NDMA contains several very high elementary reaction rate
constants. Analogous NDMA-formation pathways involving related precursors thus may be
difﬁcult to study by experimental approaches only, and molecular modeling provides a useful
complementary means to investigate the linkages in such pathways. Quantum chemical
modeling of reaction chemistry in water requires careful attention to several methodological
details. However, the technical approaches outlined in this study are intended to provide
guidance for similar efforts by other groups (e.g., see Appendix sections A.1.3.1-A.1.3.7).
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5.1 Abstract
We investigated the molecular pathways that produce carbonyl sulﬁde (OCS) from the reaction
of carbon monoxide (CO) with reactive intermediates formed from thiol, polysulﬁde, and
dimethylsulﬁde precursors in seawater. The oceans are a major source of atmospheric
OCS, most likely produced from photochemical and also from dark, abiotic transformations
of sulfur-containing compounds in seawater near the ocean surface. However, the
combination(s) of precursors, reactive species, and mechanisms that contribute the principal
formation pathways of oceanic OCS remain relatively unexplored. Hypothesized radical and
anionic molecular mechanisms involving biogenic thiols, dimethylsulﬁde, polysulﬁdes, and
CO were explored using quantum chemical molecular modeling computations. To investigate
these pathways, aqueous Gibbs free energies of reaction and kinetic rate constants were
determined with density functional theory electronic structure methods. Based on quantum
chemical models, thiyl radicals, which might be produced from the one-electron oxidation of
thiolates or from the homolytic bond cleavage of dimethylsulﬁde, are key intermediates that
could lead to OCS formation in seawater. Sulﬁde and polysulﬁde species such as HS·, S·−, S2−,
and S2−2 are found to be involved in the formation of OCS in the surface ocean as well, based
on computational thermodynamic and kinetic results. To investigate the role of the photo-
produced species, OH·, 1O2, CO
·−
3 , and Br
·−
2 in the oxidation of dimethylsulﬁde, methionine,
cysteine, and glutathione, we conducted simulations of coupled photochemistry and reaction
kinetics with the Aqueous Photochemistry of Environmentally-occurring Xenobiotics (APEX)
model. The results indicate that Br·−2 is the principal reactive species that facilitates the
oxidation of sulfur-containing precursors in seawater, thereby leading to OCS formation. The
results of the study have implications for our understanding of the role of OCS in ocean
biogeochemistry and climate.
5.2 Introduction
The ocean is believed to be one of the most important sources of OCS in the atmosphere,[320,
30, 321, 14, 22, 322, 323] most likely originating from sunlight-driven transformations of
phytoplankton-produced sulfur precursor compounds in the surface ocean water column
(Figure 5.1).[15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22] Oceans contribute to the atmospheric pool by direct
outgassing of OCS and also by emissions of CS2 and DMS that are then oxidized to OCS
in the troposphere (Figure 5.1).[324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 30, 329, 321, 330] Since it is relatively
inert in the troposphere (half-lifetime of > 8 months),[323] OCS can transport into the lower
layer of the stratosphere, where it is photooxidized by ultraviolet light (Figure 5.1).[27, 331, 332]
Oxidation of stratospheric OCS thus leads to sulfur dioxide, which is in turn rapidly oxidized
to sulfate, contributing to the stratospheric sulfate aerosol layer.[27, 331, 28] Atmospheric
sulfate condenses into particles that seed clouds, inﬂuencing the Earth’s radiation budget as
well as ozone levels in the stratosphere.[27, 333] Other inputs to atmospheric OCS include
anoxic soils, wetlands, atmospheric DMS and CS2 oxidation, biomass burning, and other
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anthropogenic sources.[14, 334, 30] Sinks for OCS include atmospheric oxidation, uptake by
plants[334, 335, 321, 336] and by oxic soils.[334, 335, 321]
The annual net ﬂux of OCS from oceans to atmosphere has been estimated in several studies,
but it still contains large uncertainties.[320, 321, 14, 334, 30] Recently, Berry and coworkers
proposed a value of 736 Gg S yr−1 for the ﬂux of OCS from the ocean to the atmosphere,[321]
whereas Launois and coworkers reported a value of 813 Gg S yr−1.[320] Different possible
parametrizations of the transportmodel developed by Launois and coworkers lead to estimates
of the air-sea ﬂux of OCS that range from 573 Gg S yr−1 to 3997 Gg S yr−1. Despite the
large uncertainties of these values, these estimates of the ﬂux of OCS from the ocean to the
atmosphere imply that the oceans are one of the largest global sources of atmospheric OCS.
Fig. 5.1 Sources and sinks of OCS in the oceans and atmosphere.
Chemical Formation of OCS in the Ocean
The observation of a strong diurnal cycle of OCS concentration in the surface ocean suggests
that photochemical production is the major source of marine OCS, but the molecular
mechanisms and the dominant precursor(s) involved remain unclear.[21, 337, 328, 22, 19,
338, 15] After sunrise, the photoproduction of OCS exceeds losses due to hydrolysis and
outgassing, thus concentrations increase during the day.[328, 15] The rates of loss of OCS
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from the surface ocean by hydrolysis, gas exchange, and downward mixing are all expected to
increase approximately in proportion to the OCS concentration near the sea surface.[20, 15]
Thus when photoproduction stops in late afternoon, the concentration of OCS decreases
until the next morning.[328] The photoproduction of OCS in seawater depends mainly on
the presence of photosensitizing or chromophoric compounds, some of which are produced
by phytoplankton.[334] Apparent quantum yield measurements of OCS in seawater samples
collected from the sea surface to the upper thermocline showed that the OCS photochemical
production reaches the maximum near the surface and then exponentially decreases with
depth in the photic zone.[328, 15] This exponential trend is consistent with the attenuation
of UV radiation in water.[328] However, OCS formation can also occur in the dark.[20, 21]
Although the concentrations of OCS decrease with depth, deep water (200-1100 m) contains
measurable amounts of OCS, suggesting that a non-photochemical production mechanism
takes place in addition to the photochemical mechanism operating in surface seawaters.[16]
In the aphotic zone, phytoplankton produce low levels of aqueous reactive species that
participate in non-photochemical processes.[339] Experiments showed that the pathway
of OCS production in seawater anoxic (dark) sediment is mainly coupled to bacterial sulfate
reduction.[340] Oceanic OCS production is thus regulated mostly by photochemical formation
pathways during the day and by non-photochemical formation pathways during the night. In
both cases, reactive species are thought to mediate the transformation of dissolved organic
sulfur compounds into OCS.[18] However, the OCS formation mechanisms that take place
in the presence and in the absence of light have not been established yet, nor have the key
reactive intermediates been identiﬁed.
Chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM) likely plays a key role in photochemical
production of OCS in the ocean, whereas its role in the non-photochemical OCS production
has not been conﬁrmed.[20, 15] The rate of photoproduction of OCS is increased by the
addition of CDOM[341] or DOM standards (with photo-sensitizer properties similar to
CDOM),[18] and depends on the nature of CDOM.[342, 15] These observations are consistent
with the spatial variability in the observed concentration distribution of OCS:[342, 343] marine
OCS concentrations are higher in coastal and shelf regions (see Table 5.1), where natural
DOM is more prevalent compared to open seawaters.[22, 340] Non-photochemical OCS
production is likely related to the DOM concentration as well.[328, 20] Non-photochemical
OCS production is higher in those zone where the CDOM concentration is higher.[328]
Moreover, von Hobe et al. found that non-photochemical OCS production is ﬁrst-order
with respect to the chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM) absorbance at 350
nm in seawater samples.[20] On the other hand, lower rates of non-photochemical OCS
production in the deep ocean may be explained by bacterial production of both sulfur
precursors and reactive species. Given the well-known role of bacteria in OCS production from
sediments,[340] there is no conclusive evidence of a direct role of DOM in dark production.
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Table 5.1 Summary of OCS sea surface measurements taken between 1987-1996.[14]
OCS Area
/ 10−12 mol L−1
Open Ocean
51 North Atlantic Ocean[344]
6 North Atlantic Ocean[16]
20 C/S Paciﬁc Ocean[345]
60 Indian Ocean[346]
19 North Atlantic Ocean (September) [338]
15 North Atlantic Ocean (April)[338]
5 North Atlantic Ocean (January)[338]
Coastal
18 Mediterranean Sea[346]
23 Ionian Sea[347]
142 North Sea and English Channel[348]
41 Aegean Sea[347]
112 Caribbean Sea[322]
156 African Coast and Amsterdam Is.[346]
Estuarine
1800 Yarmouth, UK (September)[348]
400 Yarmouth, UK (March)[348]
OCS in the surface ocean is removed by two major sinks, which are the air-sea gas exchange
and the temperature-dependent and pH-dependent hydrolysis of OCS to CO2 and H2S.[21,
322, 341, 349] The kinetics of OCS hydrolysis is described as the sum of two contributing
mechanisms: reaction with water and reaction with hydroxyl anion:[33]
H2O+OCS
kH2O−−−→H2S+CO2 (5.1)
OH−+OCS kOH−−−−→HS−+CO2 (5.2)
These reactions are pH- and temperature-dependent.[350, 351, 33] The rate constants are
kH2O = (4.37±0.28)×10−5 s−1 and kOH− = 34.5±2.2 M−1s−1 for reactions 5.1 and 5.1 at 30◦C
in artiﬁcial polysulﬁde solutions.[33] The temperature-dependent rate law established by
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Kamyshny and coworkers is
ktot = kH2O +kOH−[OH−]= (4.19±0.34s−1)×1012exp(
−12110K
T
)+
(1.41±0.11M−1s−1)×1018exp(−11580K
T
)[OH−]
(5.3)
s−1 in artiﬁcial polysulﬁde solutions.[33] At pH 8.03 and 20◦C, the total estimated hydrolysis
rate constant is ktot = (2.1±0.2)×10−5 s−1, corresponding to a half-life time of 9 hours in
artiﬁcial seawater samples, assuming no other loss processes.[33] By comparison, Elliott and
coworkers reported apparent half-life times that ranged from 6 hours at 10◦C to ∼2 days at
25◦C for OCS in open surface seawater.[350]
Plausible Molecular Precursors of OCS Formation
Although the mechanisms of OCS formation are not known, it has been proposed that OCS
is formed by reaction of CO with sulfur radical species (Table 5.2).[17, 32, 33, 18] Pos et al.
proposed a mechanism of formation of OCS where a thiyl radical reacts with a carbonyl
group.[17] It has been suggested that a molecular mechanism of OCS production involves
the formation of thiyl radical from sulfur-containing compounds, followed by reaction of the
thiyl radical with CO.[18, 33] Flöck and co-workers suggested that the naturally occurring
methanethiol (CH3SH) and the most frequently detected thiols in natural aquatic systems
(Table 5.3),[352, 353, 354, 355] glutathione (GSH), cysteine (CYS), 3-mercaptopropionic acid
(3-MPA), can undergo a hydrogen abstraction from the thiol group in the presence of a radical
reactive species, denoted X.:[18]
RSH+X· −−−−RS·+XH (5.4)
The thus formed thiyl radical could then react with CO to form OCS:
RS·+CO−−−−OCS+R· (5.5)
Polysulﬁdes may play a role in OCS formation as well (Table 5.2).[32, 33] Kamyshny et al.
reported that the dark reaction between CO and polysulﬁdes to form OCS exhibits second
order kinetics under laboratory conditions.[33] Sulfhydryl radicals react with CO to form OCS
in water, according to a mechanism analogous to that proposed for thiols:[32, 33]
HSn−1SH+X· −−−−HSn−1S·+XH (5.6)
HSn−1S
·+CO−−−−OCS+HSn−2S· (5.7)
where X· is a radical reactive species able to abstract a hydrogen atom from the polysulﬁdes.
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Table 5.2 Plausible Sulfur-containing Precursors to OCS formation.
Organic thiols
HO
O
NH2
O
NH
HS
O
O
OH
NH HS
NH2
O
OH
HS O
OH
Glutathionea Cysteineb,c 3-mercaptopropionic acidd,e
CH3 SH
Methanethiol
Polysulﬁdes
H2S HS SH
HS SH
S
Hydrogen sulﬁde Hydrogen disulﬁde Hydrogen trisulﬁde
HS
S
S
SH
HS
S
S
S
SH HS
S
S
S
S
SH
Hydrogen tetrasulﬁde Hydrogen pentasulﬁde Hydrogen hexasulﬁde
HS
S
S
S
S
S
SH
Hydrogen heptasulﬁde
Thioethers
CH3 CH3
S
P
S
S
S CH3
O
O
CH3
H3C
S
H
O
OH
NH2
H3C
Dimethylsulﬁde Disulfoton Methionine
aNomenclature used in the chapter for Glutathione: the term GSH refers to thiol (i.e., with the neutral thiol
functional group -SH); the term GS− refers to thiolate (i.e., with the depronated thiol functional group -S−); and
the term GS· refers to thiyl radical (i.e., with the radical center on the thiol functional group -S.). bCysteine is
a zwitterionic species at the pH of the sea (∼ 8.3) with the chemical formula of −OOC−CH(NH3)+−CH2−SH.
cNomenclature used in the chapter for Cysteine: the term CYS refers to thiol (i.e., with the neutral thiol functional
group -SH); the termCYS− refers to thiolate (i.e., with the depronated thiol functional group -S−); and the termCYS·
refers to thiyl radical (i.e., with the radical center on the thiol functional group -S.). d3-mercaptopropionic acid is a
anionic species at the pH of the sea (∼ 8.3) with the chemical formula of −OOC−CH2−CH2−SH. cNomenclature
used in the chapter for 3-mercaptopropionic acid: the term 3-MPA refers to thiol (i.e., with the neutral thiol
functional group -SH); the term 3-MPA− refers to thiolate (i.e., with the depronated thiol functional group -S−);
and the term 3−MPA· refers to thiyl radical (i.e., with the radical center on the thiol functional group -S.).
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Table 5.3 Distribution and Concentrations of Organic Thiols.
Campaign Total thiols GSH CYS 3-MPA
nmol L−1 nmol L−1 nmol L−1 nmol L−1
Coastal Western North Sea 0.77-3.54
and English Channel[353]
Subarctic Paciﬁc Ocean[355] 0.10 1.35
Open North East Atlantic Ocean[356] 1-15
Galveston Bay (Texas)[352] 0.23-6.23
Linsley Pond Lake (Connecticut)[354] 5 2-3
The formation of thiyl radicals from thiols and thioethers and the formation of sulfhydryl
radicals from polysulﬁdes have not been fully investigated. Abiotic degradation of thiols has
to be activated chemically in ocean surface waters, because thiols do not absorb solar UV
radiation at wavelengths above 280 nm. The formation of thiyl radicals from the reaction
of aqueous hydroxyl radical OH· with GSH, CYS, and 3-MPA has been conﬁrmed by pulse
radiolysis experiments:[357]
RSH+OH· −−−−RS·+H2O (5.8)
This reaction is very fast with a rate constant of ∼ 3× 1010 M−1 s−1,[357] at the diffusion-
controlled limit (which ranges from 108 to 1010 in water at 298 K, depending on the molecular
charges and the sizes of the reactants[358]). However, Zepp and Andreae showed that OH· and
1O2 are not directly implicated in the OCS formation in coastal seawater samples.[19] They
observed that OCS photoproduction in seawater samples and in synthetic seawater solutions
containing organosulfur compounds did not substantially increase by saturating the seawater
samples with oxygen, indicating that oxygen species such as OH· and 1O2 are not involved
in reactions leading to the formation of OCS. They suggested that other aqueous reactive
species such as Br·−2 and CO
·−
3 were more likely to be responsible for the formation of the thiyl
radicals.[19]
The formation of thiyl radicals may also result from the one-electron oxidation of polysulﬁde
anions, thiolates, and thiols.[18, 359, 360, 361] Pos et al.[17] performed a one-electron
oxidation of disulﬁde (HS−) to the sulfhydryl radical (HS·) using a Ce(IV) salt in a solution
of potassium acetylacetonate as a source of carbonyl for OCS production. They observed
an instantaneous production of OCS, conﬁrming that sulfur radicals can participate in the
formation of OCS. Having one-electron oxidation potential values of 0.7 - 0.8 V versus the
NHE electrode (Table 5.4), thiolates can thus react with electron acceptors such as transition
metal ions[362, 360] and with oxidizing radicals that exhibit higher one-electron reduction
potentials.[361] For example, Br·−2 , which has a one-electron potential, E
0(Br·−2 |2Br−), of
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1.62,[363, 364] can easily oxidize GS− (E0(GS·|GS−)= 0.8 V)[365] to the corresponding thiyl
radical, GS·, under laboratory conditions.[365] However, since Br·−2 oxidizes the sulfur atom of
cysteamine anion to thiyl radical and the oxygen atom of phenolate to oxyradical (Table
5.5), here we assume that the thiyl radical CYS· is a product of the oxidation of CYS−
by Br·−2 . Recently, Chu et al. investigated the photochemical and non-photochemical
transformation of CYS−, showing that the main products of the photo-oxidation of CYS− in
irradiated 3CDOM∗ are cystine (C6H12N2O4S2) and a sulﬁnic acid (C3H7NO4S).[196] Having
one-electron oxidation potential values of 0.9 - 1.5 V versus the NHE electrode (Table 5.4),
thiols can thus react with electron acceptors such as oxidizing radicals that exhibit sufﬁciently
high one-electron reduction potentials as well. Previously published rate constants for the
reactions between Br·−2 and CO
·−
3 with thiols such as CYS, GSH, and 3-MPA, MET, and phenol
in aqueous solution are in the range of 106-109M−1 s−1(Table 5.5). The reactions of CO·−3 with
CYS, GSH, 3-MPA, and the reaction of Br·−2 with GSH lead to the formation of the thiyl radical
GS·. No information exists about the structures of the products of the oxidation of CYS by Br·−2 .
However, since Br·−2 oxidizes the sulfur atom of GSH to thiyl radical and the oxygen atom of
phenol to oxyradical (Table 5.5), here we assume that the thiyl radical CYS· is a product of
the oxidation of CYS by Br·−2 . Having a one-electron reduction potential higher than 1.36 V
vs NHE[366] and lower than 1.7 V vs NHE (Table 5.4),[367] the excited triplet state dissolved
organic matter (3DOM∗) can also be involved in the oxidation of thiols and thiolates.
OCS can be also produced from thioether precursors such as MET, DMS, and disulfoton in
synthetic and natural seawater under laboratory conditions, but the reaction mechanism
remains unknown.[19, 18] The oxidation ofDMSby reactive species could potentially represent
a substantial source of OCS, since DMS is the predominant volatile sulfur species in open
oceans.[22] Br·−2 can oxidize DMS and MET with rate constants in the order of magnitude
of 109 M−1 s−1 (Table 5.5). However, the initial chemical steps of DMS oxidation and the
nature of the transient species formed are not completely known. Based on the limited
information available, the direct products of the oxidation of these two thioethers are a
bromine-adducts:[368] DMSBr· and MET−Br· (Table 5.5). Zepp and Andreae inferred that
oxygen-dependent reactive species such as 1O2 and OH
· are not responsible for the formation
of OCS in coastal seawater samples.[19] Since Br·−2 derives from the reaction between bromide
and 3DOM∗,[369] and CO·−3 is mostly produced by the rapid reactions of carbonate with
OH·,[370, 371, 372] and since both react rapidly with organosulfur species such as DMS[373]
and neutral protonatedGSH,[365] Zepp and Andreae[19] and Boullion andMiller[374] inferred
that Br·−2 and CO
·−
3 could be plausible reactive species responsible for the photo-induced
degradation of organic sulfur-containing marine species.
As discussed above, ample evidence indicates that sunlight-generated reactive species play
a role in OCS formation.[19, 374] However it is not clear which reactive species are the most
important. The interaction of sunlight and DOM at the ocean surface produces a variety of
reactive species, including photoactivated 3DOM∗, 1O2, ROO
·, OH·, CO·−3 , O
·−
2 , and several
reactive halogen species (Table 5.6).[375] It remains unknown which radical oxidant(s) would
play the most important role in generating thiyl radical in (dark or sunlit) seawater.
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Table 5.4 Previously reported one-electron potentials of thiols, thiolates, and hydrogen sulﬁde.
Values are reported in Volts.
Reduction couple E0(RS·|RS−) Compounds E0(RS·,H+|RSH)
GS− 0.8[365]a GSH 0.92±0.03[365]
CYS− 0.73[376] CYS 1.1[377]
CH3S
− 0.73[378] CH3SH N/A
a
3−MPA− N/Aa 3−MPA 1.359[377]
HS− 1.15[379],1.13[364] H2S 1.54[364]
aNot available.
Table 5.5 Previously reported rate constants of reactions of Br·−2 and CO
·−
3 with CYS, GSH, 3-MPA,
DMS, MET, phenol, phenolate, and cysteamine anion in aqueous solution.
Reactions k [M−1 s−1] pH
Oxidant + Thiol
CO·–3 +GSH−−→HCO–3+GS· a 5.3×106[368] pH=7
CO·–3 +3-MPA−−→HCO–3+3-MPA· a ∼3×107[368] pH∼7
CO·–3 +CYS−−→HCO–3+CYS· a 4.6×107[368] pH∼7
Br·–2 +H2NCH2CH2S– −−→ 2Br–+H2NCH2CH2S· ∼2×109[368] pH=9.6
Br·–2 +GSH−−→ 2Br–+H++GS· a 6.5±0.1×108[365]
Br·–2 +CYS−−→ Products 1.8×108[368] pH=6.6
Oxidant + Thiolate
Br·–2 +CYS– −−→ Products ∼2×109[368] pH=10-11b
CO·–3 +CYS– −−→CO–23 +CYS· a 3.5×108[368] pH∼10
CO·–3 +3-MPA– −−→CO–23 +3-MPA· a 2.4×108[368] pH=12c
Oxidant + Thioether
CO·–3 +MET−−→CO2–3 +MET·+d 2×107[368] pH=7
5×107[368] pH=11
Br·–2 +DMS−−→Br–+DMS−Br·e 3.2×109[368] pH<3.6
Br·–2 +MET−−→Br–+MET−Br·e 1.7×109[368] pH=5
2×109[368] pH=11
Oxidant + Phenol
CO·–3 +C6H5OH−−→HCO–3+C6H5O· 2.2×107[368] pH=7
Br·–2 +C6H5OH−−→ 2Br–+H++C6H5O· 2.2×107[368] pH=7
Oxidant + Phenolate
Br·–2 +C6H5O– −−→ 2Br–+C6H5O· 4.7×108[368] pH=11.2
CO·–3 +C6H5O– −−→CO2–3 +C6H5O· 4.7×108[368] pH=11.2
aCYS·, GS·, and 3−MPA· are the thiyl radical derived from CYS, GSH, and 3-MPA. bThe thiol functional group of
cysteine is deprotonated at the pH 10. cThe thiol functional group of 3-mercaptopropionic acid is deprotonated at
the pH 12. dMET·+ is the radical cation of MET. eDMS−Br· and MET−Br· are bromine-adducts of DMS and MET,
respectively.
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The proposed mechanisms that involve sulfur-containing species and CO to form OCS in
seawater merit further conﬁrmation, and the relevance of potential competing mechanisms
remains relatively unexplored. Without an understanding of the precursors, species, and
mechanisms involved in oceanic OCS formation, it is difﬁcult to fully assess how OCS is
coupled with ongoing changes in the Earth’s oceans.
Objectives of the Present Study
The main objective of this study was to identify the combination(s) of precursors, reactive
species, and mechanisms that most likely contribute the principal formation pathways
of oceanic OCS. We investigated the reaction mechanisms of several candidate precursor
molecules and reactive oxidants for their capacities to form OCS. Plausible reduced sulfur
precursors included prominent marine thiols, thioethers, and polysulﬁdes (Table 5.2).
To investigate these pathways, reaction equilibrium constants and rate constants were
determined or estimated based on existing experimental data, further supplemented with
quantum chemical molecular modeling computations conducted in the present study. The
resulting information about reaction equilibria, rates, and mechanisms have been analyzed
together with data on the environmental abundances of candidate precursors and aqueous
reactive transients in the surface ocean. This allowed us to identify the most important
pathways that lead to oceanic OCS formation. The results of the project have broad
implications for our understanding of the role of OCS in ocean biogeochemistry and climate.
Table 5.6 Aqueous reactive species in surface seawater.
Reactive species Concentration Reactive species Concentration
[M] [M]
1O2 10
−14 / 10−13 [380] Cl· 1.73×10−15 [381]
O·−2 20−167×10−12 [382] Cl·−2 1.80×10−12 [381]
CO·−3 2.99×10−7 [381] 10−14 /10−12 [383]
OH· 10−18 / 10−17 [380] Br· 4.10×10−12 [381]
1.51×10−13 [381] Br·−2 8.59×10−9 [381]
NO· 0.12±0.01×10−9 [384] 10−15 / 10−14 [380]
2.4 - 32 ×10−11 [385] BrCl·− 3.12×10−9 [381]
e−aq 10−17 [380]
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5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Model Chemistries and Basis Sets
All computations were carried out with the Gaussian09 program.[124] Aqueous phase
molecular geometries for all species involved in this study were optimized with M06-2X[386]
density functional method combined with the Universal Solvent Model based on Solute
Electron Density (SMD).[226] M06-2X was designed for main-group thermochemistry.[386] In
previous reports, M06-2X also gave good performance in the prediction of geometries and
frequencies of small radicals,[387] in the prediction of binding energies of radicals with solvent
molecules[388] as well as energies of bond dissociation reactions leading to radicals.[292]
We optimized the molecular geometries with the SMD implicit solvent model, since the
geometries of zwitterionic species such as amino acids can be substantially inﬂuenced by the
presence of aqueous solvent.[7] Harmonic vibrational frequency analyses were conducted to
conﬁrm the nature of the stationary points on the potential energy surfaces with the same
method used for the geometry optimizations. Structures corresponding to minimum points
in the potential energy surfaces are characterized by all positive vibrational frequencies,
whereas structures corresponding to transition states exhibit one negative (imaginary)
vibrational frequency.[7] Single point energy computations with the B2PLYPD[122, 123]
electronic structure method combined with SMD implicit solvent model were performed on
the optimized geometries to obtain amore accurate prediction of the aqueous phase electronic
energy than M06-2X electronic structure results. To brieﬂy test whether B2PLYPD and M06-2X
are appropriate for the electronic structures of sulfur-containing molecules, we evaluated
gas phase total atomization energies and compared these results to published benchmark
values[93] (Table 5.8). To consistently calculate the solvent effect with the B2PLYPD functional,
we included the keyword SCRF (External I ter ation)[237, 238] in the Gaussian09 input. The
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set[126, 127, 225] was employed throughout.
5.3.2 Computational Estimates of Aqueous Phase Gibbs Free Energies of Reac-
tion
The aqueous phase Gibbs free energy of reaction at a (hypothetically inﬁnitely dilute) 1 M
standard state,[223] ΔG∗aq,r xn , can be obtained from aqueous phase free energies. For any
reaction in aqueous solution, we can determine the aqueous free energy of reaction:
ΔG∗aq,r xn =ΣiνiG∗aq (Xi ) (5.9)
where νi is the stoichiometric coefﬁcient ofmolecule Xi , andG∗aq (Xi ) is the aqueousGibbs free
energy of species Xi at 1M standard state. The superscript ∗ indicates that the thermochemical
property is reported at the (hypothetically inﬁnitely dilute) 1 M standard state[223]. In the
present work, G∗aq (Xi ) is determined as the sum of aqueous electronic energy contribution
and thermal contributions to the Gibbs free energy, which is derived from the vibrational
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frequency analysis calculation:
G∗aq (Xi )= E∗SMD (Xi )+ΔG∗thermal ,SMD (Xi ) (5.10)
where E∗SMD (Xi ) is the total electronic energy corresponding to the molecular electronic
structure of species Xi including the energy of interaction with the solvent according to the
SMD implicit solvent model, and ΔG∗thermal ,SMD (Xi ) is the thermal contribution to the Gibbs
free energies for species Xi . The subscript SMD indicates that the energetic property has been
computed within the SMD approach (i .e., in aqueous phase). We employed two different
density functional methods, M06-2X and B2PLYPD, to estimate G∗aq for species involved in the
reactions leading to OCS in water. The aqueous free energies computed with the SMD/M06-
2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry, G
∗M06−2X
aq are the sum of the following contributions:
G
∗M06−2X
aq (Xi )= E
∗M06−2X
SMD (Xi )+ΔG
∗M06−2X
thermal ,SMD (Xi ) (5.11)
where E
∗M06−2X
SMD (Xi ) is the electronic energy corresponding to the molecular electronic
structure of species Xi , and ΔG
∗M06−2X
thermal ,SMD (Xi ) is the thermal contribution to the Gibbs
free energies for species Xi computed with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ method. The
molecular geometry of species Xi was optimized with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model
chemistry. We performed additional energy single point calculations with SMD/B2PLYPD/aug-
cc-pVTZ electronic structure method to obtain more accurate electronic energy predictions
than M06-2X estimates:
G
∗B2PLY PD
aq (Xi )= E
∗B2PLY PD
SMD (Xi )+ΔG
∗M06−2X
thermal ,SMD (Xi ) (5.12)
where E
∗B2PLY PD
SMD (Xi ) is the B2PLYPD electronic energy estimate associated to the molecular
electronic structure of species Xi , and ΔG
∗M06−2X
thermal ,SMD (Xi ) is the thermal contribution to the
Gibbs free energies for species Xi computed with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ method.
The molecular geometry of species Xi was optimized with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ
model chemistry.
5.3.3 Computational Estimates of Aqueous Phase Gibbs Free Energies of Activa-
tion
We estimated the aqueous Gibbs free energies of activation for several reactions that were
hypothesized to lead to the formation of OCS from thiols and polysulﬁdes. In the transition
state theory,[137, 298] the aqueous Gibbs free energy of activation at 1 M standard state for a
reaction is deﬁned as the difference between the aqueous free energy of the transition state
structure (i.e. the highest free energy value along the proﬁle of the reaction coordinate) and
the aqueous free energy of the reactants:
ΔG‡aq,r xn =G‡aq (TS)−ΣiνiG∗aq (Ri ) (5.13)
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where G‡aq (TS) is the aqueous Gibbs free energy associated with the transition state structure
TS, the νi is the stoichiometric coefﬁcient of the reactant Ri , and G∗aq (Ri ) is the aqueous
Gibbs free energy of species Ri at 1 M standard state. We computed aqueous free energies
of activation with two DFT methods, M06-2X and B2PLYPD. The aqueous free energies of
activation computed with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry, ΔG‡M06−2Xaq,r xn is the
sum of the following contributions:
ΔG‡M06−2Xaq,r xn =
(
E‡M06−2XSMD (TS)+ΔG‡M06−2Xthermal ,SMD (TS)
)
−
Σiνi
(
E
∗M06−2X
SMD (Ri )+ΔG
∗M06−2X
thermal ,SMD (Ri )
) (5.14)
where E‡M06−2XSMD (TS) and E
∗M06−2X
SMD (Ri ) each denote the total value of the electronic energy
computed with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry for the transition state and
reactants species, andΔG‡M06−2Xthermal ,SMD (TS) andΔG
∗M06−2X
thermal ,SMD (Ri ) are the thermal corrections
to the Gibbs free energies for species TS and Ri computed with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-
cc-pVTZ method. We performed additional energy single point calculations with the
SMD/B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVTZ electronic structure method to obtain more accurate electronic
energy predictions than M06-2X estimates:
ΔG‡B2PLY PDaq,r xn =
(
E‡B2PLY PDSMD (TS)+ΔG‡M06−2Xthermal ,SMD (TS)
)
−
Σiνi
(
E
∗B2PLY PD
SMD (Ri )+ΔG
∗M06−2X
thermal ,SMD (Ri )
) (5.15)
where E‡B2PLY PDSMD (TS) and E
∗B2PLY PD
SMD (Ri ) are the B2PLYPD electronic energy estimates
associated with the molecular electronic structure of species TS and Ri , respectively, where
the geometry has been optimized with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry, and
ΔG‡M06−2Xthermal ,SMD (TS) and ΔG
∗M06−2X
thermal ,SMD (Ri ) are the thermal contributions to the Gibbs free
energies for the transition state structure TS and the reactants Ri , respectively, computed with
the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ method.
5.3.4 Aqueous Equilibrium Constants of Reactions Leading to OCS Formation
We computed aqueous equilibrium constants for the reactions that are hypothesized to
produce OCS from thiol and polysulﬁde precursors. No experimental equilibrium constant
data are available for the reactions evaluated here. We determined equilibrium constants
(KCompaq ) for several important reactions, based on theoretical aqueous free energy of reaction,
ΔG∗aq,r xn , data:
KCompaq = exp
(−ΔG∗aq,r xn
RT
)
(5.16)
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5.3.5 Aqueous Rate Constants of Reactions Leading to OCS Formation
Reaction rate constants were estimated from computed activation free energies based on
transition state theory.[137, 298] We employed the Eyring-Polanyi equation to estimate a
transition-state theory rate constant:
kTST = kBT
h
exp
(−ΔG‡aq,r xn
RT
)
(5.17)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck’s constant, T is temperature, and R is the
molar gas constant. The kTST from equation 5.17 has units of s−1 in the case of ﬁrst order
reactions, whereas it has units of M−1 s−1 for second order reactions, consistent with the
stoichiometry of the partition functions that are used to determineΔG‡aq,r xn . For second order
reactions the theoretical kTST value can exceed the rate allowed by diffusion of the reactive
species (∼1010 M−1 s−1). In these cases, we assumed that the diffusion-controlled reaction
rate, kdi f f usion , is the rate-limiting reaction step and we estimated the second order reaction
rate constant, k, as:[300]
1
k
= 1
kTST
+ 1
kdi f f usion
(5.18)
We assigned a value of 1010 M−1 s−1 to kdi f f usion .
5.3.6 Description of the Proﬁle of the Reaction Potential Energy Surface (Relaxed
Scan)
A relaxed scan describes the proﬁle of the system electronic energy at several selected values
of a chosen reaction coordinate. We used the interatomic distance (bond length) between
the C atom of the CO and the S atom of the sulfur-containing species involved in the reaction
atoms as the reaction coordinate. At each selected value of the reaction coordinate, a partially
constrained geometry optimization of the system is conducted, maintaining a ﬁxed value
of the reaction coordinate while the remainder of the molecular system geometry is relaxed
to an energy minimum conﬁguration. The resulting energy proﬁle describes the minimum
energy pathway along the reaction coordinate. Relaxed scan calculations were conducted with
the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZmodel chemistry in Gaussian09. Further single point energy
calculations with the SMD/B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVTZ model have been performed to obtain a
more accurate electronic energy. Thermal contributions to the free energy are not included in
the energy proﬁle.
5.3.7 Natural Population Analysis to Estimate Atomic Charge Distribution
A natural population analysis (NPA), as implemented in Gaussian09,[302, 303, 304, 305, 306,
307] was performed to gain more insight into the chemical nature of transition state structures
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of reactions involving polysulﬁdes and CO. Based on the natural orbital occupancies, the
NPA algorithm partitions the electron density of the entire molecule to each of the different
atoms. The natural charge on each atom is given by the difference between the atomic nuclear
charge and the sum of the populations of the natural atomic orbitals assigned to that atom.
The resulting assigned natural charges were computed with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ
electronic structure method, using SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ for geometry optimizations,
also conducted with Gaussian09.
5.3.8 NPA spin density analyses to locate the unpaired electron in open shell
systems
Atomic spin density calculations, carried out within the NPA framework as implemented in
Gaussian09, enable us to locate the unpaired electron and understand whether it is delocalized
over several atoms in the molecule or localized on a single atom.[7, 389] The spin density
calculation indicates the difference between the populations of α-spin and β-spin electrons
of each atom.[7] In open shell systems, the α electrons and the β electrons are distributed
differently throughout themolecule, and population analysis can thus be conducted separately
for both densities. The difference between α- and β-spin densities, qα and qβ, corresponds to
the unpaired spin density (SD) at a given center x:
SDx = qαx −qβx (5.19)
In the case of the NPA population analysis, qα and qβ are combined with half of the nuclear
atomic charge, qnucleusx , to produce the corresponding natural atomic charge, NPA
α
x and
NPAβx :
NPAαx =
qnucleusx
2
−qαx (5.20)
NPAβx =
qnucleusx
2
−qβx (5.21)
The unpaired NPA spin densities SDx are obtained from:
SDx =NPAβx −NPAαx (5.22)
5.3.9 Photochemical Modeling with the Aqueous Photochemistry of Environmen
tally-occurring Xenobiotics (APEX) Software
We sought to assess the relative importance of the reactions between sulfur-containing
molecules and some reactive oxidants under environmentally relevant conditions, focusing
on molecules and reactive species for which reasonably accurate experimental data of the
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second-order reaction rate constants are available. The chosen sulfur-containing molecules
were DMS, MET, CYS, and GSH, and the reactive oxidants were OH·, CO·−3 ,
1O2, and Br
·−
2
(Table 5.7).[390, 368, 391, 365] The reactions that involve the thiolate species were ignored,
and only the neutral thiol species were considered. It was for instance not possible to carry
out an assessment of the role of 3DOM∗ reactions because, although these processes may be
important in seawater photochemistry,[375] the relevant second-order reaction rate constants
are not available. We are aware that BrCl·− species might be also important; despite its
relevance in marine and natural water chemistry,[381, 392] the relevant second-order reaction
rate constants for the reactions of BrCl·− with DMS, MET, and the thiols CYS and GSH are
not available. Therefore, we assumed that BrCl·− contribution to the phototransformation of
sulfur-containing compounds is taken into account as Br·−2 contribution in the kinetic model.
The steady-state concentrations of OH·, CO·−3 , and
1O2 were modeled directly (vide in f ra),
whereas [Br·−2 ] was calculated by assuming that Br
·−
2 is formed by reaction between OH
· and
Br−,[370, 371] and Br·−2 is eliminated by disproportionation and by reactions with nitrite and
DOM.[390, 368, 393, 394, 2]
Br−+OH· k5.23=1.1×10
10 M−1 s−1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− −−
k−5.23=3.3×107 M−1 s−1
HOBr·− (5.23)
HOBr·− k5.24=4.2×10
6 M−1 s−1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→Br·+OH− (5.24)
Br−+ 3DOM∗ k5.25−−−→Br·+DOM·− (5.25)
Br−+Br· −−→Br·−2 (5.26)
2Br·−2
k5.27=2×109M−1s−1−−−−−−−−−−−−−→Br−+Br−3 (5.27)
Br·−2 +DOM−−→ Products (2Br−+DOM+· or Br−+DOM−Br·) (5.28)
Br·−2 +NO−2
k5.29=2×107M−1s−1−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 2Br−+NO·3 (5.29)
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Table 5.7 Previously reported rate constants of reactions of Br·−2 , CO
·−
3 , OH
·, and1O2 with CYS, GSH,
DMS, and MET in aqueous solution.
Compounds kBr·−2 [M
−1 s−1] kCO·−3 [M
−1 s−1] kOH· [M−1 s−1] k 1O2 [M
−1 s−1]
CYS 1.8×108[368] 5×107[368] 2×1010[390] 8.3×106a[391]
GSH 6.5±0.1×108[365] 5.3×106[368] 1.4×1010[390] 2.4×106a[391]
MET 1.7×109[368] 3×107[368] 8.3×109[390] 2.1×107[391]
DMS 3.2×109[368] 4×107 b 1.9×1010[390] 5.8×107 c[391]
aThe experimental value was measured in a D2O solution.
bValue was estimated according to equation 5.32. cThe
experimental value was measured in a CH3OH solution.
The oxidation reaction of bromide by 3DOM∗ is potentially important in seawater
conditions,[393, 392] but its rate constant is still poorly known. A rough estimate is available
as k5.25 = 3.5×109 M−1 s−1,[393], but there is evidence that such a value overestimates the
real rate constant.[392] In this work we applied two different approaches to account for the
contribution of 3DOM∗ to the system. In the ﬁrst approach (a), we totally neglect reaction
5.25, which would cause the Br·−2 formation rate to be underestimated, whereas in the second
approach (b), we study the behavior of the system as a function of k5.25, making the latter vary
over a wide range of orders of magnitude.
The rate constant of reaction 5.28 is also not exactly known, but an estimate was obtained
by considering the reaction rate constants between Br·−2 and phenolic compounds (k5.28 =
2×107 M−1 s−1 or, in more manageable units, k5.28 = 3×102 L (mg C)−1 s−1).[393] The mg C
L−1 units are more straightforward to use than the molar ones when the DOM is measured
as the dissolved organic carbon (DOC, expressed in mg C L−1). Our estimate of k5.28 is
actually an upper limit because phenolic compounds are assumed more reactive than average
organic molecules toward Br·−2 .[368] Therefore, by omitting a potentially important source
(3DOM∗ +Br−) and by overestimating the Br·−2 consumption by DOM, we obtain a lower limit
for the steady-state [Br·−2 ] under environmental conditions. From the reaction sequence (5.23 -
5.29), by applying the steady-state approximation to all radical species we obtain the following
result:
[Br·−2 ]=
−(k5.28DOC +k5.29[NO−2 ])
4k5.27
+√
(k5.28DOC +k5.29[NO−2 ])2+8k5.27[Br−](k5.23k5.24(k−5.23+k5.24)−1[OH .]+k5.25[3DOM∗])
4k5.27
(5.30)
where the k5.25[3DOM∗] term was initially omitted, and it was considered only in a second
moment.
The assessment of [OH·] and [3DOM∗], together with [1O2] and [CO
·−
3 ], was carried out with
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the APEX software (Aqueous Photochemistry of Environmentally-occurring Xenobiotics).[395]
APEX predicts the steady-state concentration of transient species as a function of water
chemistry and depth, for a given sunlight irradiance and spectrum. The sunlight data we
chose correspond a UV irradiance of 22 W m−2, which can be observed during a clear-weather
summer day in mid-morning or mid-afternoon (e.g., July 15 at 9 am or 3 pm solar time).[395]
Water photoreactivity and absorption data were based on previously published saltwater
irradiation results.[396] Key input data for APEX are the water depth, the concentration values
of nitrate and nitrite (which are OH· sources) and of bromide (the main OH· scavenger in
seawater),[397] the concentration of inorganic carbon (carbonate and bicarbonate, which
scavenge OH· to produce CO·−3 )[373, 398], and the DOC which includes both DOM (important
scavenger of OH· and CO·−3 ) and CDOM (chromophoric DOM, a source of
1O2, OH
·, and
3DOM∗). On this basis, APEX predicts [OH·], [1O2], and [CO
·−
3 ] under the given irradiation
conditions. The values of [Br·−2 ] were then calculated with equation 5.30 on the basis of the
modeled [OH·], and of input DOC, nitrite, and bromide concentrations.
We assumed that a sulfur-containing compound w (where w = DMS, MET, CYS, or GSH)
reacts with the reactive species y with known second-order reaction rate constant, kw,y . We
also assumed that the relevant set of reactive species (which include y) are j = OH·, 1O2,
CO·−3 , or Br
·−
2 , with known second-order rate constants kw, j . On this basis, the fraction of the
overall extent of phototransformation of w by the reactive species y with respect to the set of
considered reactive species, j , is determined as follows
ψw,y =
kw,y [y]
Σ j kw, j [ j ]
(5.31)
where [y] and [ j ] are the (modeled) steady-state concentrations of these reactive oxidant
species. It is important to note that reaction with j does not necessarily account for the
totality or even the majority of w phototransformations. Therefore, the calculated values of
ψw,y represent the relative importance of the studied reactive species, based on their relative
contributions to the reaction with each sulfur-containing compound, w . The trends ofψw,y
were modeled at water column depth of 10 m and with assumed input parameter values of:
10 μM nitrate, 1 μM nitrite, 2 mM bicarbonate, and 20 μM carbonate, which are considered
typical of seawater.[399] Simulations were conducted with varied concentrations of bromide,
from 0 to 1 mmol L−1, and with varied concentrations of DOC, from 0 to 2 mg C L−1. Shortly
before the submission deadline of the ﬁnally formatted thesis, it was noticed that the reaction
rate constant employed in APEX simulations for the reaction of for Br·−2 with GSH had been
assigned a value that was too low (7× 107 M−1 s−1) by about a factor of 10 compared to
the correct value (6.5±0.1×108 M−1 s−1)[365]. In future work, the APEX simulations could
be updated to incorporate the corrected rate constant. However, at a qualitative level, the
corrected results and conclusions for APEX simulations are expected to be similar to what is
reported here.
The reaction rate constant between DMS and CO·−3 is not known, although the process
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is expected to be important.[374] Based on structural analogies,[374] it is very likely that
kDMS+CO·−3 ∼ kCYS+CO·−3 and/or kMET+CO·−3 , considering that kCYS+CO·−3 ∼ kMET+CO·−3 .[368] For
this reason, we assumed hereafter that:
kDMS+CO·−3 =
1
2
(kCYS+CO·−3 +kMET+CO·−3 )= 4×107M−1s−1 (5.32)
5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Assignment of Error Bounds for the Theoretical Aqueous Thermochemical
Properties
We brieﬂy evaluate the reliabilities of the chemistry models employed to predict
thermodynamic and kinetic properties, based on comparisons to previously reported
theoretical benchmark total atomization energies and experimental data, ΔGsolv,Expt , for
selected small molecules. We found that the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ and B2PLYPD/aug-cc-
pVTZ model chemistries are both appropriate for evaluating the electronic structures of a test
set of sulfur-containing molecules (Table 5.8), with the B2PLYPD electronic structure method
providing better performance than M06-2X, on average. Gas phase total atomization energies
(TAEs) predicted by B2PLYPD and M06-2X methods for SO2, CS2, COS, CO2, H2S, CS, CO, HS
·,
and HSS· were compared to high-accuracy theoretical benchmarks that are available in the
literature[93] (Table 5.8). The error-per-bond statistic was deﬁned as the absolute value of
|(T AEDFT−T AEBenchmark )|
total number o f bonds for each molecule, and with the term DFT we refer to M06-2X/aug-cc-
pVTZ and B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistries. We observed that the B2PLYPD method
exhibits an average error-per-bond value of 10.1 kJ mol−1, a root mean square error-per-bond
of 13.1 kJ mol−1, and a root mean square error of 23.6 kJ mol−1 of the gas phase TAEs for this
test set (Table 5.8). The M06-2X model chemistry has an average error-per-bond value of 8.0
kJ mol−1, a root mean square error-per-bond of 13.7 kJ mol−1, and a root mean square error of
25.6 kJ mol−1 of the TAEs for the same chemical set.
The magnitude of root mean square error of the TAEs found here for the B2PLYPD/aug-cc-
pVTZ and M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistries is similar to values reported for other
datasets. Goerigk and Grimme[235] reported a root mean square error of 18.0 kJ mol−1 for
B2PLYPD/def2-QZVP[400] for the W4-08 total atomization energy dataset (which also contains
sulfur species). Based on the reasonable performance of the B2PLYPD and M06-2X functionals
for the datasets discussed above, these model chemistries were viewed as appropriate for
investigating electronic structures of sulfur-containing molecules.
To evaluate the performance of the SMD/B2PLYPD model chemistry for the handling of
aqueous solvent, we evaluated the free energies of solvation of CO2, CO, and 6 sulfur-
containing molecules for which experimental data have been measured previously (Table 5.9).
For each solute, the free energy of solvation was calculated as the difference between the free
energy computed with the SMD/B2PLYPD model chemistry and the free energy computed
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Table 5.9 Evaluations of SMD/B2PLYPD model for free energies of solvation for CO, CO2, and
selected sulfur neutralspecies, in kJ mol−1.
ΔGsolv,Expt a ΔGsolv,Comp
Neutral compounds
CO 9.2 ±0.2 23.4
CO2 0.5 ±0.2 14.4
SO2 -8.7 ±0.7 -9.2
H2S -2.3 ±1.3 -5.2
CS2 -1.0 ±4.2 5.3
OCS 1.7 ±4.2 11.3
CH3SH -5.6 ±8.4 -3.6
DMS -6.4 ±8.4 -2.5
MUE 6.7
MSE -5.8
MAD 14 (CO)
RMSE 8.3
aExperimental values were taken from Sander’s database.[261]
with the B2PLYPD model chemistry in gas phase:
ΔGsolv,Comp (Xi )=G
∗B2PLY PD
SMD (Xi )−G
∗B2PLY PD
gas (Xi ) (5.33)
The SMD/B2PLYPD model exhibits a root mean square error (RMSE) of 8.3 kJ mol−1 and a
mean unsigned error (MUE) of 6.7 kJ mol−1 for this test set which includes CO2, CO, and
neutral sulfur-containing compounds (Table 5.9). The MUE found for our test set is higher
than the mean unsigned error of 3.6 kJ mol−1 of the SMD model reported by Marenich et
al.[226] for a much larger test set of small neutral molecules in aqueous solvent.
In this project, we are also dealing with radical and anionic molecules in water, and the
assessment of the uncertainties of free energy properties of these species is more difﬁcult.
From previous theoretical study on the weak interactions of radicals with water, we know that
the binding energy between a neutral carbon-centered radical and a single molecule of water
is in the order of -7 kJ mol−1, whereas the binding energy of a neutral halogen atom with a
single molecule of water is in the range of -15 kJ mol−1.[388] Based on this, we assume that
the interactions between a neutral sulfur-centered radical and a single molecule of water are
relatively weak as well. Since the free energies of solvation of neutral radicals are assumed
to be much smaller than the values for anions, we assume that implicit solvent models can
predict the solvation energies for neutral radicals more accurately than the solvation energies
for closed-shell ionic species. However, no previous computational assessment of the error of
free energies of solvation values for neutral radical species has been made. The uncertainties
assigned to quantum chemical results for these reactions are thus discussed on a case by case
basis. We suggest that the error bounds expected to contain 70% of the deviations can be
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approximated by 1.04×RMSE found for the free energies of solvation for neutral close- and
open-shell species, and thus we assign an error of 9 kJ mol−1 to the free energy of solvation
values to neutral close- and open-shell compounds. Marenich et al. reported a mean unsigned
error of 19 kJ mol−1 for the free energies of aqueous solvation for small ionic molecules.[226]
The RMSE values for a given dataset is always larger than the MUE values; while MUE gives the
same weight to all the errors, the RMSE gives errors with larger absolute values more weight
than errors with smaller absolute values.[401] Since no RMSE value is available for the free
energies of aqueous solvation of the dataset used by Marenich et al., we tentatively assign
uncertainty bounds (expected to contain 70% of the deviations) of ≥1.04×MUE (20 kJ mol−1)
to the free energies of solvation of the anions and radical anions considered in this project. It
is unclear how to interpret the performance of the SMD/B2PLYPD model to predict aqueous
free energies of solvation for radical anions species, where additional errors may arise from the
speciﬁc interactions between radicals and solvent. We are unaware of a systematic assessment
of SMD/DFT methods for a set of radical anions.
To assign the uncertainty bounds for the ΔG‡aq,r xn and ΔG
∗
aq,r xn values, we estimated the
overall uncertainty as a combination of the average error of the electronic structure method
(B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVTZ) and the average error associated with the implicit solvent model
(SMD/B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVTZ). We estimated the error bounds that are expected to contain
70% of the deviations for the aqueous free energy of reaction and for the aqueous free energy
of activation, as follows.
Δ f G
∗/‡
aq,exact =Δ f G
∗/‡
aq,Comp ± z0.15× s (5.34)
where Δ f G
∗/‡
aq,exact is the correct experimental value, estimated from the aqueous standard
free energy of reaction or activation, Δ f G
∗/‡
aq,Comp , with the error bounds that are expected to
contain 70% of the deviations. s is the expected standard error of the computational approach,
and z0.15 is the critical value of a normal distribution associated with the probability
(1−0.70)
2 ,
equal to -1.04. We estimated s based on a propagation of the expected errors of the gas phase
prediction and the solvation energy prediction:
s =
√
(RMSEΔG∗sol v,Comp )
2+ (RMSE per bondB2PLY PD,gas)2 (5.35)
where the RMSEΔG∗sol v,Comp is 8.3 kJ mol
−1 for neutrally charged sulfur-containing molecules.
The RMSE per bondB2PLY PD,gas (Table 5.8) is 13.1 kJmol−1 for sulfur- and oxygen-containing
species. We thus assigned a total uncertainty of ±2.7 in the log k for computed rate constants
and in the log Keq for the theoretical aqueous equilibrium constants of reactions involving
neutrally charged species, based on our expectation that the applied model chemistry
(SMD/B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVTZ) would produce an uncertainty of±23 kJ mol−1 in the ΔG‡aq,r xn
and in the ΔG∗aq,r xn . The so-estimated uncertainty bounds were applied to the neutral species
that are investigated.
Other reactions studied here involve the radical or the anionic center of the molecules directly,
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but the nature of the radical/anion is not changed during the reaction. With this reasoning, we
can expect that the high uncertainty associated to the solvation approach is partially canceled
out. We applied equation 5.35 to calculate the uncertainty for aqueous standard free energy
of reaction or activation, Δ f G
∗/‡
aq,Comp , with the error bounds that are expected to contain
70% of the deviations. Rather than the RMSEΔG∗sol v,Comp value used for the neutrally charged
molecules, we employed the MUEΔG∗sol v,Comp value determined by Marenich et. al for a small
set of anionic molecules: 19 kJ mol−1. We thus assigned a total uncertainty of ±4 units in the
log k for computed rate constants and in the log Keq for the theoretical aqueous equilibrium
constants of reactions involving anions and radical anions, based on our expectation that the
applied model chemistries (SMD/B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVTZ) would produce an uncertainty of
±23 kJ mol−1 in the ΔG‡aq,r xn and in the ΔG∗aq,r xn . The so-estimated uncertainty bounds were
applied to the open- and closed-shell anionic species that are investigated.
5.4.2 First Step of the OCS Formation: Formation of Thiyl/Sulfhydryl Radicals
and Anions
Formation of Thiyl Radical from Thiols
We considered three different sulfur-containing nucleophiles that can be produced from thiols
and that might play a role in the formation of OCS in seawater: thiyl radicals, RS·, the sulﬁde
anion, HS−, and thiolates, RS−. Figure 5.2 shows plausible molecular pathways that lead from
a thiol to the formation of a thiyl radical, a thiolate, or a sulﬁde anion.
The pKa values of thiols studied here are in the range of 8.2 to 10.4 (Table 5.10), and thus these
sulfur compounds are partly dissociated at the pH conditions of seawater (∼8.3):
RSH−−−−RS−+H+ (5.36)
where R is an organic fragment or H atom that is bound to the SH group of GSH, CYS, 3-MPA,
CH3SH, and H2S.
The so-formed thiolate group can thus undergo one-electron oxidation to form the thiyl
radical:
RS− −−−−RS· (5.37)
Since the thiols are partially deprotonated in seawater, we assume that the oxidation of thiolate
functional group is a potential source of thiyl radical from thiols (reaction 5.37). Thiolates
have one-electron potentials ∼0.8 V (Table 5.4), and can be oxidized by electron acceptors
such as transition metal ions[362, 360] and by reactive species that exhibit higher one-electron
reduction potentials.[361] Thus, reactive species with sufﬁciently high electron potential
(Table 5.11), such as Cl·, Br·, Br·−2 , CO
·−
3 , and
3DOM∗ are possible oxidants that can react with
the deprotonated thiolate species of CYS, GSH, 3-MPA, and CH3SH, leading to the formation
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of the corresponding thiyl radical.
Fig. 5.2 Considered pathways to the formation of thiyl radicals, thiolate, and sulﬁde anion from thiols.
The thiol group (-SH) is partially deprotonated at the pH of the sea (Table 5.10). The thiolate group can
undergo oxidation reaction and form the thiyl radical.[359, 18, 362, 360, 361] Pulse radiolysis
experiments showed that the thiol functional group can also react with the aqueous free electron
leading to the formation of an organic radical and sulﬁde anion, which can further react and oxidize to
sulfhydryl radical.[402]
Table 5.10 Aqueous pKa values of naturally occurring organic thiols in the sea.
Compounds pKa
GSH 8.7-9.3[18], 9.3[378]
CYS 8.2-8.7[18], 8.5[378]
CH3SH 10.2[18], 10.3[378]
3-MPA 10.4[18]
Table 5.11 Aqueous one-electron reduction potentials of some reactive species in water. Values are
in Volts.
Reduction couple E0
Br·−2 / 2Br
− 1.63±0.02 [363, 364]
Br· / Br− 1.96±0.02 [364]
Cl·−2 / 2Cl
− 2.0 [403], 2.126±0.017 [364]
Cl· / Cl− 2.432±0.018 [364]
CO·−3 /CO
2−
3 1.57±0.03 [364]
O·−2 /
1O2 0.18± 0.02[364]
3DOM∗ 1.36 < E0 < 1.7 [366, 367]
The portion of thiols that are not deprotonated can react with aqueous free electron e−aq ,[363,
364] to produce sulﬁde anion and organic radicals (equation 5.38),[402]
RSH+e−aq −−→R·+HS− (5.38)
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or they can be oxidized to thiyl radicals by oxidants arising in water (equation 5.39):
RSH−−→RS·+H+ (5.39)
The rate constant for equation 5.38 was previously measured for 3-MPA (2.5×108 M−1s−1),
GSH (4.5×108 M−1s−1), and the zwitterionic form of CYS (1.3×1010 M−1s−1).[402] However,
these fast reactions with aqueous free electron e−aq are likely not competitive with other
OCS formation mechanisms, due to the low concentration of e−aq in water ([e−aq ]=10−17 M
in freshwater).[404] Thiols exhibit higher one-electron potentials than thiolates, with values
ranging from 0.92 to 1.359 V (Table 5.4). This implies that the oxidation of thiols is less
thermodynamically favorable than the oxidation of thiolates. Nonetheless, Br·−2 (E
0=1.63
V)[363, 364], CO·−3 (E
0=1.57 V)[364], and 3DOM∗ (1.36 < E0 < 1.7 V)[366, 367] can oxidize
thiols, leading to the formation of thiyl radicals as well (equation 5.39).
Formation of Thiyl Radical from DMS: Bond Dissociation Energies of S−H , S−S,
and C −S Bonds to Evaluate the Stability of Thiyl/sulfhydryl Radicals
The evaluation of previously reported experimental BDE values allows us to consider another
possible thiyl radical formation pathway: the homolytic cleavage of theC−S bond of thioethers
and thiols. C −S bonds have gas phase BDE values of about 300 kJ mol−1 (Table 5.12). A closer
look at Table 5.12 reveals that the experimental bond dissociation energies at 298 K in gas
phase of the bond C −S of thioethers and thiols are lower than the BDE of the bond S−H . The
formation of the thiyl radical from the cleavage of theC−S of DMS is more thermodynamically
feasible than from the hydrogen abstraction from thiols. Based on these observations, we
could suggest homolytic decomposition of DMS and thioethers in water leading to an organic
carbon-centered radical and the thiyl radical can be more feasible than the homolytic cleavage
of H −S thiol bonds:
CH3SR−−−−RS·+CH·3 (5.40)
where R is an organic fragment.
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Table 5.12 Previously reported experimental bond dissociation energies at 0 K and 298 K in gas
phase and in water for a set of thiols, polysulﬁdes, and thiyl/sulfhydryl radicals. Values are in kJ
mol−1.
Compounds S-H bonds S-C bonds S-S bonds
BDE0Kgas BDE
298K
gas BDE
0K
gas BDE
298K
gas BDE
298K
gas
HS· 348.2± 3.3 [405] 352.0± 3.1 [405]
350 ± 4 [406]
H2S 376.2 ± 3.8 [405] 381.5 ± 3.6 [405]
385 ± 4 [406]
381.6 ± 0.4[407]
CH3SH 359.7 ± 2.8 [405] 365.5 ± 2.4 [405] 303.7 ± 4.4 [405] 311.6± 4.2 [405]
360.2 ± 2.1[408] 365.7 ± 2.1[408]
385 ± 6 [406]
CH3S
· 292.2 ±3.3 [405] 298.1± 2.9 [405]
DMS 301.9± 3.6 [405] 307.8 ± 3.1[405]
314± 6 [406]
HSSH 293 ± 6 [406] 276 ± 8 [406]
HSS· 253 ± 6 [406] 331 ± 4 [406]
HS3H 293 ± 6 [406] 209 ± 8 [406]
HS3+nH 293 ± 6 [406]
HS2−S2H 141 ± 8 [406]
BDE298Kwater
GSH 365 [378]
CYS 353 [378]
H2S 385 [378]
CH3SH 363 [378]
HOCH2CH2SH 362 [378]
C6H5SH 338 [378]
4−CH3C6H4SH 344 [378]
4−CH3OC6H4SH 328 [378]
4−BrC6H4SH 336 [378]
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Fig. 5.3 Correlation between the experimental bond dissociation energies of the S-H bond in water at
298 K (Table 5.12) and the aqueous one-electron reduction potentials for the couple RS.|RS− for a set of
thiolates, including GS−, CYS−, HS−, CH3S
−, HOCH2CH2S
−, C6H5S
−, 4−CH3C6H4S−,
4−CH3OC6H4S−, and 4−BrC6H4S−.
The experimental bond dissociation energies at 298 K in gas phase of the bonds S−H , C −S,
and S−S, and the experimental bond dissociation energies at 298 K in water of the S−H bonds
range from 141 to 385 kJ mol−1 (Table 5.12). This implies that the homolytic cleavage of X −S
bonds (where X can be S, H, or C) would not take place spontaneously in water. However,
we speculate that thioethers might interact with radical oxidants, metals, or excited state
compounds (such as 3DOM∗) that can catalyze the homolytic cleavage. We found a correlation
between the experimental S−H bond dissociation energies of thiols in water at 298 K and
the one-electron potential for the couple RS.|RS− for the thiolates including GS−, CYS−, HS−,
CH3S
−, HOCH2CH2S
−, C6H5S
−, 4−CH3C6H4S−, 4−CH3OC6H4SH, and 4−BrC6H4SH (Figure
5.3). A correlation coefﬁcient of R2 = 0.76 was found for this regression line (Figure 5.3).
Limited information is available to understand whether oxidation products of DMS by reactive
species such as Br·−2 might be lead to thiyl radicals. The ﬁrst step of the oxidation of DMS by
Br·−2 involves the formation of the bromine-adduct DMS-Br
.:
DMS+Br·−2
Keq.aq−−−− −−DMS−Br·+Br− (5.41)
This reaction is feasible having an aqueous equilibrium constant of 4[409] and a rate
constant of 3.2×109 M−1s−1.[368] Since the aqueous one-electron oxidation potential of DMS
E0DMS|DMS .+ is 1.66 V[363] and the aqueous one-electron reduction potential Br
·−
2 is 1.63 V,
DMS can be oxidized to DMS.+ species. Therefore, the Br− species might cleave from the
bromine-adduct DMS-Br. to form DMS.+:
DMS−Br· −−→DMS·++Br− (5.42)
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Table 5.13 NPA partial atomic charge distributions of DMS, DMS-Br., and DMS.+, and spin
densities of DMS-Br., and DMS.+. NPA partial charge values are in e−.
DMS DMS-Br. DMS.+
NPA charge NPA charge Spin Density NPA charge Spin Density
C -0.7 -0.7 0.0 -0.8 0.0
S 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.9 0.9
C -0.7 -0.7 0.0 -0.8 0.0
H 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0
H 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0
H 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0
H 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0
H 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0
H 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0
Br -0.5 0.5
Additional natural population analysis calculations of the DMS, DMS−Br·, and DMS.+ have
been performed to gain further insight into the electronic structures of these species (Table
5.13). C −S bond lengths have been computed with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model
chemistry; the C −S bond of DMS.+ (1.77Å) is slightly contracted compared to the C −S bonds
of DMS (1.80Å) and DMS−Br· (1.81Å).
Formation of Sulfhydryl Radical and Polysulﬁde Anions
Polysulﬁdes can react with CO to form OCS, but the detailed molecular mechanism(s) remain
unclear.[32, 33] Polysulﬁdes are assumed to exhibit acid/base equilibria with polysulﬁde
anions:[410, 411]
HS1+nH−−−−HS−1+n+H+ (5.43)
HS−1+n −−−− S2−1+n+H+ (5.44)
with n ranging from 0 to 6. We took into account polysulﬁde compounds with a chain of up to
7 atoms of sulfur, since heptasulﬁde species was detected in μM concentrations in sulﬁde-rich
water wells.[412]
To determine the most predominant sulﬁde and polysulﬁde species in seawater, we
considered previously reported experimental acid dissociation equilibrium constants, pKa ,
and thermodynamic speciation models based on measurements of the concentrations of
sulﬁde and polysulﬁde in seawater and distillated water. The polysulﬁde distribution is
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largely dependent on the pH and the total sulﬁde and polysulﬁde concentration.[413] Their
acid dissociation constants decrease with an increase of the chain length (Table 5.14).[414]
According to the ﬁrst acid dissociation constant values, pKa1, and the second acid dissociation
constants, pKa2, of polysulﬁdes (Table 5.14), both the acidic extremities of the polysulﬁde
chain are mostly deprotonated at the pH condition of the sea (∼8.3). Exceptionally, H2S
exhibits a second acid dissociation constant, pKa2, of 14,[414] indicating that HS− is the
prodominating species at the pH of the seawater. High pH and high sulﬁde-to-polysulﬁde
ratio lead to a distribution of polysulﬁdes having shorter chain lengths.[413] Gun et al.
found that, under low level of dissolved sulfur species conditions, the disulﬁde is the most
concentrated over the other polysulﬁdes.[32] Hydrogen sulﬁde is found to be one of the most
abundant volatile sulfur species in surface seawater, having nanomolar concentration.[415]
The marine sulﬁde concentration reaches the maximum at the top of the thermocline (50 m)
and then decreases with depth.[415] Based thermodynamic models on polysulﬁde speciation
at seawater conditions[32] and concentration measurements of hydrogen sulﬁde in surface
seawater,[415] we assumed that the sulﬁde species (HS−, HS·, S·−, and S2−) and the disulﬁde
species (HS−2 , HS
·
2, S
·−
2 , and S
2−
2 ) are themost predominating sulﬁde species in surface seawater
and, thus, the most plausible precursors of OCS among the polysulﬁdes. However, further
investigations on the steady-state concentrations on the polysulﬁde species are required to
identify the most predominant reactions.
The formation of sulfhydryl radicals from polysulﬁdes can happen through two differing
molecular pathways: a hydrogen abstraction from the neutral thiol group (equations 5.45 and
5.46) and a one-electron oxidation from the thiolate functional group (equations 5.47 and 5.48).
The hydrogen abstraction can involve neutral polysulﬁde chain and partially deprotonated
polysulﬁdes:
HS1+nH+X· −−→HS·1+n+XH (5.45)
Table 5.14 Experimental 1st and 2nd Aqueous Acid Dissociation Constant Values of Polysulﬁdes.
Compounds pKa1 pKa2
hydrogen sulﬁde 6.83[414] 14[414]
hydrogen disulﬁde 5 [414] 9.7[414]
hydrogen trisulﬁde 4.2 [414] 7.5 [414]
hydrogen tetrasulﬁde 3.8 [414] 6.3 [414]
hydrogen pentasulﬁde 3.5 [414] 5.7 [414]
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HS−1+n+X· −−→ S·−1+n+XH (5.46)
where X· is the aqueous reactive species that abstracts a hydrogen from the polysulﬁdes,
HS1+nH and HS
−
1+n.
We considered the reactions described by equation 5.45 as being not as relevant in the
formation of OCS as the reactions deﬁned by equation 5.46, since the polysulﬁdes are present
principally in ionic form, according to the pKa values. HS−1+n and S
2−
1+n can also undergo
one-electron oxidation in water:
HS−1+n −−−−HS·1+n (5.47)
S2−1+n −−−− S·−1+n (5.48)
with n ranging from 0 to 6. The one-electron potentials of hydrogen sulﬁde are 1.15 V for the
couple HS.|HS−[379] and 0.92 V for the couple HS., H+|H2S[416] (Table 5.4). No experimental
reduction potentials of the polysulﬁdes species are available. However, Nagy reported that the
one-electron potential of polysulﬁde increases with chain length,[417] based on Lessner et al.’
results.[418] Aqueous oxidants having one-electron potentials higher than 1.15 V can oxidize
H2S and HS− to HS.. Pulse radiolysis and laser ﬂash photolysis studies demonstrated that HS−
reacts with organic and inorganic oxidants, such as SO·−4 , CO
·−
3 , and I
·−
2 , to form HS
· with rate
constants in the order of 108-109 M−1 s−1.[416] To sum up, the reactions between polysulﬁde
anions and sufﬁciently strong oxidants can take place in water and lead to the sulfhydryl
radicals. Hydrogen sulﬁde species (H2S, HS
−, S−2) can react with several naturally occurring
marine oxidants in water to lead to sulfhydryl radicals, and the corresponding reactions for
the disulﬁde species (H2S2, HS
−
2 , S
−2
2 ) are likely to be feasible as well.
5.4.3 The relative importance of different possible natural oxidants for marine
sulfur species: APEX photochemical model results
We evaluated the role that 4 aqueous reactive species (OH·, 1O2, CO
·−
3 , and Br
·−
2 ) play in the
photo-oxidation of MET, CYS, GSH, and DMS in seawater. Using the APEX photochemical
model we can establish which species oxidize(s) thiols and DMS in seawater at several realistic
concentrations of DOC and bromide. We thus hypothesized that OH·, 1O2, CO
·−
3 , and Br
·−
2
might be responsible of the photo-oxidation of MET, CYS, GSH, and DMS in seawater, and
thus might participate in the formation of OCS.
DOC may depend on seawater productivity,[419] whereas bromide is closely connected
with salinity.[420] In estuarine/coastal environments, bromide increases along the transects
going from freshwater to seawater. The fractions ψw,y of w = DMS, MET, CYS, and GSH
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phototransformation that are accounted for by y = OH·, 1O2, CO
·−
3 , and Br
·−
2 are reported in
Figure 5.4 as a function of the DOC, for a water column depth of 10 m. Other conditions
typical of seawater were ﬁxed: we assumed 10 μM nitrate, 1 μM nitrite, 2 mM bicarbonate, 20
μM carbonate, and 0.8 mM bromide.[399] Figure 5.4 reveals that, among the studied reactive
species, Br·−2 plays by far the main role in the transformation of the reduced sulfur compounds
under consideration. In the interpretation of these results, it should be considered that
our approach would actually underestimate the importance of Br·−2 reactions in seawater.
Moreover, a decrease of nitrate and nitrite concentration by two orders of magnitude (down
to 0.1 μM and 10 nM, respectively) would produce relatively limited effects that can be
summarized as an overall decrease in the importance of the CO·−3 reactions.
DOC and bromide levels determine which reactive oxidants predominantly transform the
reduced sulfur compounds considered here (Figures 5.4 and 5.6). According to the APEXmodel,
the role of OH· in phototransformation would be minor although not totally negligible (Figures
5.4 and 5.6); this simulation result is in agreement with Zepp and coworkers, who stated that
the role of OH· in OCS photogeneration in seawater is unimportant, although the hydroxyl
radical is able to oxidize thiols into thiyl radicals that are potential OCS precursors.[19] The
radical CO·−3 can play some role at low DOC values in the phototransformation of MET, CYS
and GSH, but not for DMS. The importance of the CO·−3 reactions decreases with increasing
DOC because DOM acts as a powerful CO·−3 inhibitor, by directly scavenging CO
·−
3 itself and by
consuming OH· that is a major CO·−3 precursor.[373, 398] Finally, the role of
1O2 is expected to
be negligible under all conditions for all of the studied compounds. The above considerations
are supported by the plot of the steady-state concentrations of the transient species as a
function of the DOC, shown in Figure 5.5. The scavenging by DOM explains why OH·, CO·−3
and Br·−2 decrease with increasing DOC. In contrast,
1O2 and
3DOM∗ increase with increasing
DOC because DOM is their only source but it is not an important scavenger.[397]
The trends of ψw,y as a function of bromide are reported in Figure 5.6 (other conditions
assumed are 1 mg C L−1 DOC, 10 m depth, 10 μM nitrate, 1 μM nitrite, 2 mM bicarbonate and
20 μM carbonate). Without bromide or with low bromide (up to some μM concentration),
the radicals OH· and CO·−3 would play the main roles in the phototransformation processes of
CYS and GSH. The important role of CO·−3 at low bromide concentration is consistent with
assumptions that the CO·−3 -induced processes could play a signiﬁcant role in the degradation
of easily oxidized sulfur-containing compounds in freshwater.[421, 422] However, the reaction
with Br·−2 prevails at high bromide concentration for CYS and GSH and under almost all
conditions for MET and DMS. Under seawater conditions ( 0.8 mM Br−) the reaction with Br·−2
would prevail in all the cases, and relatively small [Br−] variations are unable to considerably
modify theψw,y values. Therefore, at least with the studied compounds and transients, we can
predict that the relative importance of Br·−2 would not be modiﬁed by differences in salinity
among the world’s oceans.[420] In contrast, the reported results as a function of [Br−] are of
signiﬁcance for environments where there is transition from freshwater to saltwater (i.e., from
very low to elevated bromide concentration), such as estuaries. We also note that bromide
as a major OH· scavenger strongly inhibits the OH· reactions,[397] which explains why OH·
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would play an important role in the phototransformation of all of the compounds investigated
in freshwater, whereas its role becomes negligible at the 0.8 mM bromide concentration that
is typical of seawater.
Figure 5.7 reports the transients steady-state concentrations as a function of bromide. The
ﬁgure plot shows that 3DOM∗ and 1O2 are unaffected by bromide (the reaction between
3DOM∗ and Br− was not taken into account in this modeling), [OH·] decreases with increasing
bromide that is a major OH· scavenger and, because OH· is strongly involved in CO·−3
formation, its decrease causes [CO·−3 ] to decrease aswell. Finally, Br
·−
2 increaseswith increasing
bromide. The results reported so far were obtained by neglecting the reaction between 3DOM∗
and Br− as Br·−2 source, for which insufﬁcient knowledge is available concerning the rate
constant. Starting from the upper limit k5.25 = 3.5×109 M−1 s−1,[393] the rate constant was
varied over a very wide range of values and the results concerning the relative role of the
transients in substrate phototransformation are reported in Figure 5.8. As expected the role
of Br·−2 , already substantial when neglecting reaction (5.25), can only increase when k5.25
assumes values higher than 107 M−1 s−1. The steady-state concentrations [y] are reported in
5.9, which shows that 3DOM∗ and Br·−2 are the only transients affected by a change in k5.25. In
particular, 3DOM∗ decreases and Br·−2 increases when k5.25 > 107 M−1 s−1.
Fig. 5.4 Modeled fractions of DMS, MET, CYS, and GSH phototransformation accounted for by OH·,
1O2, CO
·−
3 , and Br
·−
2 , as a function of the water DOC under 22 W m
−2 UV irradiance of sunlight. Other
water conditions that we assumed: 10 m depth, 10 μM nitrate, 1 μM nitrite, 2 mM bicarbonate, 20 μM
carbonate, and 0.8 mM bromide.
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Fig. 5.5 Modeled steady-state concentrations of OH·, 1O2, CO
·−
3 ,
3DOM∗ and Br·−2 , as a function of the
water DOC under 22 W m−2 UV irradiance of sunlight. Other water conditions that we assumed: 10 m
depth, 10 μM nitrate, 1 μM nitrite, 2 mM bicarbonate, 20 μM carbonate, and 0.8 mM bromide.
Fig. 5.6 Modeled fractions of DMS, MET, CYS, and GSH phototransformation accounted for by OH·,
1O2, CO
·−
3 , and Br
·−
2 , as a function of bromide concentration under 22 W m
−2 UV irradiance of sunlight.
Other water conditions that we assumed: 10 m depth, 1 mg C L−1 DOC, 10 μM nitrate, 1 μM nitrite, 2
mM bicarbonate, and 20 μM carbonate.
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Fig. 5.7 Modeled steady-state concentrations of OH·, 1O2, CO
·−
3 ,
3DOM∗ and Br·−2 , as a function of
bromide concentration under 22 W m−2 UV irradiance of sunlight. Other water conditions that we
assumed: 10 m depth, 10 μM nitrate, 1 μM nitrite, 2 mM bicarbonate, 20 μM carbonate, and 1 mg C
L−1 DOC.
Increasing water depth would mainly enhance the relative importance of 1O2, compared
to other reactive oxidants, for the transformation of the sulfur species considered here. The
rationale is that singlet oxygen is produced byCDOMthat is activated by visible light, which has
higher penetration in the water columns compared to UV radiation.[423] However, although
the water depth has a limited impact on theψw,y values, it affects the photochemical reaction
rates such that photoinduced processes are much more important in shallow than in deep
water.[397, 423] Finally, a decrease of nitrate and nitrite concentration by two orders of
magnitude (down to 0.1 μM and 10 nM, respectively) would decrease the importance of
the CO·−3 reactions and increase the importance of
1O2 reactions.
According to APEX model calculation results, we infer that Br·−2 , CO
·−
3 , and OH
· are
predominantly responsible for the photo-oxidation of organic sulfur-containing compounds
in seawater. APEX model calculations identiﬁed the Br·−2 species, among the studied transients,
as the most important in the photochemical transformation of DMS, MET, CYS, and GSH
in seawater. The already important role of Br·−2 cannot undergo a considerable further
enhancement by the oxidation of bromide by 3DOM∗, although this process could play a
signiﬁcant role in seawater if its rate constant is higher than 107 M−1 s−1 (note that the
upper limit for the rate constant is 3.5× 109 M−1 s−1)[393]. At low bromide (e.g., under
freshwater conditions) CO·−3 , and OH
· would prevail in the phototransformation of CYS and
GSH. However, under seawater conditions the role of Br·−2 would be important enough so as
not to be impacted by differences in salinity among the world’s oceans. CO·−3 could play a
signiﬁcant role in the photo-oxidation of CYS and GSH at low DOC conditions. These ﬁndings
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Fig. 5.8 Modeled fractions of DMS, MET, CYS, and GSH phototransformation accounted for by OH·,
1O2, CO
·−
3 , and Br
·−
2 , as a function of the rate constant value for the reaction between
3DOM∗ and
bromide, under 22 W m−2 UV irradiance of sunlight. Other water conditions that we assumed: 10 m
depth, 1 mg C L−1 DOC, 10 μM nitrate, 1 μM nitrite, 2 mM bicarbonate, 20 μM carbonate, and 0.8 mM
bromide.
validate the interpretation of Boullion and Miller, who suggested that Br·−2 and CO
·−
3 were
plausible reactive species responsible for the photo-induced degradation of sulfur-containing
organic marine species.[374] Shortly before the submission deadline of the ﬁnally formatted
thesis, it was noticed that the reaction rate constant employed in APEX simulations for the
reaction of for Br·−2 with GSH had been assigned a value that was too low (7×107 M−1 s−1) by
about a factor of 10 compared to the correct value (6.5±0.1×108 M−1 s−1)[365]. In future work,
the APEX simulations could be updated to incorporate the corrected rate constant. However,
at a qualitative level, the corrected results and conclusions for APEX simulations are expected
to be similar to what is reported here.
Our APEXmodel calculation results enable us to take onemore step forwards in the assessment
of the precursors of OCS in seawater. Zepp and Andreae suggested that Br·−2 and CO
·−
3 could
react with GSH, CYS, and 3-MPA to form thiyl radical and participate in the formation of OCS
in seawater.[19] According to the previously reported experimental one-electron potentials of
GSH, CYS, and CH3SH (Table 5.4), these thiolates and thiols can be oxidized to thiyl radicals
by Br·−2 and CO
·−
3 , which exhibit much higher reduction potentials, 1.63±0.02 V and 1.57±0.03
V, respectively (Table 5.11).[364] APEX model calculations predicted that Br·−2 , OH
·, and CO·−3
participate in the photo-oxidation of DMS, MET, CYS, and GSH in seawater. Previously
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Fig. 5.9 Modeled steady-state concentrations of OH·, 1O2, CO
·−
3 ,
3DOM∗ and Br·−2 , as a function of the
rate constant value for the reaction between 3DOM∗ and bromide under 22 W m−2 UV irradiance of
sunlight. Other water conditions that we assumed: 10 m depth, 10 μM nitrate, 1 μM nitrite, 2 mM
bicarbonate, 20 μM carbonate, 1 mg C L−1 DOC, and 0.8 mM bromide.
published experimental rate constants for the reactions of CO·−3 with CYS, GSH, 3-MPA, and
for the reactions of Br·−2 with CYS, GSH, 3-MPA, and DMS are in the order of magnitude of
106-109M−1 s−1 (Table 5.5). The reactions of CO·−3 with CYS, GSH, 3-MPA, and the reaction
of Br·−2 with GSH lead to the formation of thiyl radical in aqueous solution, whereas the
reactions of Br·−2 with the thioethers MET and DMS produce a bromine-adduct (Table 5.5). No
information is available about the products of the reaction between Br·−2 and CYS. However,
we can reasonably argue that the thiyl radical is formed from the oxidation of CYS, since Br·−2
oxidizes the sulfur atom of GSH to thiyl radical. Flöck and coworkers suggested that thiyl
radicals formed from sulfur-containing compounds (equation 5.5) react with CO leading to
OCS in water.[18] Based on the above ﬁndings and observations, we can conclude that Br·−2 ,
OH·, and CO·−3 facilitate OCS production in seawater.
5.4.4 Second Step of the OCS Formation: Reactions of Reactive Sulfur-containing
Species with CO to produce OCS
Reactions of RS−/RS· with CO to Form OCS
As explained previously, thiyl radicals are products of the photo-oxidation of thiols and
(possibly also) DMS catalyzed by reactive species in seawater. We considered two different
molecular mechanisms that lead from thiyl radicals or thiolates to the formation of OCS
(Table 5.15). We computed the Gibbs free energies of reaction and the rate constants of
both the hypothesized mechanisms in order to assess the feasibility of these reactions. The
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hypothesized radical pathway involves the RS· and CO. According to our quantum chemical
simulation results, the formation of the radical adduct [RSCO]. could be followed by the C −S
bond cleavage with the production of OCS and R·:
RS·+CO−−→RSCO· (5.49)
RSCO· −−→OCS+R· (5.50)
The computed thermodynamic and kinetic properties for the radical mechanism involving
thiyl radicals and CO indicated that the radical pathway (equations 5.49 and 5.50) is feasible in
seawater (Table 5.15). The aqueous free energies values, ΔG
∗B2PLY PD
r xn,aq , for the ﬁrst step of the
reactions (reactions 1a, 2a, and 3a in Table 5.15) involving thiyl radicals are slightly positive,
with values ranging from 16 kJ mol−1 for 3−MPA· to 25 kJ mol−1 for CYS·, whereas the second
step of the radical mechanism (equation 5.50 and reactions 1b, 2b, and 3b in Table 5.15) is
more favorable with negative ΔG
∗B2PLY PD
r xn,aq . The formation of the radical adducts, where CO is
bound to the S of the thiyl radical, from 3−MPA· and CH3S· is kinetically plausible (equation
5.49 and reactions 2a and 3a in Table 5.15), with rate constants in the order of magnitude of
105 M−1s−1. The thiyl radical CYS· exhibits a lower reactivity towards CO, which is reﬂected in
a rate constant of 3×104±2.7 M−1s−1. The second step of the radical pathway (reactions 1b, 2b,
and 3b in Table 5.15) is thermodynamically feasible and kinetically relevant for all thiyl radical
precursors considered here. The rate constants of this second step (reactions 1b, 2b ,and 3b in
Table 5.15) are on the order of 104±2.7-105±2.7 s−1.
In the hypothesized anionic pathway, CO could attack the RS− species, leading to OCS and an
anionic organic byproduct.
RS−+CO−−→OCS+R− (5.51)
According to our quantum chemical simulation results, the hypothesized anionic pathway
is a one-step concerted mechanism, where the addition of CO to the thiolate and the C −S
bond cleavage take place in the same kinetic step. We attempted to optimize an anionic
intermediate where CO was linked to the sulfur fragments in aqueous phase with SMD/M06-
2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry, as a possible intermediate of a two-step mechanism (in
analogy with the radical pathway). However, these CO-adducts were found to be unstable in
water, according to the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry. Thus, we propose that
these CO-adducts do not exist as intermediate structures.
We also computed the aqueous free energies of reaction and the aqueous free energies of
activation for the anionic pathways (equation 5.51). The results are reported in Table 5.15.
Based on these newly computed thermodynamic and kinetic data, the anionic one-step
mechanism is not thermodynamically feasible nor kinetically relevant. The aqueous free
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energies of reaction range from 103 ± 23 kJ mol−1 for the reaction involving CH3S− to 133 ±
23 kJ mol−1 for the CYS−. According to these thermodynamic properties, we infer that the
thiolates CYS−, 3-MPA−, and CH3S
− do not directly lead to the formation of OCS in seawater.
In conclusion, we infer that the thiyl radicals formed from thiols and (potentially from)
DMS are plausible intermediates that lead to OCS formation in seawater. According to our
theoretical predictions, the reactions of thiyl radicals with CO are thermodynamically feasible
in water. The reactions of 3−MPA· and CH3S· with CO have rate constants in the the order
of 105 M−1s−1 (reactions 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b) and are faster than the reaction involving CYS·
having rate constant of the rate-limiting step in the order of 100 M−1s−1 (reaction 1a). 3−MPA·,
CYS·, and CH3S
· (which can be produced from CH3SH or DMS) are thus likely to be directly
involved in the formation of oceanic OCS.
Reactions of Sulfhydryl Radicals and Polysulﬁde Anions with CO to Form OCS
In analogy with the organic thiols, we considered both radical and anionic molecular
mechanisms that from sulfhydryl radicals/anions lead to OCS. In the hypothesized radical
mechanism, the sulfhydryl radicals, HS·1+n, might react with CO, formingOCS in one concerted
kinetic step:
HS·1+n+CO−−→OCS+HS·n (5.52)
In a previous section, we concluded that the most predominant radical species among the
sulﬁdes and polysulﬁdes in seawater typically are HS·, S·−, HS·2, and S
·−
2 .
According to quantum chemical modeling results, among reactions 7 to 13, reaction 7,
which involves HS·, appears most likely to contribute to the formation of OCS in seawater.
Except for the formation of the radical adduct OCSH· that exhibits a slightly positive
ΔG
∗B2PLY PD
r xn,aq (reaction 7), the reactions involving a partially deprotonated sulfhydryl radical
are thermodynamically feasible in water with ΔG
∗B2PLY PD
r xn,aq values ranging from -14 ± 16 kJ
mol−1 to -71 ± 16 kJ mol−1. Reactions 8-13 have rate constants that range from 1×10−1 ± 2.7
M−1 s−1 to 7×10−4 ± 2.7 M−1 s−1 indicating that these reactions are slower but might still
contribute to the formation of OCS in water. The production of the radical adduct OCSH· from
reaction between HS· and CO has a ΔG
∗B2PLY PD
r xn,aq value of 16 ± 16 kJ mol−1 and a ΔG‡B2PLY PDr xn,aq
value of 26 ± 16 kJ mol−1. This energy barrier corresponds to a rate constant of 2×108 ± 2.7
M−1 s−1.
We also considered that the fully deprotonated sulfhydryl radical anions, S·−1+n, might be
involved in a radical reaction with CO (reactions 14-20) as well:
S·−1+n+CO−−→OCS+S·−n (5.53)
where n ranges from 0 to 6.
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Table 5.16 Aqueous free energies for the reactions, aqueous free energies of activation, and rate
constants for the reactions of polysulﬁdes with CO leading to OCS: computational estimates.
Values are in kJ mol−1 for the free energies and in M−1 s−1 for the rate constants.
# Reactions ΔG
∗B2PLY PD
r xn,aq ΔG
‡B2PLY PD
r xn,aq
b k‡B2PLY PDaq
Radical Reactions
7 HS·+CO−−−−OCSH· 16 ± 16 26 ± 16 2×108 ± 2.7
8 HS·2+CO−−−−OCS+HS· -14 ± 16 84± 16 1×10−1 ± 2.7
9 HS·3+CO−−−−OCS+HS·2 -67 ± 16 88 ± 16 2×10−2 ± 2.7
10 HS·4+CO−−−−OCS+HS·3 -70 ±16 88 ± 16 2×10−3 ± 2.7
11 HS·5+CO−−−−OCS+HS·4 -72 ± 16 71 ± 16 2×100 ± 2.7
12 HS·6+CO−−−−OCS+HS·5 -73 ± 16 86 ± 16 5×10−3 ± 2.7
13 HS·7+CO−−−−OCS+HS·6 -69 ± 16 91 ± 16 7×10−4 ± 2.7
14 S–·+CO−−−−OCS–· -69 ± 23 17 ± 23 6×109 ± 4
15 S–·2 +CO−−−−OCS+S–· 29 ± 23 80 ±23 5×10−2 ± 4
16 S–·3 +CO−−−−OCS+S–·2 -22 ± 23 112 ± 23 2×10−7 ± 4
17 S–·4 +CO−−−−OCS+S–·3 -90 ± 23 89 ± 23 1×10−3 ± 4
18 S–·5 +CO−−−−OCS+S–·4 -122± 23 62 ± 23 8×101 ± 4
19 S–·6 +CO−−−−OCS+S–·5 -68 ± 23 56 ± 23 1×103 ± 4
20 S–·7 +CO−−−−OCS+S–·6 -51 ± 23 70 ± 23 4×100 ± 4
Anionic Reactions
21 HS–+CO−−−−OCSH– N/Aa
22 HS–2+CO−−−−OCS+HS– -81 ± 23 58 ± 23 4×102 ± 4
23 HS–3+CO−−−−OCS+HS–2 -53 ± 23 76 ± 23 3×10−1 ± 4
24 HS–4+CO−−−−OCS+HS–3 -64 ± 23 75 ± 23 4×10−1 ± 4
25 HS–5+CO−−−−OCS+HS–4 -69 ± 23 73 ± 23 1×100 ± 4
26 HS–6+CO−−−−OCS+HS–5 -69 ±23 76 ± 23 3×10−1 ± 4
27 HS–7+CO−−−−OCS+HS–6 -71 ± 23 74 ± 23 6×10−1 ± 4
28 S2–+CO−−−−OCS2– 6 ± 23 24 ± 23 4×108 ± 4
29 S2–2 +CO−−−−OCS+S2– 1 ± 23 33 ± 23 1×107 ± 4
30 S2–3 +CO−−−−OCS+S2–2 -0 ± 23 59 ± 23 2×102 ± 4
31 S2–4 +CO−−−−OCS+S2–3 -51 ± 23 48 ± 23 3×104 ± 4
32 S2–5 +CO−−−−OCS+S2–4 -30 ± 23 71 ± 23 2×100 ± 4
33 S2–6 +CO−−−−OCS+S2–5 -59 ± 23 77 ± 23 2×10−1 ± 4
34 S2–7 +CO−−−−OCS+S2–6 -67 ± 23 73 ± 23 9×10−1 ± 4
aThe adduct OCSH− was not found in the potential energy surface described by the SMD/M06-2X electronic
structure method.
According to thermodynamic and kinetic properties, reaction 14 contributes to the production
of OCS with negative ΔG
∗B2PLY PD
r xn,aq value and rate constant in the order of 10
9 M−1 s−1. Except
for reaction 15, all the reactions of this set are thermodynamically favorable with ΔG
∗B2PLY PD
r xn,aq
values ranging from -22 ± 23 kJ mol−1 to -122 ± 23 kJ mol−1. Reaction 14 is extremely fast with
a rate constant of 6×109 ± 2.7 M−1 s−1, followed by reaction 19 with a rate constant value of
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1×103 ± 4 M−1 s−1. The proﬁle of the potential energy surface of reaction 14 is represented
in Figure A.8. Reactions 18 and 19 appear unlikely to compete with reaction 14, since they
exhibit much slower rate constants (Table 5.16). Moreover, reaction 14 involves S·− species
that is much more abundant in seawater than hexasulﬁde or pentasulﬁde.[32, 415]
The natural population analyses and spin density calculations revealed that the nature of the
transition state structures of reactions 14 to 20 is mostly radical with the anionic charge not
directly involved in the reaction (Table A.16). In the transition structure of reaction 14, the
unpaired electron is already transferred from the sulfhydryl fragment to the positively charged
CO, and the negative partial charge is totally localized on the sulfur atom, which has a charge
of -1.9 e−. The CO fragment of the transition state structure of reaction 19 is overall neutral,
with C atom being positively charged (0.5 e−) and O atom negatively charged (-0.6 e−). The
unpaired electron is delocalized on the three sulfur atoms. The S atom that is involved in
reaction 19 shows a negative partial charge of (-0.5 e−), indicating that in the case of reaction
19 the reaction mechanism is not completely radical and that the anionic charge might be
involved.
We also investigated an anionic molecular mechanism involving polysulﬁdes and CO that
leads to the formation of OCS in seawater. Partially and fully deprotonated polysulﬁdes might
be directly involved in the anionic reaction with CO in water:
HS−1+n+CO−−→OCS+HS−n (5.54)
S2−1+n+CO−−→OCS+S2−n (5.55)
where n ranges from 0 to 6. According to thermodynamic speciation models and
concentrations measurements,[32, 415] HS−, S2−, HS−2 , and S
2−
2 are the most common anionic
sulfur species in seawater conditions.
According to computed aqueous Gibbs free energies of reaction, the anionic reactions (22-34)
are thermodynamically feasible or slightly infeasible. The ΔG
∗B2PLY PD
r xn,aq values range from
6 ± 23 kJ mol−1 for reaction 28 to -81 ± 23 kJ mol−1 for reaction 22. Reactions 28 and 29
exhibit slightly positive ΔG
∗B2PLY PD
r xn,aq values, 6 ± 23 kJ mol−1 and 1 ± 23 kJ mol−1, respectively.
The anionic adduct OCSH− produced by reaction 21 was not located in the potential energy
surface described by the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ electronic structure method. A closer
look at the potential energy surface of reaction 21 (Figure A.9) suggests that the adduct OCSH−
is not formed in water.
Reactions 28, 29, and 31 might contribute substantially to the production of OCS in seawater.
Although having aqueous Gibbs free energies of reaction slightly positive, reactions 28 and 29
have high rate constants on the order of 107-108 M−1s−1. The proﬁle of the potential energy
surface of reaction 28 is reported in Figure A.10. Reaction 31 has negative ΔG
∗B2PLY PD
r xn,aq value
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of -51 ± 23 kJ mol−1 and a rate constant of 3×104 ± 4 M−1s−1. Reactions 28 and 29 involve S2−
and S2−2 that have been assumed to be abundant in seawater.[32, 415]
The electronic nature of the transition state structures for the set of the anionic reactions has
been investigated by performing natural population analyses to obtain the charge distribution
(Table A.17). The negative charge of transition state structures of reactions 22-27 is mostly
localized on the oxygen atom; the negative partial charge on the oxygen atom ranges from -0.8
e− for reaction 22 to -0.3 e− for reaction 24. The carbon atom of the CO fragment is partially
positively charged, whereas the sulfur atom directly involved in the reaction is negatively
charge with charges varying from -0.3 e− to -0.1 e−. The transition state structures of reactions
28-34 are similar to the ones determined for reactions 22-27; the only remarkable difference
is that the sulfur atom at the non-reactive extremity of the polysulﬁde chain is negatively
charged, with charges that range from -1.4 e− for reaction 28 to -0.5 e− for reaction 32.
Based on our ﬁndings, S·−, S2− and S2−2 can be direct precursors of OCS in the oceans. S
·−,
S2− and S2−2 are abundant in seawater, [32, 415] and they can react rapidly with CO with
rate constants in range of 107-108 M−1s−1, according to our computations. However, further
investigation on the concentrations of these reactive sulfur species are required to understand
which species play the predominant role in OCS formation in water.
5.5 Implications
Carbonyl sulﬁde (OCS) is a volatile gas that links ocean biogeochemistry with climate, creating
the potential for feedbacks in the ongoing changes of the ocean and climate systems. The
oceans are a major source of OCS entering the atmosphere, most likely originating from
sunlight-driven transformations of sulfur precursor compounds produced by phytoplankton
in the surface seawaters. Oceanic OCS ventilates into the atmosphere where it is oxidized
to sulfate and contributes to cloud condensation nuclei formation. According to the CLAW
hypothesis,[24, 25] changes in oceanic sulfur species production may therefore inﬂuence
cloud cover, which in turn would affect phytoplankton growth and OCS production, thus
representing a feedback between ocean biogeochemistry and the climate system.
By elucidating the principal OCS formation pathways, we shed light on the inﬂuence of
future changes in the surface ocean. A possible feedback between atmospheric chemistry
and air-sea exchange of OCS is related to the production of OCS in seawater. Stratospheric
ozone depletion, which is caused by stratospheric OCS oxidation, may lead to increased
production of OCS in surface water and hence increased ﬂux of OCS into the atmosphere.[424]
An increased atmospheric OCS could enhance the formation of stratospheric sulfate layer
and reduce stratospheric ozone concentrations.[424] Other ocean changes such as decreased
pH, increased stratiﬁcation, and decreased phytoplankton growth, may affect the production
and concentration of oceanic OCS as well. We took an important step forward, which is to
determine the most important precursors, mechanisms, and reactive species that contribute
to oceanic OCS.
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Table 5.17 Reactions that from thiols and polysulﬁdes lead to OCS in the ocean with the highest
computed rate constants selected from previous tables.
# a Reactions k‡B2PLY PDaq
1a -OOC−CH(NH3)+−CH2−S·+CO−−−− -OOC−CH(NH3)+−CH2−SCO· 3×100 ± 2.7 M−1s−1
1b -OOC−CH(NH3)+−CH2−SCO· −−−− -OOC−CH(NH3)+−CH·2+OCS 4×105 ± 2.7 s−1 b
2a -OOC−CH2−CH2−S·+CO−−−− -OOC−CH2−CH2−SCO· 2×105 ± 2.7 M−1s−1
2b -OOC−CH2−CH2−SCO· −−−− -OOC−CH2−CH·2+OCS 5×105 ± 2.7 s−1 b
3a CH3S
·+CO−−−−CCH3O· 2×105 ± 2.7M−1s−1
3b CH3SCO
· −−−−CH·3+OCS 2×104 ± 2.7 s−1 b
7 HS·+CO−−−−COSH· 2×108 ± 2.7M−1s−1
14 S–·+CO−−−−COS–· 6×109 ± 4M−1s−1
28 S2–+CO−−−−COS2– 4×108 ± 4 M−1s−1
29 S2–2 +CO−−−−OCS+S2– 1×107 ± 4M−1s−1
31 S2–4 +CO−−−−OCS+S2–3 3×104 ± 4 M−1s−1
aThe numbers of reactions is taken from Tables 5.15 and 5.16. bThese rate constants are computed using the
adduct as reactant.
With this study we successfully provided new insights into the precursors and mechanisms
of formation of OCS in the ocean surface. Aqueous short-lived oxidants such as Br·−2 , CO
·−
3 ,
and 3DOM∗ are implicated in the photooxidation of sulfur-containing species. Among the
studied transients (OH·, 1O2, CO
·−
3 , and Br
·−
2 ), Br
·−
2 is expected to play the main role in the
photochemical transformation of sulfur-containing compounds such as DMS, MET, CYS, and
GSH in seawater. This ﬁnding is strengthened by the fact that in our approach we considered a
lower limit for Br·−2 concentration in seawater. CO
·−
3 could play a signiﬁcant role in the photo-
oxidation of CYS and GSH as well. Thiyl and sulfhydryl radicals, and sulfhydryl radical anions
are the products of the reactions between aqueous reactive species and thiols, polysulﬁdes,
and (possibly also) DMS. They are the source of sulfur atom in OCS, according to the pathways
that we evaluated here.
Quantum chemical modeling estimates of aqueous free energies of reaction and rate constant
allowed us to identify the most relevant pathways that lead from thiols, DMS, and polysulﬁdes
to OCS in water. In Table 5.17 we reported the most kinetically relevant reactions that from
thiyl/sulfhydryl radicals and CO lead to the formation of OCS in water. According to our
quantum chemical simulations and to acid/base speciation based on previously reported
experimental pKa values, we inferred that the thiyl radicals, which can be generated by
oxidation of thiolates or homolytic bond cleavage of thiols, can react with CO to form OCS
via a radical two-kinetic steps-pathway. The ﬁrst step (reactions 1a, 2a, and 3a) generates an
intermediate where CO is bound to the S atom of the thiyl radical. The second step (reactions
1b, 2b, and 3b) is the cleavage of the bond between the S atom and the C atom of the organic
fragment. Both steps are kinetically and thermodynamically feasible.
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6 Conclusions
6.1 Main Results
The present thesis provides new thermodynamic and kinetic data for reactions involving
reactive species in water. The new TA14 computational protocol was designed to obtain gas
phase total atomization energies, standard enthalpies of formation and standard Gibbs free
energies of formation for halamines in gas phase within uncertainty bounds of 1-3 kJ mol−1
(chapter 2). In chapter 3, I reported theoretical estimates of aqueous equilibrium constants of
reactions of halamines with an expected accuracy of ∼ 1 logarithmic unit. Then I established
linear free energy relationships (LFERs) between previously reported experimental data
and new computational aqueous free energies of deprotonation to assess acid dissociation
constants of chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines. Thanks to these newly
computed aqueous equilibrium data, I also revised the rate constant values for reactions
leading to halamines in water. In chapter 4, I computed the free energies of reaction and rate
constants for the multistep mechanism that involves bromide and ozone, as aqueous reactive
species, and N,N-dimethylsulfamide, as reaction substrate. By using DFT methods that were
previously validated for multireference species such as ozone, ozone adducts, and transition
state structures in general, the results of my simulations achieved an accuracy of 2-3 orders of
magnitude in the rate constant estimates, allowing us to deduce the most favorable pathway(s)
that lead from N,N-dimethylsulfamide to NDMA. In chapter 5, I computed Gibbs free energies
of reactions and rate constants for aqueous reactions between thiyl or sulfhydryl radicals and
CO within uncertainty bounds of 15.5 kJ mol−1. In conclusion, the results of the present thesis
show that current quantum chemical models can substantially aid in the interpretation of
chemical pathways involving reactive species in water.
6.2 Main Challenges
The computational treatment of solvent-solute interactions was one of the main challenges
I encountered in this thesis work. In order to obtain aqueous free energies of reaction, I
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combined gas phase reaction free energy estimates with experimental (when available) or
computed free energies of solvation. The theoretical free energy of solvation values contain
most of the uncertainty assigned to the aqueous thermochemical properties. To treat the
solvent-solute interactions, I used two different solvation approaches: the implicit solvent
models, such as SMD and COSMO, and the cluster-continuum solvation approach in which
one molecule of solvent was explicitly modeled with the solute. In chapter 4, I studied the
formation of a loosely bound reaction intermediate containing an electrophilic fragment BrNO
and an electron-rich fragment. This intermediate is (micro)solvated by 5 molecules of water,
which stabilize the fragile cluster by holding together the two fragments. It was not possible to
simulate this reaction intermediate without explicitly adding 5 molecules of water. In chapter
3, I proposed an ‘half and half’ approach based on the average of free energies of solvation
estimated with the implicit solvent model SMD and with the cluster-continuum model to
obtain free energies of reaction within uncertainty bounds of 6-7 kJ mol−1. Computational
approaches to properly account for the solvation effects have to be chosen on a case-by-case
basis.
The second main challenge I had to deal with consists in the computational treatment
of reactive species having multireference character. Ozone, ozonides, and halamines are
molecules in which the reference conﬁguration is affected by quasi-degeneracy and cannot be
completely described by a single predominating conﬁguration. Single-reference methods such
as DFT methods and some of the post-HF wavefunction methods give erratic performance in
the prediction of thermodynamic and kinetic properties of such multireference systems. In
chapter 4, ozone plays a key role in the molecular mechanism studied. Ozone is a closed-shell
singlet with a pronounced diradical character. The M05 density functional was chosen to
treat ozone, the ozone adducts, and other reactive speceis that arose. Previous validation tests
showed that this functional performed well in the prediction of thermodynamic properties
and barrier heights of reactions involving multireference systems. In chapter 2, I dealt with
the electronic structures of chloramines, bromamines, and bromochloramines. My total
atomization energy results showed that these species exhibit from low to severe multireference
character, leading to the conclusions that halamines are fragile species, whose N-Cl and N-Br
bonds are held together by electronic correlation forces. To study these ‘delicate’ halogen
oxidants, I chose extremely expensive high-level wave function methods able to describe
the electronic correlation energy. In conclusion, multireference species require tailored
computational treatments.
6.3 Future Developments and Improvements
In this thesis, I have employed several quantum chemical modeling approaches to obtain
accurate thermodynamic and kinetic properties for reactive species in water. These
approaches can be improved or used as they are to investigate other aquatic systems:
• The TA14 benchmark protocol, designed in chapter 2, can potentially be used to assess
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the performance of other quantum chemical methods in the prediction of the electronic
structure properties and the gas phase thermochemistry of species containing halogens
in water. For example, by comparing total atomization energies computed with a chosen
DFTmethod, T AEDFT , with the T AET A14 estimates, it is possible to understandwhether
the chosen DFT method would give reasonable results in prediction of the electronic
structures of halogen-containing species.
• The computational procedures employed here to predict the thermochemistry and the
kinetics of reactions involving halamines (chapters 2 and 3) or sulfur-containing species
(chapter 5) can be used to investigate other similar aqueous systems. For example,
the Δ f Gaq values computed for halamines can be further used to determine aqueous
equilibrium constants of reactions involving halamines, as I did in chapter 3, where I
took advantage of these thermodynamic data to assess the equilibria of chlorination and
bromination reactions of ammonia that lead to halamines. This approach can be thus
applied to investigate the thermodynamics of other hypothetical reactions of halamines
with relevant species in water.
• The computational treatment to account for the solvent-solute interactions can be
further improved. I often used implicit solvent models combined with the cluster-
continuum approach when I added one explicitly modeled molecule of water to increase
the quality of the free energies of solvation estimates. The addition of more molecules
of water in the system might lead to more accurate predictions of the solvent-solute
interactions, but this would also raise questions about wheter different geometric
conﬁgurations of the microsolvated system had been adequately sampled.
• Concerning the formation of OCS in the ocean, I investigated computationally the
reactions of thiyl and sulfhydryl radicals with CO in water. Previous experimental data
and the results of the APEX photochemical model demonstrated that sulfur-containing
compounds react with aqueous reactive species, such as Br·−2 and CO
·−
3 , and could
lead to the formation of thiyl radicals. Further quantum chemical simulations of the
molecular mechanism of the oxidation of sulfur-containing compounds by aqueous
reactive species would provide additional insights in the sulfur chemistry of ocean.
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A Appendix A
A.1 Supporting Information
This appendix contains the supporting information sections of Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter
4, and Chapter 5.
A.1.1 Benchmark Thermochemistry of Chloramines, Bromamines, and Bro-
mochloramines: Halogen Oxidants Stabilized by Electron Correlation
- SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Table A.1 Optimized Geometries, with coordinates in Bohr. a
Compound
H2 (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
H 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.70108673
H 0.00000000 0.00000000 -0.70108673
N2 (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
N 0.00000000 0.00000000 1.03764068
N 0.00000000 0.00000000 -1.03764068
O2 (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
O 0.00000000 0.00000000 1.13922333
O 0.00000000 0.00000000 -1.13922333
Cl2 (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
Cl 0.00000000 0.00000000 1.88919509
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Table A.1 Optimized Geometries, with coordinates in Bohr. a
Compound
Cl 0.00000000 0.00000000 -1.88919509
Br2 (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
Br 0.00000000 0.00000000 2.15289952
Br 0.00000000 0.00000000 -2.15289952
HCl (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
H 0.00000000 0.00000000 -2.34371101
Cl 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.06754727
HBr (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
H 0.00000000 0.00000000 -2.62480873
Br 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.03352007
HOCl (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
H -2.61817495 1.63840308 0.00000000
O -2.14218076 -0.11860230 0.00000000
Cl 1.05530087 0.00702940 0.00000000
HOBr (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
H -3.30726752 1.63594240 0.00000000
O -2.82221738 -0.11762873 0.00000000
Br 0.61423334 0.00294884 0.00000000
H2O (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
H 0.00000000 -1.43048941 0.98402826
O 0.00000000 0.00000000 -0.12400545
H 0.00000000 1.43048941 0.98402826
NH3 (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
N 0.00000000 -0.00000007 -0.12755526
H 0.52290825 -0.90130902 0.59076593
H 0.01910294 1.76953179 0.59076553
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Table A.1 Optimized Geometries, with coordinates in Bohr. a
Compound
H -1.54201116 -0.86822179 0.59076594
NH2Cl (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
N 2.23834626 0.00035926 -0.14938635
H 2.75235390 -1.52668576 0.88990901
H 2.77931371 1.51166594 0.89918960
Cl -1.05575901 0.00028902 0.00825791
NHCl2 (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
N 0.00029142 -1.60102491 -0.16108085
H -0.09791735 -2.55978615 1.50251967
Cl 2.65526471 0.35593995 0.01139714
Cl -2.65255937 0.35895588 0.00980316
NCl3 (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
N -1.07140387 0.00000003 0.00000000
Cl 0.14301248 -1.54542252 2.67675026
Cl 0.14301249 3.09084503 0.00000000
Cl 0.14301248 -1.5454225 2 -2.67675026
NH2Br (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
N -0.14731129 2.94534561 0.00000000
H 0.89705829 3.44615957 -1.52710267
H 0.89705820 3.44615930 1.52710281
Br 0.00322682 -0.61063305 0.00000000
NHBr2 (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
N 0.00018299 -1.91523168 -0.15770407
H -0.11697966 -2.87207630 1.50607992
Br 2.88430786 0.18747499 0.00476453
Br -2.88284644 0.18903676 0.00398472
NBr3 (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ)
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Table A.1 Optimized Geometries, with coordinates in Bohr. a
Compound
N -0.00000010 -0.00000011 -1.19775081
Br 2.42495000 -2.35936212 0.07084198
Br 0.83079273 3.27974917 0.07084197
Br -3.25574271 -0.92038704 0.07084198
NHBrCl (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ)
N 1.18723587 -1.66610171 -0.16159297
H 1.23545984 -2.52767504 1.55701050
Cl 3.75319661 0.40413037 0.01043165
Br -1.88948559 0.14883771 0.00416660
NBrCl2 (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ)
N -1.13390506 -1.02781227 0.00000000
Br 0.06123594 2.43641543 -0.00000001
Cl 0.15793366 -2.54348239 -2.69794123
Cl 0.15793366 -2.54348234 2.69794126
NBr2Cl (AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ)
N -0.80436316 -1.15422838 0.00000000
Br 0.92761792 0.06539392 2.93260742
Br 0.92761790 0.06539392 -2.93260743
Cl -3.86482701 0.16703972 0.00000003
aThe model chemistry is indicated in parenthesis.
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Table A.2 Computed anharmonic Frequencies for the halamines and the hypohalous acids (in cm−1 ).
Method: B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVQZ
NH2Cl NHCl2 NCl3 NH2Br NHBr2 NBr3 NHBrCl NBrCl2 NBr2Cl HOCl HOBr
3383.2 3286.7 629.1 3383.6 3284.4 556.2 3281.6 618.1 607.1 3601.3 3607.0
3305.1 1298.1 628.6 3304.4 1227.1 555.7 1268.0 609.8 570.2 1231.9 1156.9
1542.5 995.4 535.8 1502.4 915.0 435.5 951.9 489.8 459.1 733.6 634.5
1168.3 662.4 350.7 1097.6 589.9 210.5 647.2 317.8 267.8
1023.2 609.4 254.9 973.4 504.1 147.7 538.3 211.7 193.1
675.9 283.5 255.2 581.3 170.2 148.1 226.1 209.4 160.7
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A.1.2 Equilibria and Speciation of Chloramines, Bromamines, and Bromochlo-
ramines in Water
- SUPPORTING INFORMATION
A.1.2.1 Computational Modeling of Free Energies of Solvation and Aqueous Free
Energies of Reaction To describe solvation effects, we employed two different types of
computational approaches: implicit solvent models and cluster-continuum approaches.
We ﬁrst explain the computational derivation of the free energy values obtained with the
implicit solvent models: ΔG∗sol v,SMD , ΔG
∗
sol v,COSMO , ΔG
∗
sol v,CPCM , and ΔG
∗
sol v,PCM . For a
given molecule X , the Gibbs free energy of solvation ΔG∗sol v,Implici t (X ) can be obtained from
the difference between the aqueous free energy and gas phase free energy:
ΔG∗sol v,Implici t (X )=G∗aq,Implici t (X )−G∗gas(X ) (A.1)
The superscript ∗ denotes the 1 M standard state. G∗gas(X ) is computed as follows:
G∗gas(X )=Gogas(X )+ΔGo→∗ (A.2)
where the Gogas(X ) is the gas phase free energy of the compound X at 1 atm, and ΔG
o→∗
term accounts for the free energy change of transferring 1 mole of ideal gas from 1 atm
( 1RT = 0.04087 [atm][M ] ) to 1 M (11 = [M ][M ] ) at 298 K:
ΔGo→∗ =−RT ln
(
0.04087/1
1/1
)
= 7.9 k J mol−1 (A.3)
We derived the free energies of solvation computed with the cluster-continuum-SMD
approach as follows. According to the cluster-continuum framework developed by Bryantsev
et al.[224] for the case of one explicit molecule of water, the Gibbs free energy of solvation for
a given compound X can be estimated by:
ΔG∗sol v,Cluster−SMD (X )=ΔG0,I Ig as,bind (X )+ΔG∗sol v,SMD (X (H2O))−ΔG∗sol v,SMD (H2O)
−ΔGo→∗−RT ln([H2O]l )
(A.4)
The term [H2O]l represents the molar concentration of water at liquid state, 55.56 M, at 298 K.
The termsΔG∗sol v,SMD (X (H2O)) andΔG
∗
sol v,SMD (H2O) are the free energies required to transfer
the cluster X (H2O) and the single molecule of water H2O from the gas phase to the aqueous
phase at the 1 M standard state. The aqueous free energies of the cluster,ΔG∗sol v,SMD (X (H2O)),
and the molecule of water, ΔG∗sol v,SMD (H2O), in equation A.4 were computed using the SMD
implicit solvent model. The development of the cluster-continuum-COSMO approach is
analogous to that shown in eq A.4, where the terms with subscript “SMD" would be replaced
with subscript “COSMO". According to the cluster cycle II presented in Bryantsev et al., the
term ΔG0,I Ig as,bind (X ) corresponds to the free energy of binding the gas phase molecule X and
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explicitly modeled water molecule (H2O):
ΔG0,I Ig as,bind (X )=G0gas(X (H2O))−G0gas(H2O)−G0gas(X ) (A.5)
Many of the reactions investigated in the present paper generated a water molecule as a
reaction product (Table 3.3). The aqueous free energy of the water molecule computed at 1 M
standard state was converted to the pure liquid (55.56 M) standard state, according to:
Δ f Gl (H2O)=Δ f Gogas(H2O)+ΔG∗sol v (H2O)+ΔGo→∗+ΔG∗→l
=Δ f Gogas(H2O)+ΔGo→∗+ΔG∗→l
(A.6)
where
ΔGo→l =ΔGo→∗+ΔG∗→l (A.7)
The term ΔGo→l refers to the free energy required to transfer 1 atm of ideal gas into 1 M ideal
gas ( [1M ][1M ] ), and 1 M of ideal gas into 55.56 M (
[55.56M ]
[1M ] ) liquid water at 298 K:
ΔGo→l =−RT ln
(
1/1
55.56/1
)
= 9.9 k J mol−1 (A.8)
A.1.2.2 Henry’s Law Constant: Experimental Data and Conversion Factors Experimen-
tal Henry’s law constant values for several compounds are reported in Sander’s database[261,
263] in molm3·Pa .
Table A.3 Experimental Henry’s law solubility constants K (−)H for a selected set of molecules. K
(−)
H
has units of MM .
Compounds K (−)H
HOCl 6.2×10−5a
HOBr 3.1×10−4a
Cl2 0.44
a
Br2 0.06
a
NF3 51.06
a
NH3 6.8×10−4a
NH2Cl 4.7×10−4a
NHCl2 1.4×10−3a
NCl3 0.41
a
NH2CH3 4.5×10−4b
NH(CH3)2 7.2×10−4b
aThe experimental data are taken from Sander’s compilation.[261] bThe experimental data are taken from Sander’s
compilation.[263]
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These values were converted to dimensionless units K (−)H , using equations A.9 and A.10:
K (−)H =KH
[
mol
m3 ·Pa
]
×101.325
[
m3 ·Pa
L ·atm
]
(A.9)
where the factor 101.325
[
m3·Pa
L·atm
]
converts m3 ·Pa to L ·atm, and:
K (−)H =KH
[
mol
L ·atm
]
× 1
RT
(A.10)
where R is the ideal gas constant (0.08205736 L atm K −1 mol −1) and T is 298.15 K. K (−)H has
units of MM .
A.1.2.3 Assignment of the Error Bounds for the Computed Aqueous Standard Free
Energies of Formation We estimated the error bounds that are expected to contain 95%
of the deviations for the computed aqueous standard free energies of formation, as follows.
Δ f G
∗
aq,exact =Δ f G∗aq,Comp ± z0.025× s (A.11)
where Δ f G
∗
aq,exact is the hypothetical exact experimental value and Δ f G
∗
aq,Comp is the
computational estimate. The term s is the expected standard error of the computational
approach, and z0.025 is the critical value of a normal distribution associatedwith the probability
(1−0.95)
2 , equal to -1.960. We estimated s based on a propagation of the expected errors of the
computational gas phase prediction and the computational solvation energy prediction:
s =
√
(RMSEΔG∗sol v,hal f −and−hal f )
2+ (SEΔ f Gogas,Comp )2 (A.12)
The RMSEΔG∗sol v,hal f −and−hal f refers to the root mean squared error of computational predictions
of the free energy of aqueous solvation, found to be 3.2 kJ mol−1 for test set A (Table 3.1 in
the main text), and SEΔ f Gogas,Comp is the expected standard error of the gas phase standard free
energies of formation, assigned as 12 kJ mol
−1 for chloramines and monobromamines and 32 kJ
mol−1 for dibromamine, tribromamine, and bromochloramines.
A.1.2.4 Aqueous Free Energy of the Proton A value of -1119.2 kJ mol−1 was employed
for the free energy of proton, G∗aq (H+), in the 1 M aqueous standard state. This value results
from the sum of the free energy of the proton in gas phase, Gog (H
+), which is equal to -26.3
kJ mol−1,[248] the solvation free energy of the proton, ΔGosolv (H
+), -1100.9 kJ mol−1,[425]
and the factor ΔGo→∗ that converts the 1 atm standard state to the 1 M standard state at 298
K. The G∗aq (H+) value contributes to the uncorrected pKa value, which is determined from
ΔGdep,uncor rectedaq in equation 3.5 in the main text. However, the contribution from G
∗
aq (H
+)
cancels out in the LFER used to produce the ﬁnal computational estimate of the pKa .
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Table A.4 Evaluation of B2PLYPD method for total atomization energies (TAE) at 0 K and average
error-per-bond values, for NH3, H2O, and selected halogen species, in kJ mol
−1.
Compounds T AET A14a T AEB2PLY PD Error per bondb
NH3 1250.1 1243.4 2.2
H2O 967.2 973.1 3.0
HOCl 682.8 694.5 5.9
NH2Cl 1034.1 1035.2 0.4
NHCl2 824.3 829.9 1.9
NCl3 608.7 624.5 5.3
HOBr 675.9 681.4 2.7
NH2Br 1010.4 1006.0 1.5
NHBr2 775.2 767.7 2.5
NBr3 536.2 532.0 1.4
NHBrCl 799.5 801.4 0.6
NBrCl2 584.3 593.4 3.0
NBr2Cl 560.1 560.9 0.3
MUE per bondc 2.4
RMSE per bondd 2.9
aThe TA14 theoretical benchmarks of the total atomization energies at 0 K were taken from Trogolo and Arey,[221,
222] and the values shown here exclude the zero-point vibrational energy, core-valence correlation corrections,
scalar relativistic correction, ﬁrst and second order spin-orbit couplings, and diagonalized Born-Oppenheimer
correction, since these energy contributions are not considered in the B2PLYPD computations. bError per bond
= |(T AET A14−T AEB2PLY PD )|/(Total number o f atoms−1). cMean unsigned error (MUE) is the average of
the absolute error-per-bond values over the set of molecules, in kJ mol−1. dRoot mean squared error (RMSE) is the
root mean square of the error-per-bond values over the set of molecules, in kJ mol−1.
A.1.2.5 Evaluation of the B2PLYPD Method for the Total Atomization Energy We ﬁnd
that the B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVQZ model chemistry is appropriate for evaluating the electronic
structures of halamines and other halogen oxidants studied here. Gas phase total atomization
energies (TAEs) predicted by the B2PLYPD method for the chloramines, bromamines,
bromochloramines, H2O, NH3, HOCl, and HOBr were compared to previously reported high-
accuracy theoretical TA14 data:[221, 222] we observed that the B2PLYPD method performed
well, exhibiting an average error-per-bond value of 2.4 kJ mol−1 for this chemical set (Table
A.4). The error-per-bond statistic was deﬁned as the absolute value of |(T AEB2PLY PD−T AEbenchmark )|total number o f bonds
for each molecule. The maximum error-per-bond value, 5.9 kJ mol−1, was observed for HOCl
(Table A.4).
A.1.2.6 Evaluation of the Implicit Solvent Models, SMD, COSMO, PCM, and CPCM, for
Free Energies of Solvation and Aqueous Equilibrium Constants
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Table A.6 Theoretical gas phase equilibrium constants, logKCompgas , and aqueous equilibrium
constants, logKaq,Comp , for the halamines, using the SMD implicit solvent model, COSMO
implicit solvent model, and cluster-continuum-SMD approach.
Reactions logKCompgas
a logK SMDaq
b logK cluster−SMDaq b logKCOSMOaq b
Chloramines
NH3,aq+HOClaq −−−−NH2Claq+H2Ol 11.77±0.18 12.7 10.1 11.8
NH2Claq+HOClaq −−−−NHCl2,aq+H2Ol 12.46±0.18 11.7 10.0 11.1
NHCl2,aq+HOClaq −−−−NCl3,aq+H2Ol 12.48±0.18 10.6 8.9 9.9
Bromamines
NH3aq+HOBraq −−−−NH2Braq+H2Ol 9.39±0.18 10.3 8.3 9.3
NH2Braq+HOBraq −−−−NHBr2,aq+H2Ol 9.6±0.53 9.6 8.0 8.5
NHBr2,aq+HOBraq−−−−NBr3,aq+H2Ol 11.6±0.53 11.7 8.5 N/Ac
Bromochloramines
NH2Braq+HOClaq −−−−NHBrClaq+H2Ol 13.2±0.53 12.8 10.8 12.0
NH2Claq+HOBraq −−−−NHBrClaq+H2Ol 10.8±0.53 10.4 9.1 9.5
NHBrClaq+HOClaq −−−−NBrCl2,aq+H2Ol 11.6±0.53 10.3 8.2 9.1
NHBrClaq+HOBraq −−−−NBr2Claq+H2Ol 10.1±0.53 9.7 7.7 7.7
NHCl2,aq+HOBraq −−−−NBrCl2,aq+H2Ol 10.0±0.53 9.0 7.2 7.5
NHBr2,aq+HOClaq −−−−NBr2Claq+H2Ol 13.7±0.53 12.8 10.5 11.2
Disproportionation reactions
NH2Claq+NH2Claq −−−−NHCl2,aq+NH3aq 0.69±0.18 -0.9 -0.1 -0.7
NH2Braq+NH2Braq −−−−NHBr2,aq+NH3aq 0.2±0.53 -0.8 -0.3 -0.8
NH2Claq+NH2Braq −−−−NHBrClaq+NH3aq 1.4±0.53 0.1 0.8 0.2
NHBrClaq+HOClaq −−−−NHCl2,aq+HOBraq 1.6±0.53 1.3 0.9 1.6
NHBrClaq+HOBraq −−−−NHBr2,aq+HOClaq -3.6±0.53 -3.2 -2.8 -3.5
aThe gas phase equilibrium constants were computed using gas phase free energies of formation taken from
benchmark-quality theoretical results.[221, 222] bAll of the reactions that have H2O as a reaction product are
reported with H2O at the 55.56 M standard state. The remaining reactions (i.e. the disproportionation reactions)
are in the 1 M standard state. cNot available.
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A.1.2.7 Regression Results for Quantum Chemical LFERs Used to Estimate pKa Values.
The following equation was used to determine the pKa values of neutral chloramine and
bromamine species (Table A.8).
pKQuantum Chemical LFERa = 1.78×pK uncor recteda −0.32 (A.13)
Table A.7 Experimental pKa data and quantum chemical LFER pKa estimates for the ammonium
functional group of several compounds, including halamines.
Experimental Uncorrected quantum Quantum Chemical
pKa valuea chemical pKa valueb LFER pKa estimatec
Calibration set
NH2−CS−NH+3 /NH2−CS−NH2 -0.96[258] -7.5 -0.7
CH3−CO−NH+3 /CH3−CO−NH2 -0.51 [258] -9.0 -1.5
NH2−CO−NH+3 /NH2−CO−NH2 0.18 [258] -7.8 -0.8
Br(CH3)2NH
+/Br(CH3)2N 2.88 [216] -1.1 2.8
2−BrC6H4NH+3 /2−BrC6H4NH2 2.60[255] -1.5 2.6
2−ClC6H4NH+3 /2−ClC6H4NH2 2.66[255] -0.3 3.2
C6H5NH2CH
+
3 /C6H5NHCH3( 4.85[255] 3.2 5.1
C6H5NH
+
3 /C6H5NH2 4.87[255] 4.5 5.9
HONH+3 /HONH2 5.96[256] 3.5 5.3
H2N−NH+3 /H2N−NH2 8.10[257] 10.0 8.9
NH+4 /NH3 9.21[252] 10.7 9.2
CH3NH
+
3 /CH3NH2 10.62[252] 12.1 10.0
(CH3)2NH
+
2 /(CH3)2NH 10.77[253] 12.3 10.1
(CH3)3NH
+/(CH3)3N 9.76[254] 12.1 10.0
ClNH+3 /ClNH2 1.44[43] -3.4 1.5
ClCH3NH
+
2 /ClCH3NH 1.55[43] -2.0 2.3
Prediction set
Cl2NH
+
2 /Cl2NH -17.2 -6.0
BrClNH+2 /BrClNH -19.3 -7.1
Cl2CH3NH
+/Cl2CH3N -15.4 -5.0
BrClCH3NH
+/BrClCH3N -16.24 -5.4
BrNH+3 /BrNH2 -4.8 0.8
Br2NH
+
2 /Br2NH -20.6 -7.8
BrCH3NH
+
2 /BrCH3NH -3.9 1.3
Br2CH3NH
+/Br2CH3N -17.1 -5.9
aEach experimental value is provided with the appropriate reference. bComputed according to equation 3.5 in the
main text. cThe quantum chemical LFER pKa values are estimated using equation 3.11 in the main text.
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Fig. A.1 Correlation between the experimental pKa values and the uncorrected quantum chemical
pKuncor recteda results for hydrazoic acid, sulfamide, acetamide, and triﬂuoromethanesulfamide (Table
A.8).
Table A.8 Experimental pKa data and quantum chemical LFER pKa estimates for the amine
functional group.
Experimental Uncorrected quantum Quantum Chemical
pKa valuea chemical pKa valueb LFER pKa estimatec
Calibration set
CF3−SO2−NH2/CF3−SO2−NH− 6.30[259] 8.6 5.0
H2N−SO2−NH2/H2N−SO2−NH− 10.40[260] 16.9 9.7
CH3−CO−NH2/CH3−CO−NH− 15.1[259] 27.6 15.7
NNNH/NNN− 4.72[259] 10.6 6.1
Prediction set
ClNH2/ClNH
− 34.7 19.7
Cl2NH/Cl2N
− 20.7 11.8
BrClNH/BrClN− 21.9 12.5
BrNH2/BrNH
− 43.7 24.7
Br2NH/Br2N
− 34.7 19.6
aEach experimental values is provided with the appropriate reference. bComputed according to equation 3.5 in
the main text. cThe quantum chemical LFER pKa values are estimated using equation A.13.
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A.1.3 Molecular Mechanism of NDM A Formation from N,N-
Dimethylsulfamide During Ozonation: Quantum Chemical Insights into a
Bromide-Catalyzed Pathway
- SUPPORTING INFORMATION
A.1.3.1 Standard State Terms Entering the ΔGaq,r xn Calculation by eq 4.1. Following
previous conventions,[223] here we consider that the free energies of gas phase species are
given in the 1 atm gaseous standard state, denoted “o”, free energies of aqueous species are
given in the “inﬁnitely dilute”(i.e., not self-interacting) 1 M aqueous standard state, denoted
“∗”, and water is given in the pure liquid 55.56 M standard state, denoted “l”.
The Gibbs free energy of solvation, ΔG∗sol v (Ai ), is deﬁned as the free energy of transferring of a
mole of Ai from the gas phase into aqueous solution, at inﬁnitely dilute 1 M concentrations in
both phases:
ΔG∗sol v (Ai )=G∗aq (Ai )−G∗gas(Ai )
=G∗aq (Ai )− (Gogas(Ai )+ΔGo→∗)
(A.14)
where ΔGo→∗ corresponds to the free energy change of compressing 1 mol of an ideal gas
from 1 atm (0.04087 M) to 1 M at 298 K, or -RTln(0.04087/1) = 1.89 kcal mol−1.[426] The gas
phase free energy at 1 M concentration, G∗gas(Ai ), is obtained from the gas phase free energy
at 1 atm,Gogas(Ai ), according to the relation G
∗
gas(Ai )=Gogas(Ai )+ΔGo→∗. For any reaction in
aqueous phase, we can therefore write:
ΔG∗aq,r xn =ΣiνiG∗aq (Ai )
=Σiνi (G∗gas(Ai )+ΔG∗sol v (Ai ))
(A.15)
where νi is the stoichiometric coefﬁcient of species Ai for the reaction step of interest.
Accordingly, for the reaction steps f and j, equation 4.1 would be written as:
ΔG∗aq,r xn =Σiνi (Egas,elec (Ai )+Gogas,therm(Ai )
+ΔG∗sol v (Ai )+ΔGo→∗
(A.16)
where G∗gas(Ai )= Egas,elec (Ai )+Gogas,therm(Ai )+ΔGo→∗ and where ΔG∗sol v (Ai )=ΔG∗SMD (Ai ).
In practice, the term ΔG∗SMD (Ai ) is given by the energy difference of two single point
calculations of the static solute: one with the SMD model and one without. The term
Σiνi (ΔGo→∗) corresponds to the ΔGstandard state contribution to free energy of reaction,
and thus eq A.16 can be written as:
ΔG∗aq,r xn =Σiνi (Egas,elec (Ai )+Gogas,therm(Ai )
+ΔG∗SMD (Ai ))+ΔGstandard state
(A.17)
The ΔG∗aq,r xn value provided by eq A.17 thus gives an equilibrium constant that is in the 1 M
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aqueous standard state. For reaction steps b and c, which both generate H2O as a product of
the reaction, the free energy term of the generated water molecule is exceptionally converted
to the pure liquid (55.56 M) standard state:
GlH2O =Egas,elec (H2O)+Gogas,therm(H2O)
+ΔG∗SMD (H2O)+ΔGo→∗+ΔG∗→l
(A.18)
where ΔGo→∗ + ΔG∗→l accounts for compressing a 1 atm (0.04087 M) ideal gas into 55.56 M
liquid water at 298 K, or -RTln(0.04087/55.56) = 4.27 kcal mol−1. Thus, for reaction steps b and
c, ΔG∗aq,r xn is still provided by eq A.17 for non-H2O solutes, but the free energy term for the
H2O solute, GH2O , is substituted by eq A.18. This gives an equilibrium constant in which the
non-H2O species are in the 1 M aqueous standard state and H2O is in the pure liquid standard
state. For these cases, the ΔGstandard state contribution also includes the ΔG
∗→l term.
A.1.3.2 Application of the Cluster-continuum Solvation Approach forΔG∗aq,r xn Calcula-
tions According to eq 4.2. For quantum chemistry simulation of ions in aqueous solution,
speciﬁc solute-solvent interactions in the ﬁrst solvation shell are typically quite important.
Implicit solvent models are known to have difﬁculty capturing this effect. Bryantsev, Diallo,
and Goddard have shown that a combined “cluster-continuum” solvation approach can
lead to an improved description of equilibrium aqueous solvation free energies of ions.[224]
According to the cluster-continuum method, the molecule of interest is treated as a geometry-
optimized “cluster” of the solute together with a limited number of explicitly modeled water
molecules. This cluster is further embedded in an implicit continuum dielectric ﬁeld, taken to
model the extant solvent. The previous work of Bryantsev et al.[224] explains how to obtain
the Gibbs free energy of solvation for a molecule of interest (speciﬁcally, for ions), based on
cluster-continuum calculations.
In the following section, we show how the cluster-continuum framework is extended to
reactions. First we derive the expression for an intramolecular reaction (reaction step k), which
is the simplest case. Then we evaluate the cases of step o and p, in which the solute dissociates
into two product molecules, but the water cluster does not dissociate. Finally we consider a
dissociation reaction (steps l, m), where the modeled water cluster itself becomes dissociated.
The consequences of the cluster dissociation must be considered carefully in order obtain
the correctly computed free energy of reaction in solution (ΔG∗aq,r xn) and also the correctly
computed change in solvation free energy of the reaction (ΔΔG∗sol v,r xn =ΔG∗aq,r xn–ΔG∗gas,r xn
), according to the cluster-continuum framework. For ease of comparisons with the previous
work, we adopt notation similar to that used by Bryantsev et al.[224]
According to the cluster-continuum framework presented by Bryantsev et al.,[224] the Gibbs
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free energy of solvation of molecule A may be computed by:
ΔG∗sol v (A)=ΔGo,I Ig as,bind ,x(A)+ΔG∗SMD (A(H2O)x)−ΔG∗SMD ((H2O)x)
−ΔGo→∗−RT ln
(
[H2O]
x
) (A.19)
where ΔG∗sol v (A) is the free energy of solvation based on the inﬁnitely dilute 1 M standard
state. The termΔGo,I Ig as,bind ,x(A) is the free energy of binding between the gas phase molecule A
and the gas phase cluster of water molecules, (H2O)x , following “cluster cycle II” in that paper:
ΔGo,I Ig as,bind ,x(A)=Gogas(A(H2O)x)−Gogas((H2O)x)−Gogas(A) (A.20)
In eqs A.19 and A.20, the lone species (A) indicates the unclustered molecule of interest, the
species A(H2O)x indicates a cluster of molecule A together with x explicit water molecules,
and [H2O] represents the molar concentration of liquid water, 55.56 M. In eq A.19, the
termsΔG∗SMD (A(H2O)x) andΔG
∗
SMD ((H2O)x) represent the free energies required to bring the
clusters A(H2O)x and (H2O)x from gas phase into aqueous phase, as evaluated by the implicit
solvent model (SMD, in the present work). We refer the reader to the previous paper[224] for
complete explanation on the origins of the above equations.
First we evaluate ΔG∗aq,r xn for an intramolecular rearrangement, which illustrates the cluster-
continuum approach used for step k (Figure 4.1). Consider a reactant molecule A that is
converted into product molecule P:
ΔG∗aq,r xn =G∗aq (P )−G∗aq (A) (A.21)
Following eqs A.14 and A.15, eq A.21 can be re-written in terms of free energies of the gas
phase species, G∗gas , plus the aqueous solvation free energy, ΔG∗sol v , of each species:
ΔG∗aq,r xn =Gogas(P )+ΔGo→∗+ΔG∗sol v (P )−Gogas(A)−ΔGo→∗−ΔG∗sol v (A) (A.22)
It is worth noticing that in eq A.22 the ΔGstandard state=Σiνi (ΔG
o→∗) term cancels to zero.
Upon substituting eqs A.19 and A.20 for the ΔG∗sol v terms in eq A.22, several terms cancel to
zero, and we arrive at:
ΔG∗aq,r xn =Gogas(P (H2O)x)+ΔG∗sol v (P (H2O)x)−Gogas(A(H2O)x)−ΔG∗sol v (A(H2O)x) (A.23)
where x corresponds to the number of explicit water molecules associated with the cluster
containing each solute. By recognizing that Gogas = Egas,elec +Gogas,therm , eq A.23 can be
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re-written as:
ΔG∗aq,r xn = Egas,elec (P (H2O)x)−Egas,elec (A(H2O)x)
+Gogas,therm(P (H2O)x)−Gogas,therm(A(H2O)x)
+ΔG∗sol v (P (H2O)x)−ΔG∗sol v (A(H2O)x)
(A.24)
Eq A.24 is equivalent to eq 4.2 in the main text, where the ΔGstandard state term and
ΔGcluster cor rect ion term of eq 4.2 are both zero. Eq A.24 eliminates the need to consider
the unclustered gas phase product and reactant molecules. In other words, the reaction
thermochemistry can be evaluated entirely by way of solvated clusters.
Eq A.24 was applied to reaction step k. For the dissociation reaction steps g, o, and p, we
also used eq A.24, because in these cases the water cluster remains associated with a product
fragment and does not break apart. However due to the fact that two product molecules are
formed from the reaction steps g, o, and p, we had also to take into account an additional
standard-state factor ΔGo→∗.
Next we consider ΔG∗aq,r xn for a reaction in which the cluster dissociates, which illustrates the
cluster-continuum approach used for step m (Figure 4.1). In this case, reactant molecule A is
converted into the product molecules P1 and P2:
ΔG∗aq,r xn =G∗aq (P1)+G∗aq (P2)−G∗aq (A) (A.25)
We anticipate that the aqueously solvated species P1, P2, and A can be modeled as the
clusters P1(H2O)y , P2(H2O)z , and A(H2O)x , where y is the number of explicit water molecules
associated with the cluster containing P1, z is the number of explicit water molecules in the
cluster containing P2, and x is the number of explicit water molecules in the cluster containing
A. In order to maintain a balanced reaction, x = z+ y .
Now, if we follow manipulations analogous to eqs A.21-A.24 above, fewer beneﬁcent
cancellations occur, and we ﬁnd the expression:
ΔG∗aq,r xn =
(
Egas,elec (P1(H2O)y )+Egas,elec (P2(H2O)z)−Egas,elec (A(H2O)x)
)
+
(
Gogas,therm(P1(H2O)y )+Gogas,therm(P2(H2O)z)−Gogas,therm(A(H2O)x)
)
+ (ΔG∗sol v (P1(H2O)y )+ΔG∗sol v (P2(H2O)z)−ΔG∗sol v (A(H2O)x))
+ΔGcluster cor rect ion
(A.26)
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where:
ΔGcluster cor rect ion =−
(
Egas,elec ((H2O)y )+Egas,elec ((H2O)z)−Egas,elec ((H2O)x)
)
−
(
Gogas,therm((H2O)y )+Gogas,therm((H2O)z)−Gogas,therm((H2O)x)
)
− (ΔG∗sol v ((H2O)y )+ΔG∗sol v ((H2O)z)−ΔG∗sol v ((H2O)x))
−RT ln
(
x[H2O]
yz
)
(A.27)
Eq A.26 is equivalent to eq 4.2 in the main text, where ΔGcluster cor rect ion is given by eq A.27,
and the ΔGstandard state term (not shown) has canceled to zero.
Eq A.26 is a convenient way to represent ΔG∗aq,r xn , because each major term is an intuitive
result of straightforward simulations:
• The ﬁrst three terms (ﬁrst three lines of eq A.26) are obtained by electronic, vibrational,
and implicit solvent model calculations of the solvated clusters P1(H2O)y , P2(H2O)z ,
and A(H2O)x .
• The ΔGcluster cor rect ion term (eq A.27) is a less intuitive contribution that arises purely
from the construction of the cluster-continuum framework. Collectively, the ﬁrst three
lines represent the free energy cost of dissociating the (H2O)x water cluster into the
two sub-clusters, (H2O)y and (H2O)z , all embedded in implicit solvent. This must be
computed based on individually geometry-optimized water clusters having number x,
z, and y . Conceptually, this term is viewed as a correction for the artifactual decrease in
the number of inter-molecular contacts that result from the dissociation of the A(H2O)x
cluster into the two product clusters. Lastly, the term −RT ln
(
x[H2O]
yz
)
comes from the
standard state conversion of the water clusters into 55.56 M liquid water.[224]
• Eqs A.26 and A.27 eliminate the need to consider the unclustered gas phase product
and reactant molecules. In other words, the reaction thermochemistry can be evaluated
entirely by way of solvated clusters.
The magnitude of the ΔGcluster cor rect ion term was 2.35 kcal mol
−1 for the dissociation
reaction m, according to eq A.27. For this reaction, the explicit water clusters had populations
of x = 5, z = 3, and y = 2. Geometries of the water clusters (H2O)5, (H2O)3, and (H2O)2 were
optimized based on initial guess structures taken from Day et al.[427]
Finally, three product molecules were formed by the decomposition reaction l, but only two
product species (Br− and SO2) were associated with water clusters. In this particular case, the
ΔG∗aq,r xn also contained the term G∗aq (P3):
ΔG∗aq,r xn =G∗aq (P1)+G∗aq (P2)+G∗aq (P3)−G∗aq (A) (A.28)
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For the dissociation reaction l, we combined eqs A.24 andA.28 as follows:
ΔG∗aq,r xn =
(
Egas,elec (P1(H2O)y )+Egas,elec (P2(H2O)z)−Egas,elec (A(H2O)x)
)
+
(
Gogas,therm(P1(H2O)y )+Gogas,therm(P2(H2O)z)−Gogas,therm(A(H2O)x)
)
+ (ΔG∗sol v (P1(H2O)y )+ΔG∗sol v (P2(H2O)z)−ΔG∗sol v (A(H2O)x))
+
(
Egas,elec (P3)+Gogas,therm(P3)+ΔGo→∗+ΔG∗sol v (P3)
)
+ΔGcluster cor rect ion
(A.29)
where the ΔGcluster cor rect ion is given by eq A.27.
A.1.3.3 Standard State Contributions to ΔG‡aq,r xn According to eq 4.4. For the reaction
steps f and j, we compute the free energies of activation by applying equation 4.4:
ΔG‡aq,r xn =E‡gas,elec (TS)+G‡gas,therm(TS)+ΔG‡SMD (TS)−Σi (Egas,elec (R(i )
+Ggas,therm(Ri )+ΔGSMD (Ri ))+ΔGstandard state
(A.30)
where, Ri are the reactant species, TS is the transition state structure, and the contribution to
free energy of activation is deﬁned as Σiνi (ΔGo→∗) as for eq A.17. Finally, for reaction steps b
and g, a cluster of water molecules was included in the simulations of both the reactant and
the transition structure. For reaction b, the ΔG‡aq,r xn was deﬁned in a similar way as eq A.24:
ΔG‡aq,r xn = E‡gas,elec (TS(H2O)x)−Egas,elec (R1(H2O)x)
+G‡gas,therm(TS(H2O)x)−Gogas,therm(R1(H2O)x)
+ΔG‡sol v (TS(H2O)x)−ΔG∗sol v (R1(H2O)x)
−
(
Egas,elec (R2)+Gogas,therm(R2)+ΔGo→∗+ΔG∗sol v (R2)
)
(A.31)
The cluster of water does not dissociate in going from reactants to the transition state.
For reaction step b, since there are two reactants and one transition state species, the
ΔGstandard state term is -ΔG
o→∗.
Reaction step g has one reactant, and the ΔG‡aq,r xn was deﬁned as follows:
ΔG‡aq,r xn = E‡gas,elec (TS(H2O)x)−Egas,elec (R1(H2O)x)
+G‡gas,therm(TS(H2O)x)−Gogas,therm(R1(H2O)x)
+ΔG‡sol v (TS(H2O)x)−ΔG∗sol v (R1(H2O)x)
(A.32)
For step g, the ΔGstandard state term is canceled out.
A.1.3.4 Description ofMinimumEnergyPathwayCalculation (Relaxed Scan). A relaxed
scan describes the proﬁle of the system electronic energy at several selected values of a chosen
reaction coordinate. We used either the interatomic distance (bond length) or the angle
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between three bonded atoms as the reaction coordinate, depending on the reaction step. At
each selected value of the reaction coordinate, a partially constrained geometry optimization
of the system was conducted, maintaining a ﬁxed value of the reaction coordinate while the
remainder of the molecular system geometry is relaxed to an energy minimum. The resulting
energy proﬁle describes the minimum energy pathway along the reaction coordinate. M05
us the model chemistry employed to perform relaxed scan computations, for ΔE‡gas,elec . The
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used throughout.
A.1.3.5 Free Energy of the Proton in Aqueous Phase. The free energy of the proton in gas
phase was assigned a value of G(H+)gas = -6.28 kcal mol−1.[248] This was converted from 1
atm to the 1 M standard state at 298 K by adding ΔGo→∗= 1.89 kcal mol−1. To this we added
the free energy of solvation of the proton, G(H+)sol v = -263.12 kcal mol−1.[425] The resulting
value of -267.51 kcal mol−1 was employed for G(H+)aq in the 1 M aqueous standard state
and was used for computations of free energy of aqueous deprotonation reaction in eq 4.7.
However the value for G(H+)aq is cancelled out in the LFER used to estimate pKa .
A.1.3.6 Considerations on the validity of the quantumchemicalmodeling approach for
aqueous reaction chemistry.
Table A.9 Previosuly reported and computed rate constant values for the reactions of HOBr with
NH3, HOBr with NH(CH3)2, and ozone with bromide.
Reaction Computed k (M−1 s−1) Experimental k (M−1 s−1)
HOBr+NH3 105±2.5 7.5 × 107 Ref.[180]
HOBr+NH(CH3)2 109±2.5 3.0 × 109 Ref.[180]
O3+Br− 104±2.5 2.58 × 102 Ref.[316]
Comparison of theoretical and experimental reaction rate constants for selected
reactions. The theoretical rate constants for these three reactions were in agreement with
the experimental estimates, to within expected errors of the modeling approach. This
provides validation for the theoretical method applied to the related reactions b and j. To
further evaluate the appropriateness of our modeling approach, we also applied several other
electronic structure methods to the free energy of reaction for step b (Table A.12). The results
obtained using other methods for geometry optimizations (B2PLYP, B2PLYPD, MP2, M06-
L) are consistent with the values obtained with M05 geometries. Additionally, the reliable
CCSD(T) wavefunction method conﬁrms our energy results obtained by B2PLYPD. Finally,
ΔG∗aq,r xn results obtained with three explicit molecules of water are consistent with results
obtained without explicit molecules of water. This suggests that the implicit solvent model
(SMD) sufﬁciently accounts for the inﬂuence of directed solute-solvent interactions on the
thermochemistry of this reaction.
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In this study, we chose to optimize all geometries in gas phase. Geometry optimization and
the vibrational analysis using implicit solvent models are often difﬁcult to converge,[204]
especially for transition state structures. For some reaction steps, we assumed that the
solvent does not substantially affect the geometries of the involved species and the molecular
mechanism. In those cases where the solvent is suspected to be directly involved in the
reaction, we introduced explicitly modeled water molecules into the gas phase geometry
optimizations.
Tarade et al.[219] used a similar approach to study the chlorination mechanism of organic
amines by HOCl. In that work, structures were optimized in gas phase, and explicit molecules
of water were included in the calculations of the transition structures. Implicit solvent
calculations were then carried out on the gas phase micro-solvated clusters. Free energies of
activation were computed with the B2PLYPD model chemistry. Tarade et al. also compared
geometry optimizations and frequencies performed with an implicit solvent model to those
obtained in gas phase. Use of the implicit solvent model was found to lead to very small
changes in the geometries of the reactants and transition state structures. Thus the Tarade et
al. study supports the assumption that gas phase geometries of microsolvated clusters were
sufﬁcient to describe transition state structures of the chlorination of amines by HOCl.
A.1.3.7 Quantum chemical modeling of the activation free energy of reaction step g.
The reaction free energy of activation of step g was modeled with one explicit water molecule
hydrogen-bonded to the electron-deﬁcient proton of the NHBr fragment of Br −DMS. This
explicit solvent cluster arrangement is justiﬁed as follows. According to NPA charge analysis,
the transition state structure of reaction step g is characterized by two negatively-charged
nitrogen atoms and a net neutral SO2 leaving group. In this reaction mechanism, a bond
between the two geminal nitrogen atoms can be formed by cleaving the SO2 fragment. The
extrusion of SO2 group can only take place if the SO2 group would gain electron density from
the molecule. Thus, by associating one explicit molecule of water that can donate electron
density to the proton of the NHBr fragment, the overall transition state structure is stabilized.
We expect that speciﬁc interactions with the solvent would further stabilize the transition
state only by way of increased transfer of electron density that would help to liberate the
electron-deﬁcient SO2 group. However, aside from the proton of the NHBr fragment, no
other hydrogen-bond donor groups are available on the molecule to accept electron density
from solvent. Thus, the addition of more explicit water molecules is considered unlikely to
inﬂuence substantially the reaction barrier.
A.1.3.8 Reaction Steps a, b, c, and d in the Presence of HOCl . Chlorination Rates
of DMS versus DMS− and Speciation Equilibria of Cl − DMS/Cl − DMS−. Previous
experimental work demonstrated that N,N-dimethylsulﬁde forms NDMA in the presence
of HOCl and O3, absent bromide.[288] This suggests that a rapid chlorination of N,N-
dimethylsulfamide takes place, forming Cl−DMS/Cl−DM− (Figure 4.1, reactions a-d),
analogous to the mechanism involving HOBr discussed in the main text. We did not conduct
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stopped-ﬂow kinetic experiments with HOCl. Rate constants for halogenation by HOBr
typically exceed those of HOCl by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude, for organic compounds.[4]
By analogy to our results with HOBr, chlorination of DMS− by HOCl (reaction pathway c) is
expected to predominate over pathway b. The resulting Cl−DMS anion would become partly
protonated at neutral pH, since the conjugate acid Cl−DMS has an estimated pKa of 7.9 based
on quantum chemical computations (main text). Based on these considerations, the expected
predominating pathway for chlorination of N,N-dimethylsulfamide (steps a, c) parallels that
of the bromination pathway.
A.1.3.9 Reactions of Intermediates B, C, D, and F in the O3 + HOCl System. When
substitutedwith chlorine (X =Cl ) instead of bromine, structure B undergoes a similar reaction
branching, according to quantum chemical calculations. Again using the elongated N-S
bond as a reaction coordinate, the chlorinated B(H2O)5 complex is found to have a low
activation free energy of 2.5 kcal mol−1 for reaction step o, indicating that the corresponding
reaction rate is very fast (ko ∼1011±1.5 s−1). However, unlike the situation with bromine, the
chlorinated B(H2O)5 complex also experiences an apparently low activation free energy of
3.6 kcal mol−1 for the departure of the halide ion (reaction m) to produce intermediate F,
corresponding to a near-thermally-controlled reaction rate (km ∼ 1010±2.5 s−1). Intermediate F
leads to the instantaneous formation of NDMA, as discussed below. Finally, based on relaxed
scan calculations of the N-S-N angle, the chlorinated B(H2O)5 complex encounters a low
free energy of activation of 4.2 kcal mol−1 for the intramolecular rearrangement reaction k,
indicating a reaction of kk ∼ 1010±2.5 s−1. This leads immediately to formation of NDMA.
Step k is analogous to ClNO reaction with dimethylamine, which produces NDMA.[428]
Thus the three reaction steps o, m, and k all exhibit very low reaction activation free energies,
corresponding to fast ﬁrst order reaction rates. Analysis of reaction thermodynamics indicates
that the three pathways (o, m, and k) are near-neutral or favorable. Reactions o and m are
approximately neutral, with ΔG∗aq,r xn values of -1.4 and 2.1 kcal mol−1, respectively. Reaction
k is thermodynamically favorable, with estimated ΔG∗aq,r xn = -4.0 kcal mol−1. However these
decomposition reactions are interpreted as irreversible at the dilute concentrations of the
products. Hence the back-reactions are considered unimportant. In summary, O3 reacts very
rapidly with Cl −DMS− to form chlorinated intermediate B, which can readily decompose
either via pathways that forms NDMA (steps m, k) or a pathway that does not form NDMA
(step o). Analogous to the bromine-containing system, we are unable to resolve the differences
in the rates of these three reaction branches, within the accuracy of the methods applied here.
Thus we remain unable to explain the differences in yield of NDMA from DMS that have been
observed previously in the O3+bromide system versus the O3+HOCl system. However our
analysis demonstrates a fast pathway for NDMA formation from N,N-dimethylsulfamide in
the presence of O3 and HOCl, analogous to that in the O3+bromide system.
A.1.3.10 Intermediate F Leads to NDM A. Intermediate F, which is not a halogenated
molecule, can rapidly form NDMA. Relaxed scan calculations were performed with the N-S-N
angle as a reaction coordinate. IRC calculations conﬁrmed that the transition state connected
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the reactants and products. The resulting SO2 extrusion activation free energy of 3.1 kcalmol−1
(reaction n) leads to the formation of NDMA (Figure A.14). This corresponds to a very fast
rate constant of kn ∼ 1010±2.5 s−1. According to calculations, the SO2 extrusion step n is very
fast, exothermic, thermodynamically favored (δGaq,r xn = -38.0 kcal mol−1), and effectively
irreversible.
A.1.3.11 Theoretical branching ratios for the decomposition of structures B and C.
Following the suggestion of a reviewer, we calculated the branching ratios for intermediates B
and C, using the formula:
βXy =
ky
Σnz=ykz
(A.33)
where βy is the branching of reaction y , ky is the rate constant of reaction y and Σnz=ykz is
the sum of all the other rate constants associated with the compound X . For structure B, the
pathways o, k, and l were considered, whereas pathway j was excluded because it is irreversible.
For structure C, we considered pathways l, p, and k.
The uncertainties of βy were calculated as follows:
βXy,upper bound =
khighy
khighy +Σnz 
=yklowz
(A.34)
βXy,lower bound =
klowy
klowy +Σnz 
=yk
high
z
(A.35)
where khighy (k
high
y ) is the rate constant calculated by adding (or subtracting) a factor of 3 kcal
mol−1 to the free energy of activation.
Table A.10 Theoretical branching ratios for the decomposition pathways of structures B and C.
Species Reaction Step βy βXy,upper bound β
X
y,lower bound
B o 0.71 0.99998 0.00009
k 0.29 0.99990 0.00002
m 10−7 0.004 10−11
C k 10−6 0.05 10−10
l 1.00 0.99999996 0.04
p 0.001 0.96 10−9
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Fig. A.2 The previously proposed NDMA-formation pathway from N,N-dimethylsulfamide during
ozonation of natural water.[288] The above ﬁgure is a based on “Scheme 2” in that work. However for
clarity we have re-labeled the elementary reaction steps and intermediate structures according to
Figure 4.1 of the present study.
Fig. A.3 Bromination of neutral DMS by HOBr (reaction step b). According to quantum chemical
calculations, the bromination reaction is facilitated by a proton shuttle involving three water molecules.
Without the inclusion of explicit water molecules in the simulation, the computed reaction activation
free energy is raised by >40 kcal mol−1, which would correspond to an unfeasible mechanism.
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Fig. A.4 The anionic intermediate structure B (left) and Br-DMS (right), according to
M05/aug-cc-pVTZ geometry optimizations in gas phase. The N-Br bond (2.39 Å) and N-S bond (2.66 Å)
in structure B are both signiﬁcantly elongated compared to the same bonds in Br-DMS, consistent with
bond weakening. In the optimized B(H2O)5 cluster, explicit water molecules donate hydrogen-bonds
to the two sulfonyl oxygen atoms, to the dimethyl-substituted N atom, and to the Br atom. This
arrangement is intuitively reasonable: according to NPA calculations, these four atoms of structure B
all bear substantial partial negative charge (Figure 4.2), indicative of excess electron density that is
available to participate in hydrogen-bonding with the solvent.
Fig. A.5 Geometric parameters of the BrNO fragment in intermediate structure B (left) are compared
with those observed for nitrosyl bromide (right), based on M05/aVTZ geometry optimization in gas
phase. The computed N−O bond length andBr−N−O angle in structure B are comparable to those of
nitrosyl bromide. The N-Br bond of structure B is lengthened compared to nitrosyl bromide, consistent
with bond weakening.
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Fig. A.6 Schematic of reaction step k: the intermediate structure B (left), intermediate structure C
(right), and the intervening activated structure (middle). Explicit water molecules included in the
simulation are also shown. Lewis structures are proposed (top) based on NPA charge results.
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Table A.12 Complete List of Computed Gibbs Free Energies of Reaction (ΔGaq,r xn) for Elementary
Steps of the NDMA Formation Pathway
Reaction a
Number Geometry
Egas,elec Ggas,therm ΔGSMD
Estimated
step a
of explicit Optimization
Methodc Methodd Methode
TotalΔGaq,r xn
waters included Methodb (kcal mol−1)
Xf = Br Xf = Cl
b 3 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 -0.8 -6.6
b 3 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 -8.0 -11.2
b 0 B2PLYP B2PLYP M05 SMD/M05 -6.9 -10.0
b 0 B2PLYPD B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 -7.8 -10.6
b 0 MP2 MP2 M05 SMD/M05 -11.4 -13.9
b 0 MP2 CCSD(T) M05 SMD/M05 -9.3 -10.7
b 0 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 -6.2 -12.0
b 0 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 -7.8 -11.0
b 0 M06-L M06-L M06-L SMD/M06-L -7.1 -
b 0 M06-L B2PLYPD M06-L SMD/M06-L -8.6 -
c 0 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 -15.4 -22.3
c 0 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 -17.9 -21.5
f 0 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 3.7
f 0 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 1.9
g 1 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 -12.3 -
g 1 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 -20.1 -
j 0 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 -27.4 -33.0
j 0 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 -30.7 -34.2
k 5 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 0.3 0.0
k 5 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 -4.0 -4.0
l 5 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 -36.0 -36.4
l 5 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 -26.2 -31.3
m 5 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 -0.3 -3.7
m 5 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 6.2 2.1
n 0 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 -34.3
n 0 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 -34.6
o 5 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 -6.4 -4.0
o 5 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 -2.8 -1.4
p 5 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 -6.6 -4.1
p 5 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 1.2 2.6
aElementary reaction step as depicted in Figure 4.1 (main text). bModel chemistry used to optimize themolecular geometries
to energetic minima, for the purpose of computedΔEgas,elec estimates. The aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used for all geometry
optimizations. cModel chemistry employed to compute the electronic energy of the reaction, at ﬁxed nuclear coordinates in
gas phase. The aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used for all computed ΔEgas,elec estimates, except CCSD(T), for which an aug-
cc-pV{D,T}Z basis set extrapolation was applied. dModel chemistry used to compute the gas phase thermal contributions
(vibrations, rotations, and translation) to the Gibbs Free Energy of reaction, with a consistently optimized geometry. The
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used for all ΔGgas ,therm computations. eSolvation model and model chemistry employed to
compute the change in Gibbs Free Energy of aqueous solvation for the reaction. The aug-cc-pVTZ or cc-pVTZ basis set was
used. f Results are shown for both the O3+ bromide-catalyzed pathway (X = Br) and the O3+HOCl system pathway (X=Cl).
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Table A.13 Complete List of Computed Gibbs Free Energies of Reaction (ΔG‡aq,r xn) for Elementary
Steps of the NDMA Formation Pathway
Reaction a
Number Geometry
ΔE‡gas,elec ΔG
‡
gas,therm ΔG
‡
SMD
Estimated
step a
of explicit Optimization
Methodc Methodd Methode
TotalΔG‡aq,r xn
waters included Methodb (kcal mol−1)
Xf = Br Xf = Cl
b 3 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 15.6 -
b 3 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 17.9 -
g 0 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 43.2 -
g 0 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 36.4 -
g 1 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 39.4 -
g 1 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 33.9 -
j 0 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 13.4 12.7
j 0 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 10.6 10.5
k 5 M05 M05 - SMD/M05 2.0 3.70
k 5 M05 B2PLYPD - SMD/M05 3.6 4.2
l 5 M05 M05 - SMD/M05 <1.0 <1.0
m 5 M05 M05 - SMD/M05 6.3 0.2
m 5 M05 B2PLYPD - SMD/M05 12.2 3.6
n 0 M05 M05 M05 SMD/M05 10.0
n 0 M05 B2PLYPD M05 SMD/M05 3.1
o 5 M05 M05 - SMD/M05 2.6 2.3
o 5 M05 B2PLYPD - SMD/M05 3.0 2.5
p 5 M05 M05 - SMD/M05 1.4 5.4
p 5 M05 B2PLYPD - SMD/M05 5.1 11.4
aElementary reaction step as depicted in Figure 4.1 (main text). bModel chemistry used to optimize the molecular geometries
to energetic minima, for the purpose of computedΔEgas,elec estimates. The aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used for all geometry
optimizations. cModel chemistry employed to compute the electronic energy of the reaction, at ﬁxed nuclear coordinates in
gas phase. The aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used for all computed ΔE‡gas,elec estimates.
dModel chemistry used to compute
the gas phase thermal contributions (vibrations, rotations, and translation) to the Gibbs Free Energy of reaction, with a
consistently optimized geometry. The aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used for all ΔG‡gas,therm computations. For some solvated
clusters, the ΔG‡gas,therm contribution was not computed, and these entries are left blank (see main text).
eSolvation model
and model chemistry employed to compute the change in Gibbs Free Energy of aqueous solvation for the reaction. The
aug-cc-pVTZ or cc-pVTZ basis set was used. f Results are shown for both the O3+ bromide-catalyzed pathway (X = Br) and
the O3+HOCl system pathway (X=Cl).
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Table A.14 Experimental pKa Data For 4 Neutral Nitrogen Acids and Quantum Chemical LFER pKa
Estimates for DMS, BrDMS, ClDMS.
Experimental Uncorrecteda Quantum chemical
pKa value quantum chemical pKa LFER pKa estimate
Known pKa data
CF3SO2NH2/NH
− 6.3[259] 8.59 5.0
H2NSO2NH2/NH
− 10.4[260] 16.90 9.7
HN3/N
−
3 4.72[259] 10.63 6.2
CH3CONH2/NH
− 15.1[259] 27.64 15.7
Experimental pKa data
DMS/DMS− 10.4 b 18.04 10.3
BrDMS/BrDMS− - 15.63 9.0
ClDMS/ClDMS− - 13.76 7.9
aComputed according to eq 4.7 in the main text. bBased on stopped-ﬂow results and eq 4.8.
Fig. A.7 Graph showing the correlation between the experimental pKa values and the uncorrected
quantum chemical pKuncor ra results for hydrazoic acid, sulfamide, acetamide, and
triﬂuoromethanesulfamide.
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A.1.4 MechanismsofOCSFormation inSeawater fromDMS,BiogenicThiols, and
Polysulﬁdes
- SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Fig. A.8 Potential energy surface for the attack of CO on S−·. A relaxed scan computation was
performed with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry along the variable represented by
the distance of the carbon atom of CO and the sulfur atom of S−·. Further single point energy
calculations with the model SMD/B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVTZ have been carried out to obtain a more
accurate electronic energy. Thermal contributions to the free energy are not included in the energy
proﬁle. The red point represents the transition state structure, whereas the blue point indicates the
minimum energy structure (i.e. COS−·).
Fig. A.9 Potential energy surface for the attack of CO on SH−. A relaxed scan computation was
performed with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry along the variable represented by
the distance of the carbon atom of CO and the sulfur atom of SH−. Further single point energy
calculations with the model SMD/B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVTZ have been carried out to obtain a more
accurate electronic energy. Thermal contributions to the free energy are not included in the energy
proﬁle. The red point represents the transition state structure, whereas the blue point indicates the
minimum energy structure (i.e. COSH−).
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Fig. A.10 Potential energy surface for the attack of CO on S2−. A relaxed scan computation was
performed with the SMD/M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry along the variable represented by
the distance of the carbon atom of CO and the sulfur atom of S2−. Further single point energy
calculations with the model SMD/B2PLYPD/aug-cc-pVTZ have been carried out to obtain a more
accurate electronic energy. Thermal contributions to the free energy are not included in the energy
proﬁle. The red point represents the transition state structure, whereas the blue point indicates the
minimum energy structure (i.e. COS2−).
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Table A.15 Aqueous free energies of reactions and aqueous free energies of activation for
polysulﬁde reactions with CO leading to OCS: SMD/M06-2X computational estimates. Values are
in kJ mol−1
Reactions ΔG
∗M06−2X
r xn,aq ΔG
‡M06−2X
r xn,aq
Radical Reactions
HS·+CO−−−−COSH· 18 27
HS·2+CO−−−−OCS+HS· -1 80
HS·3+CO−−−−OCS+HS·2 -55 85
HS·4+CO−−−−OCS+HS·3 -56 85
HS·5+CO−−−−OCS+HS·4 -59 83
HS·6+CO−−−−OCS+HS·5 -60 83
HS·7+CO−−−−OCS+HS·6 -56 89
S–,·+CO−−−−COS–,· -69 15
S–,·2 +CO−−−−OCS+S–,· 43 78
S–,·3 +CO−−−−OCS+S
–,·
2 -12 112
S–,·4 +CO−−−−OCS+S
–,·
3 -82 95
S–,·5 +CO−−−−OCS+S
–,·
4 -71 88
S–,·6 +CO−−−−OCS+S
–,·
5 -82 71
S–,·7 +CO−−−−OCS+S
–,·
6 -37 86
Anionic Reactions
HS–+CO−−−−COSH– N/Aa N/Aa
HS–2+CO−−−−OCS+HS– -63 75
HS–3+CO−−−−OCS+HS–2 -39 93
HS–4+CO−−−−OCS+HS–3 -51 94
HS–5+CO−−−−OCS+HS–4 -55 89
HS–6+CO−−−−OCS+HS–5 -57 90
HS–7+CO−−−−OCS+HS–6 -55 92
S2–+CO−−−−COS2– -2 20
S2–2 +CO−−−−OCS+S2– 20 66
S2–3 +CO−−−−OCS+S2–2 14 87
S2–4 +CO−−−−OCS+S2–3 -36 73
S2–5 +CO−−−−OCS+S2–4 -20 89
S2–6 +CO−−−−OCS+S2–5 -46 93
S2–7 +CO−−−−OCS+S2–6 -54 90
aThe adduct COSH− was not found in the potential energy
surface described by the SMD/M06-2X electronic structure
method.
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Table A.18 Previously reported aqueous reactions involving sulﬁde and polysulﬁde species.
Reactions kaq
HS·+O2 −−→ SO·–2 +H+ 5×109M−1s−1 [410]
5.0±0.7×109M−1s−1 [416]
HS·+HS· −−→H2S2 9±2×109s−1[416]
S·–+S·– −−−− S2–2 9×109M−1s−1 [410]
S2–2 +HS· −−−− S·–2 +HS– [410]
S2–x +HS· −−−− S·–x +HS– [410]
2 S·–x −−−− S2–2x [410]
HS–+H2O2 −−→HSOH+OH– [357]
HS–+HOCl−−→HSCl+OH– 4.8×109M−1s−1 [429]
HS·+OH· −−→H2O+HS· 1.5×1010M−1s−1 [416]
HS·+HS– −−→HSSH·– 5.4×109M−1s−1 [430]
5.3×105M−1s−1 [431]
HS·+O2 −−→ SO·–2 +H+ 5×109M−1s−1
HS· −−−− S·–+H+ [416]
HSSH·– −−−−HSS·2–+H+ [416]
H2S+H· −−→H2+HS· 1010M−1s−1 [432]
HS–+OH· −−→ Products 9×108M−1s−1 [390]
H2S+e–aq −−→H·+HS– 9.2±1.4×109M−1s−1 [416] a
HS–+S·– −−−−HS·2–2 4.0±0.6×109M−1s−1 [416] b
HS·2–2 +O2 −−−−HS–2+O·2 4.0±0.6×108M−1s−1 [416]
Redox rseaction with aqueous inorganic oxidants
HS–+SO·–4 −−→HS·+SO2–4 3.0±0.5×109M−1s−1 [416]
HS–+CO·–3 −−→HS·+CO2–3 2.0±0.3×108M−1s−1 [416]
HS–+ I·–2 −−→HS·+ I2–2 .4.6±0.6×108M−1s−1 [416]
HS–+C6H5NH·–2 −−→HS·+C6H5NH2–2 7.0±1.0×108M−1s−1 [416]
aThe reaction of the aqueous free electron with sulﬁde involves the addition followed by elimination of HS− with
a mechanism that is similar to the one that involves organic thiols.[416]
bThe aqueous equilibrium constant is 8×103M−1.[416]
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